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PART XII. Appendixes 
Appendix I-Faculty Roster 
Alphabetical list of all academic! staff members on 
appointment in the University of Nebraska College of 
Agriculture (or in positions closely related to the Col-
lege) on July 1, 1924 or appointed after that date, but 
not later than June 30, 1974. 
KEY: The information shown for each staff member, 
to the extent that it was available, is listed in the fol-
lowing order: 
Name: Surname at time of termination, followed 
by first given name (or initial) and middle initial or 
name; followed by other surnames, if any, in chron-
ological order (in parenthesis) while on appointment 
in the University. Nicknames are shown in quotation 
marks after the given names in cases where this helps 
to identify the person-example: Chase, Floyd]. "Cy" 
(1933-1952). 
Years on staff: The years shown are for the first 
and last years on appointment in the University, with 
at least a portion of the time in the College of Agri-
culture. The fact that the person may have been on 
leave during a portion of this time or if he or she 
resigned and subsequendy was reappointed to the staff, 
is not shown-the listing includes only the year of 
initial appointment and of final termination. 
. Name(s) of department(s) is (or are) listed alphabet-
lCally by the department(s) in which the position(s) was 
(or were) budgeted. Disciplines are used in determin-
ing departments for positions in the stations, or sub-
stations in the earlier years, when departmental 
appointments were ordinarily not granted. Persons 
paid by other than University funds, such as USDA, 
TVA and NE Crop Improvement Association, are 
listed with the department with which the person was 
principally associated (and usually in which a Univer-
sity appointment was granted). In case of joint ap-
pointments, in two departments or change of 
departments, all departments are listed. Courtesy ap-
pointments in other departments, for University paid 
staff members, are not included. 
Staff members whose principal disciplines were out-
side of the College of Agriculture, but who partici-
pated significantly in some capacity in College 
programs are listed in their "home" departments. 
Divisions: Next in the order of listings are the di-
~isions in which the staff member held appointments, 
I.e., AES, CES, RI, and Intl Prgs which, to the extent 
they are applicable, are listed in that order. Every staff 
member was involved either in research - AES; ex-
tension - CES; classroom teaching - RI; and/or held 
a long-term assignment in the Colombian and/or 
ITerminology changes from time to time but at the time of this 
~riting, academic positions are classified as "A" line positions. Not 
mcluded in this listing are "B" line positions which are defined as 
managerial/professional and "c" line defined as office/support staff. 
Turkish foreign assistance programs; or worked in 
the business side or administration of one or more of 
these programs. 
For staff members listed as shown in the paragraph 
above, the appropriate college or division is shown. 
Example: 1) Abbott, Roscoe C. (1916-1964). Chem-
istry. A&S Col etc.; 2) Schreiner, Lyle R.(1958- ). CYT, 
Love, Sciences and Technology. Libraries. City Cam-
pus, East Campus. BS UNL; MLS U OK. 
Location(s): Next in order of listings are the Uni-
versity locations where the staff person conducted his/ 
her work while on appointment. The meUor possible 
locations are: 
East Campus; the "SE Ext Center" is added, if ap-
plicable. 
City Campus. 
The off-campus Stations/Substations/Centers2 as 
follows: 
Ft Rob (Crawford) 
NE Sta (Concord) 
NP Sta (North Platte) 
NW Ag Lab (Alliance) 
Pan H Sta (Mitchell, Scottsbluff) 
SC Sta (Clay Center) 
Val Substa (Valentine) 
US MARC (Clay Center) 
Turkey, Colombia and/or Afghanistan (UNO) 
County extension offices: All 93 counties are in-
cluded, usually listed as individual counties, but in a 
few cases in a combination of two or more counties 
as organized into units by the CES. County names, 
rather than names of towns, are used in giving the 
locations of the Extension offices. However, if the as-
signment was in the district but not associated with 
the county, the name of the town is given. The ab-
breviations "Co" and "Cos" are included at the end 
of the county list where the staff person was located. 
Counties are listed in alphabetical order. Counties with 
short names are spelled out in full. For longer county 
names we have used contractions, e.g., Flmr for Fill-
more, Saun for Saunders, Cmg for Cuming, etc. 
University degrees held: The earned degrees held 
by the staff member at the time of termination at the 
University of Nebraska, or at present, whichever date 
is applicable, and the name of the university where 
the degree was granted, are given in the following 
order: baccalaureate, professional doctorate, i.e., DVM 
or MD, master's, and graduate doctorate, i.e., PhD or 
EdD (to the extent applicable). Names of degrees not 
falling into the above classification are listed as best 
they fit in the above order. Abbreviations of degrees 
are shown at the end of this Appendix. 
2The schools of agriculture at Curtis are not included. 
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EXAMPLE (Fictitious): 
BROWN, SADIE E. (Hinson, Gray). (1925-60). An 
Sci. AES, CES, RI, IntI Prg. East Campus; NP Sta; B-
K-R, Flmr, Gage, Lncn Cos; Turkey. BS, MS, UNL; 
PhD KS U. 
What the above tells the reader: Sadie E. Brown 
was on the staff of the College of Agriculture for at 
least some period between 1924 and 1974. She held 
the name Sadie E. Brown at the time of her termi-
nation at the University. The first surname under 
which she started work at the University was Hinson, 
which she later changed to Gray and lastly to Brown. 
Sadie received her first University appointment in 1925 
and terminated in 1960. Whether the appointment 
was continuous is not shown. While at the University, 
and during at least a portion of that time she spec-
ialized in animal science. Also at some time she held 
appointments in each of the four divisions, i.e.,AES, 
CES, RI and Intl Prgs - in what order or in what 
combination(s) is not shown. She was stationed, at least 
for a time, on the East Campus, at the North Platte 
Station, in three individual counties as shown, plus 
the B-K-R county district and in Turkey. Her formal 
education by the time she left the University in 1960 
consisted of BS and MS degrees from the University 
of Nebraska, and the PhD degree from Kansas State 
University. Nothing is shown as to what happened to 
Sadie after she left the University. 
Few staff would have as complicated a record while 
at the University as Sadie had, but it is possible. 
A 
AANDAHL, ANDREW R. (1973-1980). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS ND ST; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
ABBENHAUS, GERALD E. (1946-1947). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
ABBOTT, ROSCOE C. (1916-1954). Chern. A&S Col. East Cam-
pus. BS, MA UNL. . 
ABEL, HAROLD. (1956-1964). Human Dev & Fmly. AES, RI. East 
Campus. AB, MA, PhD, Syracuse U. 
ACKER, DUANE C. (1974-1975) An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus, City Campus. BS, MS IA St U; PhD OK St U. 
ACKERSON, CLIFTON W. (1922-1965). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS U MN; PhD UNL. 
ADAIR, WALTER B. (1923-1931). CES. Burt, Polk Cos. BS KS ST 
U. 
ADAMS, CHARLES F. (1929-1942). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. 
(NA). 
ADAMS, CHARLES H. (1947-1982). An Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS KS ST U; PhD MI ST U. 
ADAMS, DENNIS M. (1973-). FF&W. CES. East Campus. BS IA 
ST U; MS UNL. 
ADAMS, FREDERICH]. (1966-1969). CES. Lncn Co. BS, AB UNL. 
ADAMS, GEORGE H. (1930-1941). CES. Cent. Sandhills area, Shrdn 
Co. BS UNL; MS KS ST U. 
ADAMS, HAROLD M. (1933-1940). CES. Adms, Wbstr Co. BS 
UNL. 
ADAMS, HARRIET (1943-1967). CES. Hall, Saun Cos.; East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
ADAMS, JAMES C. (1929-1966). AES, CES. Dwsn Co., NP Sta. BS 
UNL. 
ADAMS, JOHN L. (1957-1982). Pltry & Wildl Sci, Ag Comm. AES 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS OK ST U; MA, PhD U WI. 
ADDlNK,JOHN W. (1972-1976). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. BS 
SD ST U; MS MI ST U; PhD CO ST U. 
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ADKINS, RICHARD E. (1967-1971). CES. Flmr, Hall Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
AHLMAN, CONSTANCE. (1969-). CES. Cass, Ddge, Mdsn Cos; 
NP Sta, PanH Sta. BS, MA UNL. 
AHLSCHWEDE, WILLIAM T. (1970- ). An Sci. CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS, PhD NC ST U. 
AHMED, N. Y. (1963-1968). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS U 
Pakistan; MS India. 
AIKEN, JEAN. (1961-1968). Ag Comm, English. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS Columbia 
AIKEN, JOHN M. (1963-1968). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS, 
DVM, KS ST U; MS UNL. 
AITKEN, THOMAS D. (1938-1976). CES. Rich Co. BS UNL. 
AKESON, WALTER R. (1965-1969). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD U WI. 
AL TIMINI, ALl. (1964-1971). Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
ALBERSON, KENNETH G. (1967-1969). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, MS (NA). 
ALBERT, DWYER D. (1949-1954). CES. Clay, Cmg Cos. BS UNL. 
ALDER, HOMER E. (1929-1944). Pltry & Wildl Sci, Bot. RI. East 
Campus. BS Fremont Norm; AB NE Wesleyan; MA UNL. 
ALEXANDER, MARTIN A. (1931-1968). An Sci. AES, CES, RI, 
Inti Prgs. East Campus, Turkey. BA WA ST Col; MS CO St 
U. 
ALEXANDER, THEODORE H. (1934-1948). CES. Adms, Chyn, 
Prkn Cos; East Campus. BS UNL. 
ALEXANDER, ULVERD "ALEK". (1958-1969). Agron. CES. Frtr 
Co, NE Sta. BS OK ST U; MS UNL. 
ALFORD, SIMON W. "DOC". (1938-1954). An Sci, Vet Sci. CES. 
East Campus. DVS KC Vet Col. 
ALLAWAY, WILLIAM H. "HUB". (1943-1945). Agron. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS UNL; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
ALLEN, HAROLD L. "HAL". (1956-). Ag Comm, Div Cont Stud. 
CES, Inti Prgs. East Campus, Turkey. BS, MA UNL. 
ALLEN, HORTENSE L. (1935-1944). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
ALLINGTON, WILLIAM B. (1948-1967). PI Path. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MA UNL; PhD U WI. 
ALLIS,JOHN A. (1952-1962). Agron. AES, USDA. Rosemont Res 
Sta. (NA). 
ALLMARAS, RAYMOND L. (1952-1956). Agron. AES, USDA. 
Pan H Sta. BS ND ST U; MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
ALLPRESS, H. A. (1949-1950). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. JD, 
MA UNL. 
ALLRED, R. CHASE. (1951-1955). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Brig Young; MS KS ST U; PhD UNL. 
AMOS, JESSIE. (1941-1944). Home Ec. Rl. East Campus. BS MI 
ST U; MS U WI. 
AMUNDSON, ROALD. (1942-1948). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS 
IA ST U. 
ANDERSEN, EMMA N. (1917-1949). Bot. RI. City Campus. BS, 
PhD UNL. 
ANDERSEN, LLOYD W. (1955-). Entom. AES, CES. Pan H Sta. 
East Campus. BA U MN; MS, PhD UNL. 
ANDERSON, ALBIN T. (1946-1979). Hist. Inti Prgs. City Campus, 
Turkey. AB San Jose St; MA, PhD UC Berk. 
ANDERSON, ALMA G. (1946-1966). Home Ec. CES. Adms Co., 
East Campus. BS U MO; MS U WI. 
ANDERSON, ANGELINE C. (1929-1969). Human Dev & Fmly. 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
ANDERSON, ANTON H. (1946-1960). Ag Econ. CES. East Cam-
pus. TH.B Union Col Chicago. 
ANDERSON, ARTHUR. (1917-1943). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. 
East Campus. PhD OH ST U. 
ANDERSON, CHESTER R. (1948-1954). Ag Biochem. AES. East 
Campus. BS, MS SD ST U. 
ANDERSON, DALE G. (1967-). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
ANDERSON, ELIN L. (1939-1944). CES. East Campus. MS Co-
lumbia U. 
ANDERSON, FRANK N. (1955- ). Agron. AES, CES. Shrm Co, 
Pan H Sta. BS, MS UNL. 
ANDERSON, GRETCHEN H. (1944-1947). Home Ec. RI. East 
Campus. BS IA St U. 
ANDERSON, MYRTLE I. (1950-1974). CES. Bne, Wayne, NE Sta. 
BS Kearney St. 
ANDERSON, NORRIS]. (1949-1958). Ag Econ. CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Huron SD; MA CO ST U. 
ANDERSON, RALPH R. (1960-1974). CES. Kim-Ban, Cdr Cos. 
BS, MS UNL. 
ANDERSON, ROLAN E. (1955-1958). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
ANDERSON, WILLIAM A. (1970-1974). Agron. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS OH ST U; PhD UNL. 
ANDO, TADAHIKO. (1957-1959). Ag Biochem. AES. East Cam-
pus. MS U Tokyo. 
ANDREAS, WILLIAM C. (1918-1936). CES. Btlr, Jfrs Cos. (NA). 
ANDREESEN, FRIEDA (BAILEY). (1952-1959). CES. Cdr, Ke-Art 
Cos. BS UNL. 
ANDREW, CHRISTOPHER O. (1967-1971). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. 
Colombia. BS CO ST U; MS MI ST U. 
ANDREWS, FRED C. (1954-1959). Stat Lab, Math Dept. AES, A&S 
Col. East, City Campus. BS, MS WA ST U; PhD UC Berk. 
ANTES, WESLEY M. (1941-1974). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Shrdn, 
SB Cos; East Campus. BS UNL. 
ANTHONY, HAZEL. (1948-1986). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS UNL; EdD PA ST U. 
APPLEMAN, ROBERT D. (1967-1973). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS, PhD OK ST U. 
ARMS, MILO. (1948-1953). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Campus. BS 
SD ST U. 
ARNOLD, CARLSON E. (1939-1941). CES. East Campus. (NA.) 
ARNOLD, ROY G. (1967-1987). Food Sci & Tech. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus, City Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD OR ST U. 
ARTHAUD, AGNES. (1938-1979). Home Ec. CES. Flmr Co, East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS Cornell. 
ARTHAUD, RAYMOND L. (1954-1959). An Sci. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MO. 
ARTHAUD, VINCENT. (1945-1977). An Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
ASHBURN, CLIFFORD L. (1945-1973). Ag Econ. AES, CES. Frkln 
Co, Pan H Sta. BS UNL. 
ASHER, LEROY]. (1968-1975). CES. Cent Sandhills Area. BS 
UNL. 
ASKEW, SUSAN (CUNNINGHAM). (1957-1984). CES. Mdsn Co. 
BS UNO. 
ATKINS, D. KENDALL. (1955-1957). CES. Dndy, SB Cos. BS UNL. 
ATWOOD, FLORENCE. (1919-1957). Food & Nutr. CES. Dkta 
Co, East Campus. BS UNL; MA MI ST U. 
ATYEO, WARREN T. (1958-1968). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS Western IL; PhD U KS. 
AUBOL, WALDO F. (1949-1952). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS NM ST U. 
AXTHELM, DEON D. (1948-1980). Ag Eng. CES. Clay, Gage Cos; 
East Campus. BSE, BSA, MA UNL. 
AXTHELM, LARRY S. (1967-1969). Ag Eng. AES, CES. Pan H 
Sta. BS, MS UNL. 
B 
BABBITT, ALICE (ANDERSON). (1952-1955). CES. Ke-Art Cos. 
BS UNL. 
BACHENBURG, ELMER. (1955-1957). CYT Lbry. Libraries. East 
Campus. AB Peru ST Col; MS U IL. 
BACON, HAROLD N. (1946-1952). CES. Bflo, Thrsn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BADGER, DANIEL D. (1967-1969). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS VA Poly; MS OK ST U; PhD MI ST U. 
BAER, ALVA A. (1923-1936). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Campus. AB 
UNL. 
BAGDONAS, VALENTINAS. (1949-1955). Vet Lab. AES. East 
Campus. CER, DVM Hanover Col; MS UNL. 
BAGLEY, WALTER T. (1955-1985). Hort & For, FF&W. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS CO ST U; MS IA ST U. 
BAIER, DWIGHT C. (1954-1957). CES. Bflo Co. BS UNL. 
BAILEY, HETTIE. (1929-1933). CES. Oto Co. BS UNL. 
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BAKER, FRANK H. (1966-1974). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD OK ST U. 
BAKER, GUY N. (1936-1965). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS KS ST U. 
BAKER, HAROLD T. (1927-1929). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U. 
BAKER, MARVEL L. (1923-1963). An Sci. CES, RI, AES, Inti Prgs. 
NP Sta, East Campus, Turkey. BS, MS KS ST U. 
BAKER, MAURICE E. (1966- ). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS Purdue; PhD OH ST U. 
BAKER, RICHARD E. (1937-1943). Hort & For. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UC Berk; PhD UNL. 
BALDWIN, JESSIE. (1928-1944). CES. Cass Co. BS UNL. 
BALFOUR, VANCE W. (1940-1942). CES. Nmha Co. BS UNL. 
BALL, ELLEN (MOORHEAD). (1954-). PI Path. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD U Pittsburgh. 
BALL, HAROLD]. (1951-1984). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA, MA, PhD U WI. 
BAMESBERGER, ERMA. (1942-1946). CES. Wsh Co. BS UNL. 
BARAGAR, ARNOLD E. (1931-1969). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS U MI. 
BARBER, LARRY R. (1969-1975). Hort & For. CES. SC Sta. BS, 
MS FL ST U. 
BARE, ORLANDO S. (1929-1958). Entom. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
BARE, THOMAS B. (1966-1980). Ag Comm. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. AB U WV; MA MI ST U. 
BARELMAN, MARCELE A. (1959-1968). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. 
Gage Co. BS, UNL; MA U MD. 
BARKER, HARLAN G. (1952-1961). CES. Frkln, Phelps Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BARKER, JAMES R. (1950-1951). CES. Frns Co. BS UT ST U. 
BARNELL, LEO. (1933-1960). CES. Dndy, Grdn Cos. BS UNL. 
BARNELL, MARY (BRACKETT). (1943-1948). CES. Dndy Co. 
BA UNL. 
BARNES, BERNARD "BUCK". (1931-1932). CES. Ant, Bne Cos. 
BS UNL. 
BARNES, DORSEY A. (1925-1926). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
BARNHART, HAROLD M. (1969-1977). Food Sci & Tech. RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
BARTELL, GORDON R. (1944-1945). CES. Gosp Co. BA Chad-
ron. 
BARTH, MARY (ADAMS). (1951-1955). CES. Hmltn, Shrdn Cos. 
BS OK ST U. 
BASHFORD, LEONARD L. (1972- ). Ag Eng. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BS U WY; MS U AZ; PhD OK ST U. 
BATES, ARDIS C. (1957-1967). CES. Flmr Co. BA Peru St Col. 
BATES, GEORGE E. (1925-1935). CES. Wsh Co. BS UNL. 
BATIE,]. RUSSELL. (1930-1945). CES. Dws, Dndy, Phlps Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BAUER, CAROL (KRAUS). (1972-1976). CES. Cmg, Dwsn Cos. 
BS Kearney ST Col. 
BAXTER, W. NEAL. (1950-1981). AgComm. AES. CES. LncnCo, 
NP Sta. BS UNL; MS U WI. 
BAY, MICHAEL, JR. (1953-1955). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. 
BSA, BS Jml U MO. 
BAYLES, CLARENCE F. (1928-1941). CES. Clay, Dkta Cos. BS KS 
STU. 
BEACHELL, WILLIAM A. (1940-1942). CES. Grly Co. BS UNL. 
BEACHLER, W. EVERET. (1930-1938). CES. Burt, Frns Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BEAL, JANE. (1960-1963). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. BS U KS; 
MS KS ST U. 
BECHTOLT, C. D. (1935-1936). CES. Deul Co. (N.A.) 
BECKER, HELEN LOUISE. (1946-1971). Human Dev & Fmly. 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS UNL. 
BECKFORD, LAWRENCE D. (1943-1945). Ag Biochem. AES. East 
Campus. BA, MA, UNL. 
BEELER, DOROTHY (STEVENS). (1946-1948). CES. Frns Co. 
BS UNL. 
BEEMAN, E. DONALD. (1953-1954). CES. Boyd, Thay Cos. BS 
KS ST U. 
BEERMAN, DELRAE L. (1964-1967). CES. Chyn Co. BS UNL. 
BEERMAN, MELVIN. (1938-1941). CES. Prce Co. BS UNL. 
BEERS, RUSSEL. (1956-1957). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL; PhD U IL. 
BEINHART, ERNEST G. (1969-1972). Agron. Int! Prgs. Colom-
bia. BS PENN ST; MS NC ST U; PhD Duke. 
BEJOT, DENNIS D. (1968- ). CES. Bflo, Sarp, Sew Cos. BS, MS 
UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
BELAND, GARY L. (1969-1972). Entom. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BA Kearney St; MS UNL. 
BELL, F. JAMISON. (1948-1949). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS 
U Ontario; MS, PhD Cornell. 
BELL, JEROLD H. (1956-1980). Entom. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST U. 
BELL, ROGER K. (1972-1978). CES. Valy, Wsh Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
BELOHLAVY, FRANCIS. (1973- ). Cons & Surv. At SCS office, 
Ord. BS UNL. 
BENESH, ALTA F. (1940-1946). CES. BxB, Clay Cos. BS UNL. 
BENGSTON, HELEN R. (1948-1951). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
BA UNL. 
BENNER, LARRY R. (1973-1979). CES. Lncn Co. BS, MS CO ST 
U. 
BENNISON, W. R. (1925-1925). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL. 
BENSON, EDNA. (1924-1928). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. BA 
(NA), MA Columbia. 
BENSON, ELLSWORTH H. (1957-1975). Hort & For. CES. East 
Campus. BS IA ST U. 
BENTON, RALPH A. (1947-1948). PI try & Wild I Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
BERAN, EUNICE. (1970-1984). CES. Ddge Co. BS UNL. 
BERG, MARILYN M. (1956-1957). CES. Ddge Co. BS UNL. 
BERGER, BURTON E. (1955-1955). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS OR ST U; MRE Illif Sch Th; MS U WI. 
BERGERSEN, MARIAN L. (1973-1977). CES. Dgls Co. BS U MN; 
MSUNL. 
BERGGREN, LEWIS B. (1948-1949). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
BERGIN, DENNIS B. (1955-1957). CES. Hmltn Co. BS UNL. 
BERGMAN, PAUL W. (1960-1965). Entom. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS SD ST U. 
BERNHARDT, LOUISE. (1936-1940). CES. Hall Co. BS UNL. 
BERQUIST, REUBEN N. (1943-1943). CES. Dgls Co. (N.A.) 
BESACK, HAROLD. (1930-1937). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
BESSEL, RUFUS J. (1955-1958). CES. Bflo Co. BS CO ST U. 
BEWICK, LAWRENCE F. (1949-1951). Entom. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS OK ST U. 
BICKEL, MILDRED (NELSON). (1931-1941). CES. Phlps Co. BS 
UNL. 
BIEDERMAN, H. W. (1923-1930). CES. Dws, Keith Cos. (N.A.) 
BINGER, F. ARLENE. (1947-1950). CES. Knox Co. AB Wayne ST 
U. 
BIRNSTIHL, ELIZABETH. (1971-). CES. Jfrs, Saln, Sew Cos; SE 
Ctr. BS, MS UNL. 
BISH, CYRIL. (1944-1979). CES. Adms, Hmltn, Lanc Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
BITNEY, LARRY L. (1959- ). Ag Econ. AES, CES. Ddge Co, East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD OK ST U. 
BLAD, BLAINE. (1970- ). Ag Metrl & Climatol. AES. East Campus. 
BS Brig Young; MS, PhD U MN. 
BLACHLY, JOHN W. (1926-1926). CES. Nmha Co. BS (NA). 
BLANCHARD, J. RICHARD. (1950-1952). CYT Lbry. Libraries. 
East Campus. BA U OK; BA U WASH. 
BLISH, MORRIS J."TONY". (1922-1940). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MA UNL; PhD U MN. 
BLOMENDAHL, LEON J. (1956-1957). CES. Clfx, Keith Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BLORE, IDA C. (1948-1964). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
BLUHM, WILBUR L. (1947-1950). CES. Burt Co. BS UNL. 
BLUMMER, FREDERICK C. (1939-1948). CES. Arth, Log-Mc Cos. 
AB UNL. 
BLUNN, CECIL T. (1945-1972). An Sci. AES, RI, Int! Prgs. East 
Campus, Turkey. BS UC Davis; MS KS ST U; PhD UC Berk. 
BOBBITT, VIRGINIA L. (1946-1947). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL. 
BOELLSTORFF, JOHN D. (1971-1980). Cons & Surv. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL; PhD LA ST U. 
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BOETTCHER, ALLEN L. (1956-1985). CES. Lanc Co. BS, MS 
UNL. 
BOETTCHER, BARBARA A. (1970-1975). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. 
SE Ctr, East Campus. BS SUNNY-ONEONTA; MS UNL. 
BOHL, DARYL G. (1954-1956). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
BOLDT, CHARLES E. (1958-1960). Hort & For. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS CO ST U. 
BOND, THEODORE E. (1970-1973). Ag Eng. USDA. MARC. BS, 
PhD UC Davis; MS IA ST U. 
BONDURANT, JAMES A. (1949-1955). Ag Eng. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U; MS UNL. 
BONER, LAVON R. (1940-1941). Home Ec. Rl. East Campus. BA 
Hastings. 
BOOK, VIRGINIA A. (1964-). Ag Comm. RI. East Campus. BA 
IA ST U; MA Fairfield U. 
BOOMER, GEORGE R. (1918-1929). CES. East Campus. (N.A.) 
BOOSALIS, MICHAEL G. (1951- ). PI Path. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD U MN. 
BOOTH, DWIGHT I. (1939-1942). CES. Burt Co. BS IA St U. 
BORCHERS, RAYMOND L. (1945-1981). Ag Biochem, Chern. AES, 
RI, A&S Col. East Campus. BS Kearney; MS, PhD IA U. 
BOTTCHER, DALLAS R. (1950-1953). AgComm. CES. East Cam-
pus. BFA UNL. 
BOURG, CHARLES. (1949-1952). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
BOVEY, RODNEY W. (1959-1964). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U ID; PhD UNL. 
BOWEN, EARL F. (1944-1960). CES. Grly, Nkls, Rich Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BOWEN, ETHEL (RICHERT). (1917-1945). CES. Htck, SB, Thay 
Cos; East Campus. BS UNL. 
BOWSER, M. F. (1969-1969). Ag Econ. Int! Prgs. Colombia. BS U 
MD; MS OK ST U. 
BOYDEN, LEWIS F. (1929-1959). CES. Clfx, Dkta, Jnsn Cos. BS 
SD ST U. 
BOYDSTON, LAWRENCE L. (1946-1951). CES. Mdsn Co. BS UNL. 
BRACKETT, ELMER E. (1913-1947). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
BRADFORD, HARRY E. (1912-1949). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. 
AB, AM UNL; PhD. Cornell. 
BRADT, ALICE H. (1923-1926). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. AB 
MA Welle sly. 
BRAKKE, MYRON K. (1955-1986). PI Path. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, PhD U MN. 
BRALEY, JACK D. (1956-1957). CES. B-K-R Cos. BS UNL. 
BRANDES, GAIL L. (1974-1978). CES. Cass Co. BS UNL. 
BRANDT, LORRAINE. (1957- ). Ed & Fmly Resources. RI. East 
Campus. BA Kearney St; MS UNL. 
BRAUN, R. ALVIN. (1923-NA). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. BS 
Penn St U. 
BREDEMEIER, LORENZ. (1934-1938). CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
BREDENKAMP, SALLY (MILLER). (1960-1968). CES. Mdsn, Sarp 
Cos. BS UNL. 
BREHM, LILLIAN E. (1929-1943). Food & Nutr. CES, RI. Thay 
Co, East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
BRESSON, AMEL L. (1965-1968). Chern. IntI Prgs. Turkey. BA 
Cornell IA; MS U IA; PhD U WY. 
BREUER, WILLIAM S. (1971-1977). CES. Clfx Co. BS, MS UNL. 
BREWER, JOHN V. (1956-1963). CES. Dndy, R Wil Cos. BS CO 
STU. 
BRIGGS, VIVIEN. (1942-1945). CES. Burt Co. BS UNL. 
BRIGHAM, HARRIET C. (1953-1955). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES. 
East Campus. BS Columbia, MS IA ST U. 
BRINEGAR, MERLE J. (1950-1952). An Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
BRINEGAR, THOMAS E. (1941-1942). Agron. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL, MBA Harvard. 
BRINGELSON, R. A. (1965-1973). Ag Ed. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MA, PhD UNL. 
BRINKMAN, E. P. (1950-1955). CES. Chry Co. BS IA ST U. 
BRITTON, ROBERT A. (1971-). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Bloomfield Col; MS, PhD U WV. 
BROKAW, WILLIAM H. (1918-1949). CES. East Campus. (ND). 
BROOKS, JOSEPHINE E. (1947-1964). Food & Nutr. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS KS ST U; PhD Cornell. 
BROTEMARKLE,jACK. (1953-1958). CES. Clay Co. BS U MO. 
BROUSE, EDGAR M. (1918-1960). Agron. AES, CES. Val Substa, 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
BROWN, DEAN A. (1958-1963). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MS IA ST U. 
BROWN, FERNE. (1950-1962). Human Dey & Fmly. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
BROWN, KIRK W. (1968-1969). Hart & For. RI. East Campus. BS 
Del Val Col; MS Cornell. 
BROWN, MARYELLEN. (1917-1945). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
BROWN, SUSAN (RIESCHICK). (1972- ). CES. Adms, Dgls Cos. 
BS UNL. 
BROWNING, JERRY L. (1958-1968). CES. Dwsn Co. BS OK ST 
U. 
BROWNLEE, LAMOINE L. (1957-1984). Agron. AES. MARC, 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
BROZ,jAMES J.jr. (1968-1968). Eng. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BA Pacific 
Col; MA SF ST U. 
BRUBAKER, JOYCE M. (1971-1978). CES. Gage Co, Pan H Sta. 
BS UNL. 
BRUCE, CHARLOTTE (RIEKE). (1948-1950). Food & Nutr. CES. 
Lncn Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
BRUCE, ROBERT L. (1948-1950). CES. Log-Mc Cos. BS UNL. 
BRUNER, LAWRENCE. (1888-1931). Ent. AES, RI. East Campus. 
(ND). 
BRUNIG, CHARLOTTE E. (1923-1931). Eng. RI. East Campus. 
AB, MA Wesleyan. 
BRUNIG, MORTON P. (1923-1956). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. 
AB, BS, UNL; AM Wesleyan. 
BRUNO, GRACE M. (1958-1960). CES. Dkta Co. BS St Marys Col. 
BRYNGELSON, HAROLD M. (1945-1948). CES. Prce Co. (NA). 
BSTANDIG, JOSEPH O. (1946-1978). CES. Kim-Ban, Stan Cos. 
BS UNL. 
BUCHANAN, WILLIAM A. (1945-1953). CES. Ant Co. BS OK 
STU. 
BUCK, CHARLES "Wally" (1931-1946). Agron, VA Ed. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
BUCKWALTER, DON W. (1971-1983). Cons & Sury. City Campus. 
BA UNL. 
BUCY, JOHN L. (1957-1985). Ag Econ, Agron. AES, TVA. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
BUETHE, LINDA K. (1969-). CES.jnsn, Nmha, Pawn, Rich Cos. 
BS, MS UNL. 
BULLERMAN, LLOYD B. (1970- ). Food Sci & Tech. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS SD ST U; PhD IA St U. 
BULLIS, DANIEL D. (1967-1969). An Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS OR ST U; PhD OK ST U. 
BULLOCK, WILLIAM P. (1945-1956). CES. Chyn, SB Cos. (N.A.) 
BURBANK, JOHN A. (1957-1984). CES. Holt, Otoe Cos; East 
Campus. BS, PhD UNL; MS U MD. 
BURBANK, LETA E. (1944-1947). CES. Dwsn Co. BS UNL. 
BURBANK, MARY M. (1944-1947). CES. Chyn, Wayne Cos. BS 
UNL. 
BURBANK, WAYNE E. (1957-1973). CES. MerikCo. BS, MS UNL. 
BURCHETT, RAYMOND R. (1959-). Cons & Sury. City Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
BURDETTE, ROGER F. (1968-1969). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, MS U MD. 
BURGER, WARREN C. (1952-1954). PI Path. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD U WI. 
BURGERT, KENNETH L. (1972-1976). CES. Bflo, York Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
BURLEY, RAY H. (1941-1943). AgComm. CES. East Campus. BS 
IA ST U. 
BURNETT, EDGAR A. (1899-1938). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS MI ST U. 
BURNHAM, LESTER L. (1952-1986). CES. Krny Co. BS Ur\L. 
BURNSIDE, ORVIN C. (1959-1985). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS ND ST U; MS, PhD U MN. 
BURR, WILLIAM W. (1906-1948). Agron. AES, CES, RI, USDA. 
NP Sta, East Campus. BS UNL. 
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BURTON, LYLE A. (f962-1967). CES, Chyn, Sioux Cos. BS UNL. 
BURTON, MARIE G. (1943-1947). CES. BxB, Keith, Kimb Cos. 
BS Northwestern Western Teachers Col, OK. 
BURZLAFF, DONALD F. (1953-1973). Agron. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus, Ft Rob. BS, MS U WY; PhD UT ST U. 
BUSH, DALE. (1934-1937). CES. Thrsn Co. BS UNL. 
BUSH, RALPH F. (1933-1945). CES. Frns, Grly Cos. BS UNL. 
BUSHMAN, DON H. (1967-1969). An Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS OK ST U; PhD SD ST U. 
BUTE, ANNE MAE. (1935-1963). CES, R Wil Co. BS CNL. 
BUTE, EVA JANE. (1944-1963). CES. Phlps, Polk Cos. BS Cr\L. 
BUTLER, PAUL E. (1974-1977). CES. Cstr Co. BS CO ST U; MS 
OK ST U. 
BYERS, ALTHEA C. (1949-1963). CES. Btlr Co. BS UNL. 
C 
CAIN,jAMES V. (1933-1956). CES. Saln, Shrm Cos. BSPH Creigh-
ton U. 
CALDECOTT, RICHARD S. (1951-1953). Agron. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS U Brit Col; MS, PhD WA ST U. 
CALDWELL, JAMES D. (1958-1960). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
BS Brig Young; MS UNL. 
CALKINS, CARROL. (1960-1964). Entom. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST U. 
CAMERON, EDNA. (1926-1928). CES. East Campus. BS SD ST 
U. 
CAMMACK, F. R. (1925-1925). CES. Ddge Co. BS U ID. 
CAMMACK, GEORGE M. (1958-1966). CES. B-K-R, Gar-Loup 
Cos. BS MS ST U. 
CAMP, BERNAL R. (1945-1948). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. 
AB UNL. 
CAMP, LEWIS M. (1941-1942). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
CAMP, R. H. (1915-1925). CES. Hmltn, Thrsn Cos. BS UNL. 
CAMPBELL, GENE W. (1969-1973). CES. Lncn Co. BS Tex Tech; 
MS CO ST U. 
CAMPBELL,jOHN B. (1966-). Entom. AES, CES, USDA. NP Sta, 
East Campus. BS, MS U WY: PhD U KS. 
CAMPBELL, RUTH W. (1970-1979). CES. Hall, Lncn Cos. BS 
Berea Col. 
CAMPBELL, W. H. (1917-1928). CES. Cent Sandhills Area, Frtr 
Co. (ND). 
CAMPION, DENNIS R. (1974-1975). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS, MS, PhD U WI. 
CANARSKY, DOROTHY. (1963-1964). CES. Ke-Art, Dwsn Cos. 
BS Wayne St. 
CANNELL, M. MARGARET. (1946-1963). Home Ee. RI. East 
Campus. BFA, AB, MA UNL. 
CANNON, KENNETH I. (1948-1956). Human Dey & Fmly. Rl. 
East Campus. BS Brig Young; MS IA ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
CAREFOOT, JUDITH. (1966-1966). Ag Ed. AES. East Campus. 
BEd U Alberta, MSE U IN. 
CARLSON, ARNOLD E. (1939-1941). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
CARLSON, CHRISTINE. (1935-1938). CES. Frns, Lanc Cos. BS 
UNL. 
CARLSON, IRENE E. (1950-1951). CES. Bflo Co. AB Kearney; 
MA UNL. 
CARLSON, MARVIN C. (1971- ). CES. Saun, Stan Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
CARLSON, MARVIN P. (1958-). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD UNL. 
CARPENTER, A. ELLEN. 1941-1943). CES. Frtr Co. BA Hastings 
Col. 
CARPENTER, ROLAND. (1940-1941). Agron. AES. USDA. East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MS UNL. 
CARSE, MARY EDITH. (1930-1945). Ed & Fmly Resources. RI. 
East Campus. BS, UNL; MA U Chicago. 
CARTER, DEANE G. (1960-1962). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS, 
MS IA ST U. 
CARTER, DELBERT. (1930-1935). CES. Ant, Boyd, Burt, Knox, 
Prce Cos. BS UNL. 
CARVER, ROBERT D. (1971-1973). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS MT ST U. 
CASE, RONALD]. (1972- ). Pltry & Wildl Sci, FF&W. AES, RI. 
East Campus. AB Ripon; MS U IL; PhD KS ST U. 
CAST, MARIAN M. (1968-1969). CES. Bne, Nance Cos. BS UNL. 
CATTERSON, EMMETT B. "ED". (1933-1942). CES. Ainsworth, 
Cstr Co; East Campus. BS UNL. 
CHACE, WALTER. (1935-1940). CES. Stan Co. BS IA ST U. 
CHALOUPKA, MARILYN. (1948-1952). Food & Ntr. AES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
CHAMBERLAIN, ESTHER. (1955-1974). CES. BxB, Nkls, Otoe 
Cos. BS UNL. 
CHANDON, RAMESH C. (1961-1967). Dairy Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS U Punjab; PhD UNL. 
CHAPMAN, HAROLD W. (1946-1957). Hort & For. AES, Rl. NW 
Ag Lab, East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
CHASE, FLOYD]. "CY". (1933-1952). Ag Econ. CES.Lanc Co. 
and Co. Agt. at large, East Campus. BS UNL. 
CHATTERJEE, NAN DO K. (1965-1967). Agron, AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS PhD U Calcutta; PhD UNL. 
CHESNIN, LEON. (1947-1985). Agron. AES, CES, Rl. East Cam-
pus. BS, U KY; MS OH ST U; PhD Rutgers. 
CHILVERS, CHARLENE. (1951-1951). CES. Prce Co. BS UNL. 
CHISHOLM, GRACE M. (1968-1968). CES BxB Co. BA Loretta 
Hts. 
CHITTENDEN, GERTRUDE. (1957-1960). Human Dev & Fmly. 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
CHRISTENSEN, ELANE M. (APPLEBY). (1946-1951). CES. Wsh 
Co. BS UNL. 
CHRISTENSEN, LEO M. (1941-1945). Chemurgy. AES. East Cam-
pus. PhD IA ST U. 
CHRISTENSON, RONALD K. (1972- ). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
MARC. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MO. 
CHRISTIE, L. C. (1918-1925). CES. East Campus. (N.A.) 
CHRISTOFF, GARY T. (1968-1974). Hort & For. CES. NP Sta. BS, 
MS U MO. 
CIMFEL, RYNOLD. (1939-1940). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
CLAASSEN, CARL E. (1941-1950). Agron, Chemurgy. AES. East 
Campus. BS KS ST U; MS WA ST U; PhD UNL. 
CLANTON, DONALD C. (1958-). An Sci. AES, RI. NP Sta, East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MS MT ST U; PhD UT ST U. 
CLARK, MARJORIE R. (1926-1930). Home Ee. Rl. East Campus. 
BS, MS Purdue. 
CLARK, MARK E. (1957-1959). CES. Sew Co. BS UNL. 
CLAUSEN, CLYDE D. (1945-1970). CES. Clfx, Hall, Kim Cos. BS 
UNL. 
CLAWSON, ALBERT]. (1950-1952). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS 
UNL; MS KS ST U. 
CLAYBAUGH, JOSEPH H. (1917-1955). 4-H Youth Dev, Pltry & 
Wild I Sci. CES. Clay Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
CLAYPOOL, L. L. (1957-1959). Hort & For. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS 
UC Davis; PhD WA ST U. 
CLAYTON, PAUL C. (1952-1954). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS, MS OH ST U. 
CLEGG, DENZIL O. (1956-1966). CES. Ant, Nkls Cos; NE Sta; 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U WI. 
CLEGG, MAX D. (1967- ). Agron. AES, Rl. East Campus. BS UNL; 
MS CO ST U; PhD UC Davis. 
CLOUSE, DELORIS R. (1953-1987). Ag Comm. CES, Rl. East 
Campus. BFA, MS UNL. 
CLYMER, LOUIS R. (1941-1948). CES. Saun, Thms Cos. BS UNL. 
COBB, ESTEL. (1971-1972). An Sci. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS OK St U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
CODER, GEORGE H. (1956-1964). CES. Gar-Loup-Wh Cos. BS 
UNL. 
COE, FRANCIS M. (1925-1927). Hort & For. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
COFFIN, DALLAS R. (1947-1952). CES. Deul, Hays Cos. BS UNL. 
COLE, PHILIP H. (1956-1984). An Sci, Dairy Sci. CES, Rl. East 
Campus. BS U MA; MS UNL. 
COLE, RALPH H. (1928-1966). Ag Econ. CES, RI. East Campus. 
AB, MA UNL; PhD Cornell. 
COLEMAN, HAROLD D. (1956-1957). CES. Sew Co. BS UNL. 
COLLINGS, WAYNE R. (1954-1983). CYT Lbry. Lbrys, Inti Prgs. 
East Campus, Turkey. BS UT ST U: BLS U Chicago. 
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COLLINS, WILLIAM H. (1967-1971). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, MS VA Poly Tech. 
COLVILLE, WILLIAM L. (1957-1971). Agron. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS IA ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
COLWELL, WILLIAM L. (1966-1970). Agron. AES, Rl, Inti Prgs. 
East Campus, Colombia. BS UNL; MS U ID; PhD Cornell. 
COMPTON, WILLIAM A. (1960-). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS NC ST U; PhD UNL. 
CONARD, ELVERNE C. (1935-1980). Agron. AES, RI, Inti Prgs 
USDA. East Campus, Turkey. BS CO ST U; MS UNL; PhD 
Tex A&M. 
CONDRA, GEORGE E. (1902-1940). Cons & Surv. City Campus. 
PhD UNL. 
CONE, EDITH. (1920-1925). CES. Flmr, Saun Cos. BS UNL. 
CONGROVE, JAMES E. (1966-1968). CES. Frkln Co. BS, MS KS 
STU. 
CONLEY, G. O. (1968-1970). Ani Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. BS, 
PhD IA ST U; MS OK ST U. 
CONNIN, RICHARD V. (1954-1957). Entom. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BPH Toledo; MS OH ST U. 
CONRAD, ALBERT F. (1933-1934). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
CONWAY, DOROTHY K. (1955-1957). Edu & Fmly Resources. 
CES. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
COOK, EDMOND A. (1969-1975). CES. Log-Me, SB Cos. BS, MS 
U WY. 
COOK, PAUL H. (1931-1941). CES. Hmltn Co. BS UNL. 
COOK, RAYMOND H. (1948-1951). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
DVM KS ST U; MS UNL. 
COOKSLEY, ROLAND L. (1955- ). CES. Ph-Gos Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
COOLEY, KATHRYN M. (1951-1967). Food' & Nutr. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS KS ST U. 
COON, BEULAH I. (1923-1926). Edu & Fmly Resources. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
COON, LARRY LEE. (1964-1965). CES. Dwsn Co. MS KS ST U. 
COOPER, GWENDOLYN M. (1962-1975). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
COOPER, MABEL R. (1951-1953). CES. Flmr Co. BS UNL. 
COPENHAVER, RALPH. (1935-1966). CES. Thrsn Co, East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
COPLIN, SHARRON. (1972-1974). CES. Gage, Lane Cos. BS UC 
DAVIS; MS U WI. 
CORBIN, FLORENCE M. (1926-1957). Ag Ed. Rl. East Campus. 
BS, MS U WI. 
CORDS, WILLIAM M. (1965- ). Fin/Pers. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MA UNL. 
CORMACK, MURRAY. (1963-1964). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus BS Manitoba; MS, PhD UNL. 
COSTER, JOHN. (1964-1966). Ag Ed. AES, RI. East Campus. BS 
Purdue; MA, PhD Yale. 
COUPE, RICHARD. (1926-1974). Vet Sci. AES, NE Swine Accred 
Agcy. East Campus. BS UNL. 
COX, MILO L. (1955-1957). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. BS 
Tex A&M; MS, PhD UNL. 
COYNE, DERMOT P. (1961- ). Hort & For. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U Dublin; PhD Cornell. 
CRAFT, RUTH. (1951-1953). CES. Shrdn Co. BS UNL. 
CRAFT, THOMAS]. (1957-1961). CES. Dxn, Hays Cos. BS OK 
STU. 
CRAIN, HAZEL M. (1962- ). Edu & Fmly Resources; Ctr Bus & 
Voc Tchr Edue. RI, Teacher Col. City Campus, East Campus. 
BS No IL U; MEd, PhD CO ST U. 
CRANDALL, BLISS. (1943-1947). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS UT ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
CRANFILL,]. C. (1957-1986). CES. Hmltn Co. BS OK ST U; MS 
UNL. 
CRAWFORD, ROBERT P. (1917-1959). Ag Comm, Jrnlsm. AES, 
RI, A&S Col. City Campus, East Campus. AB UNL; AM Co-
lumbia. 
CRESS, DALE C. (1945-1947). CES. BOo Co. BS UNL. 
CROCKER, EVERETT M. (1951-1957). CES. Frns, Prce Cos. BS 
UNL. 
CROM, JULIA. (1950-1952). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
CROM, RICHARD]. (1951-1959). CES. Cdr, Hmltn, Oto Cos. BS 
UNL. 
CROMER, CHALMERS. (1966-1987). Ag Ed. Rl. City Campus, 
East Campus. BS, MEd CO ST U; EDd UNL. 
CROSBY, MARGARET B. (1944-1963). CES. Hmltn, Hrln, Polk 
Cos. BS UNL. 
CROSS, OTIS E. (1963-1977). Ag Eng. AES, RI, Inti Prgs. East 
Campus, Colombia, Afganistan. BS KS ST U; MS U GA; PhD 
MI ST U. 
CROUSE, JOHN D. (1972-). Food Sci & Tech. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS, MS, PhD U KY. 
CROWE, LAWRENCE K. (1925-1968). Dairy Sci. AES, RI, Inti 
Prgs. East Campus, Turkey. BS CO ST U; MS UNL; PhD U 
MN. 
CROZIER, WILMOT F. (1933-1940). CES. Art, Log-Me, Lncn Cos. 
BA Northwestern. 
CRUISE, RAY L. (1939-1943). CES. Polk Co. BS UNL. 
CULBERTSON, JOSEPH O. (1930-1931). Agron. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MN. 
CUNDIFF, LARRY V. (1967-). An Sci. USDA. MARC, East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U; MS, PhD OK ST U. 
CUNNINGHAM, PETER]. (1968-1978). An Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS IA ST U; MS, PhD OK ST U. 
CUSHING, ROBERT L. (1938-1943). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
D 
DAHARSH, MICHAEL G. (1970-1976). Vet Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
DAHLGREN, ROBERT R. (1968-1969). Vet Lab. AES. NP Sta. BS, 
DVM, MS OK ST U. 
DAIGGER, LOUIS A. (1954-1979). Agron. AES, CES. Morl, Sioux 
Cos; Pan H Sta. BS, MS UNL. 
DAILEY, MAMIE A. (1948-1951). CES. Oto Co. BS UNL. 
DALE, CARL C. (1919-1955). CES. Valy Co. BS UNL. 
DALLUGE, DUANE. (1960- ). CES. Oto, Pawn, Phlps Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
DALY,]. M. "MIKE". (1955- ). Ag Biochem, Plant Path. AES, Rl. 
East Campus. BS URI; MS, PhD U MN. 
DALY, RONALD T. (1973-1979). Human Dev & Fmly. CES. East 
Campus. BS Brig Young; MS, PhD U UT. 
DAM, RICHARD. (1958- ). Ag Biochem. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
BA Kalamazoo; MS, PhD Cornell. 
DAMKROGER, VIOLA. (1949-1987). CES. Holt, Jfrs, Saln, Sew 
Cos. BS UNL. 
DANIELSON, D. MURRAY. (1958- ). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BA, 
MS UNL; PhD UT ST U. 
DANIELSON, DONNA. (1961-1964). Txtl, Clthg & Des. Rl. East 
Campus. BS, MS IA ST U. 
DANIELSON, EPHRIAM A. G. "DAN". (1931-1936). CES. Burt, 
Nkls Cos. BS UNL. 
DANLY, BERT C. 1933-1944). CES. Bflo, Dwsn, Frtr, Hrln Cos. 
BS UNL. 
DARLINGTON, GEORGE M. (1921-1946). Econ. RI. City Cam-
pus. BA, MA UNL. 
DAVID, LYLA. (1949-1950). CES. Dndy Co. BS KS ST U. 
DAVIS, ELLIOTT R. (1918-1938). CES. Adms, Krny Cos. (N.A.) 
DAVIS, FRANK S. (1966-1968). Agron. AES, Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS U MO; PhD UNL. 
DAVIS, GEORGE E. (1918-1933). CES. Hwrd, Merik, Pawn, Shrm 
Cos. (NA). 
DAVIS, GUY R. (1920-1955). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Campus. 
AB, AM UNL. 
DAVIS, HERBERT P. (1921-1957). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS U MO; MS PA ST. 
DAVIS, JEAN. (1957-1960). Ed & Fmly Resources. RI. East Cam-
pus. AB Glenville St; MS U WV; PhD Cornell. 
DAVIS, JOHN R. (1925-1928). CES Dkta, Ddge, Hmltn Cos. NA. 
DAVIS, JOHN R. (1964-1971). Ag Eng. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS U MI; PhD UC Davis. 
DAVIS, LEONA S. (1928-1938). Food & Nutr. CES. Cstr Co., East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
DAVIS, LOA E. (1940-1945). CES. Hall Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
DAVIS, RUSSEL L. (1949-1954). An Sci. AES, USDA. Ft Rob. BS 
Montana ST U; MS IA ST U. 
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DAVIS, VALEDA. (1938-1941). CES. Frtr Co. BS UNL. 
DAWES, A. NEIL. (1942-1976). CES. Boyd, Holt, Jfrs Cos. BS 
UNL. 
DAWSON, ROY. (1946-1947). Agron. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS MD ST; MS, PhD UNL. 
DAY, RICHARD R. (1969-1971). Dairy Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS U MN. 
DEACON, WILBUR E. (1936-1939). PI Path. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
DEAN, JOHN C. (1953-1955). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. BFA 
UNL. 
DEANE, DARRELL. (1946-1951). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS U ID; MS UNL; PhD PA ST U. 
DEARBORN, DELWYN. (1966-). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus, NP Sta. BS, MS SD ST U; PhD UNL. 
DECKER, JAYNE (BIERMAN). (1971-). CES. Hmltn, Merik Cos. 
BS UNL. 
DECKER, JOHN F. (1936-1968). CES. BxB, B-K-R Cos; Sargent, 
McCook, St. Paul. BS UT ST U: MS UNL. 
DEDRICK, ALLAN R. (1963-1966). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
DEEMS, HOWARD W. (1950-1967). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD U MO. 
DEGRAW, HAROLD M. (1958- ). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
DEGREER, CHARLES V. (1974-1976). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS, MS KS ST U. 
DEIBERT, EDWARD D. (1972-1977). Agron. AES, TVA. East 
Campus. BS, MS SD ST U; PhD UNL. 
DE ITEM EYER, CARL W. (1942-1945). CES. Burt, Gos Cos. AB 
UNL. 
DELAET, JOAN. 1963-1964). CES. Adms Co. BS Kearney. 
DELONG, ALTON H. (1918-1954). CES. Oto Co. BS UNL. 
DELUNGER, ELSIE. (1953-1972). CES. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
DELVO, HERMAN W. (1965-1971). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BA, MS ND ST U. 
DEROSE, ROY L. (1948-1953). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. BS 
ND ST U. 
DERRICK, WILLIAM W. (1920-1957). An Sci. CES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS Tex A&M; MS UNL. 
DESHAZER, JAMES A. (1966- ). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Campus. 
MS U MD; MS Rutgers; PhD NC ST U. 
DEWITT, CLARENCE H. (1944-1949). CES. Sew, Shrdn Cos. (NA). 
DICK, SHARON KAY. (1971-1979). CES. Saun, Wsh Cos. BS UNL. 
DICKASON, ELVIS A. (1970-1985). Entom. AES, CES, RI, Inti 
Prgs. East Campus. BS, MS OR ST U; PhD MI ST U. 
DICKE, HELEN E. (1955-1956). CES. Adms, Hmltn Cos. BS UNL. 
DICKERSON, GORDON E. (1967-1987). An Sci. AES, RI. USDA. 
MARC, East Campus. BS MI ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
DICKISON, SANDRA (HEYBROCK). (1968-1970). Food & Nutr. 
CES, Rl. East Campus. BS UNL; MS U KS. 
DIEDRICH SEN , ETHEL. (1950-1976). Food & Nutr. CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
DIEDRICHSEN, GEORGE. (1949-1951). CES, Prce Co. BS UNL. 
DILL, CHARLES W. (1963-1966). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS Berea; MS, PhD NC ST U. 
DILLON, OTTO. (1929-1930). CES. Nkls Co. BS UNL. 
DILLON, ROY D. (1967- ). Ag Ed. AES, Rl. East Campus. BS, 
MEd, EdD U IL. 
DILLOW, SARA (RHODES). (1962-1964). CES. Sarp Co. BS UNL. 
DIMAIO, DOMINIC. (1953-1963). CES. Mdsn, Thrsn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
DIMOND, ALBERT E. (1942-1946). PI Path, Bot. AES, RI, A&S 
Col. East Campus. AB, AM, PhD U WI. 
DINKEL, GEORGE]. (1955-1955). Hort & For. AES. Pan H Sta. 
BS UNL. 
DINKEL, VIRGINIA (LITTRELL). (1949-1952). CES. Frns Co. 
BS UNL. 
DISCOE, BEVERLY A. (1961-1962). CES. Chyn Co. BS UNL. 
DISHPANDE, PENDURANG. (1969-1971). An Sci. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. (N.A.) 
DISTERHAUPT, PAULA (STRONG). (1963-1966). CES. Oto Co. 
BS St Mary Col. 
DOANE, TED H. (1955-). An Sci. CES, RI, Inti Prgs. East Campus, 
Turkey, Afghanistan. BS OK ST U; MS, PhD KS ST U. 
DODGE, PHYLLIS. (1945-1946). CES. Valy Co. BS UNL. 
DOLINSKY, LORRAINE]. (1965-1967). CES. Dgls Co. BS U;\IO. 
DOLL, EDWARD H. (1936-1944). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
DOLPH, ELEANOR OACKA). (1946-1947). CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
DOMEIER, VAUGHN P. (1972-1979). Ag Ed. CES, RI. Gage Co, 
East Campus. BS UNL; MS MI ST U. 
DOMINGO, CLIFFORD. (1957-1963). Agron. AES, USDA. Pan 
H Sta. BS UNL. 
DONALDSON, ELLA. (1930-1936). CES. Burt, Cstr Cos. BS UNL. 
DOREMUS, MABEL E. (1936-1950). Food & Nutr. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; AM Columbia. 
DORNHOFF, GARY M. (1972-1975). Agron. AES, CES. SC Sta. 
BS UNL; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
DORR, LORRAINE (FRENCH). (1947-1949). CES. Wayne Co. BS 
UNL. 
DORYLAND, PAULINE N. (1944-1976). Chem. A&S Col. East 
Campus. BS Kearney St; MS U AZ; PhD U Rochester. 
DOUGLAS, RALPH. (1938-1941). CES. Grfld Co. BS UNL. 
DOUGLAS, RIZPAH A. (1926-1948). Txtl, Clthg & Des. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL, MA Columbia. 
DOUGLASS, RICHARD. (1971-1975). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
DOUPNIK, BENJAMIN L., JR. (1974-). PI Path. AES, CES. NP 
Sta, SC Sta. AB KS Wesleyan; MS UNL; PhD LA ST U. 
DOUTHIT, H. K. (1927-1961). CES, RI. Wbstr Co, Curtis, East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
DOWE, THOMAS W. (1948-1970). An Sci. AES, RI, Inti Prgs. East 
Campus, Colombia. BS TX A&M; MS, PhD KS ST U. 
DOWNS, FLORENCE. (1935-1938). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
DOWNS, PAUL A. "DOC". (1923-1959). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS U CT, MS, PhD Cornell. 
DREESZEN, VINCENT H. (1949- ). Cons & Surv. City Campus. 
BA Peru St; MS UNL. 
DREIER, AUGUST. (1948- ). Agron. AES, CES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
DRENOWATZ, MARGARET C. (1963-1964). Agron. AES. East 
Campus. AB Douglas Col; MLS Rutgers. 
DREW,JAMES V. (1956-1975). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus, City 
Campus. BS, PhD Rutgers. 
DRISCOLL, JAMES L. (1968-1971). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs, Colom-
bia. BS MT ST U; MS, PhD OK ST U. 
DUDECK, ALBERT E. (1964-1970). Hort & For. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, PhD PA ST U. 
DUDLEY, NORMA]. (1951-1953). Ed & Fmly Resources. CES. 
East Campus. BS IA ST U. 
DUEY, DOUGLAS D. (1956- ). Ag Econ. CES. Saun Co, SE Ctr. 
BS, MS UNL. 
DULEY, FRANK L. (1937-1959). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, AM U MO; PhD U WI. 
DULEY, NELL H. (WRIGHT). (1944-1958). CES. East Campus. 
BS MO Teach Col; MA U MO. 
DUNHAM, PATRICIA A. (1967-1969). CES. Chyn, Ke-Art Cos. 
BS CO ST U. 
DUNKELBERG, GEORGE H. (1966-1968). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. 
Turkey. BS, MS IA ST U. 
DUNKLE, LARRY D. (1971-1978). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS NC Col; MS, PhD U WI. 
DUNLAP,JAMES V. (1947-1960). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U MO; MS UNL. 
DUNN, GRETH M. (1933-1940). CES. Dxn, Htck Cos. BS UNL. 
DUNN, JAMES W. (1961-1975). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS 
CO ST U; DVM IA ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
DUNN, RICHARD]. (1957-1967). CES. Cent Sandhills Area. BS 
CO ST U; MS IA ST U. 
DUTT, JAMES O. (1939-1941). Hort & For. CES. East Campus. 
BS Peml St U. 
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EARL, RICHARD D. (1946-1947). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
EASTIN,JERRY D. (1961-). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD Purdue. 
ECHTERNKAMP, SHERRILL E. (1973-1976). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
MARC. BS SO IL U; MS OH ST U. 
ECKERT, ALFRED R. F. (1954-1968). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Ober-Staats-Real; Eng Agric Sci-Prague; MA UNL. 
EDWARDS, DONALD M. (1965-1980). Ag Eng. AES, Rl. East 
Campus. BS, MS SD ST U; PhD Purdue. 
EDWARDS, H. H. (1965-1967). Ag Biochem. AES. East Campus. 
BA Albion Col; MS, PhD U WI. 
EHLERS, PAUL L. (1946-1968). Agron. AES. NP Sta, NW AG Lab. 
BS UNL. 
EHLERS, ROBERT L. (1958-1975). CES. Ant Co. BS UNL. 
EITTREIM, SILAS C. (1955-1968). An Sci. AES. Ft Rob. DVM IA 
STU. 
ELDER, C. R. (1966-1968). Ag Comm. Inti Prgs. Colombia. BS IA 
ST U. 
ELDER,JOHN A. (1950-1983). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS IA 
ST U. 
ELDRIDGE, FRANKLIN E. (1954-1986). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS U ID; MS KS ST U; PhD Cornell. 
ELLIFF, ROWAN E. (1930-1944). Ag Ed. Rl. East Campus. BS 
Pittsburgh ST U; MA U MO. 
ELLINGTON, EARL F. (1968- ). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U KY; PhD UC Davis. 
ELLIOTT, LLOYD F. (1969-1975). Agron. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST U; MS KS ST U; PhD OR ST U. 
ELLIS, IDA M. (1952-1959). CES. Frns Co. BS UNL. 
ELLIS, JAMES R. (1967-). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East Campus. 
BS U MO; PhD UNL. 
ELLIS, SARAH (PORTER). (1931-1932). CES. East Campus. BS 
U WI. 
ELLISON, JOAN. (1952-1955). Home Ee. Rl. East Campus. BS 
IA ST U; MS Cornell. 
ELMING, ELAINE M. (1957-1959). Home Ee. Rl. East Campus. 
BS UNL; MS IA ST U. 
EMAL, JAMES G. (1972- ). Stat Lab. AES, CES. Oto, Saln Cos; 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
EMMETT, FLORENCE. (1938-1941). CES. BxB, B-K-R, FlmrCos. 
BS UNL. 
EMSICK, DEANNA. (1963-1966). CES. Btlr Co. BS Col St Mary. 
ENGEL, DONALD F. (1952-1957). An Sci. CES. Ant, Boyd, Holt 
Cos. BS UNL. 
ENGLE, ELDON B. (1923-1934). Agron. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
BA, MS UNL. 
EPP, ABRAM W. "ABE". (1943-1976). Ag Econ. AES, Rl. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MN. 
EPP, MARJORIE L. (1940-1949). CES. Bflo, Lncn Cos. BS UNL. 
ERICKSON, DEWAINE R. (1948-1962). CES. Oto Co. BS UNL. 
ERICKSON, ELDON L. (1955-1958). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
ERICKSON, GILBERT W. (1936-1944). CES. Knox, Sarp Cos. BS 
UNL. 
ERICSON, R. JUNE. (1959-1967). Txtl, Clthg & Des. Rl. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS MI ST U. 
ERLEWINE, LUCILLE M. (1949-1950). CES. Keith Co. BS UNL. 
ESHELMAN, PHILIP V. (1941-1943). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
ESHELMAN, RUTH. (1972-1976). Food & Nutr. Rl. East Campus. 
BS Penn St; MS Tufts U. 
EVANS, BERT M. (1958-). Ag Econ, Econ. CES, RI, Bus Ad Col. 
East Campus, City Campus. BS UNL; MS Tex A&M; PhD 
Harvard. 
EVANS, KEITH E. (1943-1944). Entom. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS U ID. 
EVANS, LEWIS S."JACK". (1936-1943). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. MS UNL. 
EVANS, T. ALLEN "AI". (1956-1977). Dairy Sci, Food Sci & Tech. 
CES. East Campus. BS, MS SD ST U. 
EVERSOLL, DUANE A, (1974-). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
EVERTSON, DAVID M. (1964- ). CES. BxB, Kim-Ban Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
F 
FAGER, WILLIAM W. (1939-1941). CES. Mdsn Co. BS eNL. 
FAHRNEY, EMORY D. (1936-1943). CES. Wsh Co. BS UNL. 
FALKENB URG,jOE A. (1970-1972). CES. Shrdn Co. BS, MS, PhD 
UWY. 
FANNING, PAUL K. (1970-1971). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS KS ST U; MS U ID; EdD Cornell. 
FARLIN, STANLEY D. (1970-1981). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. SC 
Sta, East Campus. BS UNL; MS CO ST U; PhD U IL. 
FARRAND,]. C. (1935-1939). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS KS ST 
U. 
FARRAR, HOMER. (1936-1938). CES. Gar-Loup-Wh Cos. BS UNL. 
FAUSCH, HENRY R. (1918-1925). CES. Wbstr Co. BS UNL. 
FAUST, FLORENCE. (1926-1927). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. 
BFA MT ST U. 
FEASTER, JOHN G. (1968-1970). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS U FL. 
FEDDE, MARGARET S. (1914-1950). Home Ec. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. AB UNL; AM Columbia. 
FEDER, ERNEST. (1954-1961). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U Geneva; PhD UC Berk. 
FEENEY, ROBERT E. (1953-1960). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Northwestern; MS, PhD U WI. 
FEHLHAFER, JUANITA (BOECKENHAUER). (1958-1960). CES. 
Oto Co. BS UNL. 
FEHLHAFER, LEOR. (1961-1962). AgComm. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
FEIGHT, JOHN]. (1967-1969). Ag Comm. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS KS ST U; MS IA ST U. 
FELTON, MATHIAS W. (1940-1946). PI Path. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, PhD U WI. 
FENSKE, LEO j. (1960-1968). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS, MS 
UMN. 
FENSTER, CHARLES R. (1956-1982). Agron. AES, CES. NWAL, 
Pan H Sta. BS UNL. 
FERGER, DIANE C. (1970-1973). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS U IL; MS KS ST U. 
FERGUSON, DONALD L. (1964-). Vet Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UT ST U; PhD UNL. 
FERGUSON, LOIS (SIERT). (1949-1953). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
FIDLER, PAUL F. (1941-1943). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS UNL. 
FIGARD, PAUL. (1951-1951). Ag Biochem. AES. East Campus. 
BA NE Wesleyan; PhD IA ST U. 
FILLEY, HORACE CLYDE. (1911-1949). Ag Econ. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BEd Peru; BA, MA UNL; PhD U MN. 
FILTER, KATHRYN M. (1948-1953). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
FINLEY, ROBERT M. (1957-1963). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS KS ST U; PhD U IL. 
FINN, ROBERTA. (1963-1965). CES. Clfx, Plat Cos. BAE Wayne 
ST Col. 
FINNERTY, DEANE (WARD). (1950-1953). Agron. AES. East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MS KS ST U; PhD UNL. 
FISCHER, LOYD K. (1950-1984). Ag Econ. AES, RI. Inti Prgs. 
East Campus, Colombia. BS, MA UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
FISH, ROYCE W. (1936-1956). CES. Cass, Cmg, Oto, Prce, Plat, 
Wbstr Cos. BS UNL. 
FISCHBACH, PAUL E. (1952-1984). Ag Eng. AES, CES. Minden, 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
FISHER, ELOUISE. (1941-1943). CES. jnsn Co. BS IA ST U. 
FISHER, RALPH E. (1952-1979). CES. Frns, Gos Cos. BS UNL; 
MEd CO ST U. 
FISHER, WAYNE F. (1969-1971). Ag Eng. AES, CES. NE Sta. BS, 
MSUNL. 
FITCHETT, DONALD]. (1952-1964). PI Path. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS U WI. 
FITTS, JAMES W. (1935-1948). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. BS 
Chadron ST Col; MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
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FITZGERALD, ELIZABETH A. (1959-1960). Ag Comm. CES. 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
FLACK, MILTON L. (1924-1944). Dairy Sci. CES. East Campus. 
BS PA ST U; MS UNL. 
FLATUNG, SANDRA K. (1970-1972). CES. Pan H Sta. BS UNL. 
FLEMING, HAROLD W. (1946-1948). CES. R Wil, SB Cos. BS 
UNL. 
FLEMING, RICHARD L. (1956- ). Ag Comm. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS KS ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
FLOERSCH, CATHERINE A. (1957-1958). CES. Gage Co. BS Col 
St Mary. 
FLORELL, ROBERT]. (1962- ). Ag Educ, Voc & Adult Ed. Tchrs 
Col. CES, RI. East Campus, City Campus. BS, MS, EdD UNL. 
FLORY, DONALD O. (1951-1955). CES. Clay Co. BS KS ST U. 
FLOWERDAY, ALBERT DALE. (1956-1983). Agron. AES, CES, 
RI, Inti Prgs. NE Sta, East Campus, Colombia. BS, MS, PhD 
UNL. 
FLOWERDAY, ALICE M. (1952-1953). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Hall 
Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
FLYNN, FRANK. (1939-1943). CES. jfrsn Co. BS UNL. 
FOLEY, DORIS M. (1964-1965). CES. Dgls Co. BS U MO. 
FOLLIS, DEE L. (1956-1964). CES. Kim-Ban Cos. BS KS ST U. 
FONKEN, DAVID W. (1971-1975). Ag Eng. AES, CES. SB Co. BS, 
MCE CO ST U. 
FOOTE, W. DUANE. (1958-1985). Agron, NE Grain Imp Assn. 
CES. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
FORD, RICHARD G. (1950-1954). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BS U KY; PhD U Chicago. 
FORD, WILLIE D. (1973-1974). Food & Nutr. CES. East Campus. 
BS Tuskegee; MS U AL; PhD IA ST U. 
FOSSLAND, ROBERT C. (1940-1958). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS U IL; PhD UNL. 
FOSSUM, GLADYS H. (1954-1956). CES. Saun Co. BS U ND. 
FOSTER, HAROLD]. (1949-1957). CES. Grly Co. BS UNL. 
FOSTER, ROSE ANN. (1955-1956). CES. Knox Co. BS UNL. 
FOUTS, KENNETH C. (1919-1957). An Sci. CES. Cmg, Sew, York 
Cos; East Campus. BS UNL. 
FOX, HAZEL M. (1955-1987). Food & Nutr. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Wstrn MD; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
FOX, H. DANIEL. (1923-1926). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
UMO. 
FOX,jOHN G. (1952-1972). CES. Wbstr Co. BS UNL; MS CO ST 
U. 
FOX, ROBERT L. (1950-1961). Agron. AES, RI, Inti Prgs. East 
Campus, Turkey. BS, MA, PhD U MO. 
FRAHM, DONALD. (1973-1974). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS OH ST U; MS, PhD Purdue. 
FRANCIS, CHARLES W. (1959-1963). CES. Frtr, Hall Cos. BS OK 
STU. 
FRANK, KENNETH D. (1962-). Agron. AES, CES, Inti Prgs. SC 
Sta, East Campus, Colombia, Liberia. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA 
STU. 
FRASER, MIRIAM. (1936-1940). CES. Adms, Burt Cos. BS UNL. 
FRAZIER, DORIS (HUEFTLE). (1955-1956). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
FREDERICKSON, KEITH. (1952-1954). CES. Burt, Oto Cos. BS 
UNL. 
FREE, DOYLE H. (1950- ). An Sci, Pltry & Wild I Sci. CES, RI, NE 
Pltry Indus. East Campus. BS UNL. 
FREIMUTH, KAREN. (1971-1972). CES. Pan H Sta. BS U WY. 
FRENCH, BURTON L. (1950-1954). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
FRERICHS, DONALD A. (1964-1967). CES. Kim-Ban Cos. BS, 
MED UNL. 
FREY, THOMAS L. (1970-1973). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD U IL. 
FRIEDEMANN, DALE H. (1959-1966). CES. Frkln, Sew Cos. BS 
UNL. 
FRIEDLI,jACOB. (1934-1936). CES. Grly, Hays Co. BS UNL. 
FRIESEN,jEANETTE (GRANTHAM). (1971-). CES. Hmltn, Ph-
Gos Cos. BS UNL. 
FRISBIE, LUCIUS I. (1919-1948). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Cam-
pus. BA NE Wesleyan. 
FRITCHOFF, ALMA CATHERINE. (1923-1924). Home Ec. RI. 
East Campus. BA, MA UNL. 
FRITSCHEN, ROBERT D. (1963- ). An Sci. AES, CES. NE Sta, 
Pan H Sta, East Campus. BS, MS SD ST U. 
FROLIK, ANTON L. (1930-1941). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD U WI. 
FROLIK, ELVIN F. (1933-1975). Agron. AES, CES, RI. Nmha Co., 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MN. 
FRONING, GLENN W. (1966- ). Pltry & Wildl Sci, An Sci, Food 
Sci & Tech. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS U MO; PhD U 
MN. 
FRUHLING, EHME J. (1933-1942). CES. Chs Co. BS UNL. 
FRUTCHEY, CECIL W. (1962-1963). Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS U OR; 
MS, PhD MI ST U. 
FRY, PEGGY. (1956-1963). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U TX, MPH Harvard. 
FUEHRING, H. DALE. (1956-1958). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD UNL. 
FULLER, KAREN HOPE. (1965-1967). CES. Pan H Sta. BS UNL. 
FULLERTON, T. M. (1969-1971). Agron. Inti Prgs. Colombia. BS 
OK ST U; MS, PhD U AR. 
FULTS, JESS L. (1935-1939). Agron, AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS CO A&M; MS, PhD UNL. 
FURRER, JOHN D. (1947-1986). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
FUSSELL, JEROME J. (1967-1985). Cons & Surv. City Campus. 
Bj U MO; AM, PhD U Chicago. 
G 
GADDIS, RONALD J. (1973-1977). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS OK ST U. 
GADEKIN, ARNOLD. (1939-1942). CES. Ban Co. BS UNL. 
GAGEN, KAREN. (1974-1977). CES. Dgls Co. BS U MN; MS N 
MI U. 
GAILEY, S. A. (1955-1956). CES. Hmltn Co. BS CO ST U. 
GAINES, NEWTON W. (1918-1945). CES. East Campus. BA Mid-
land Co!. 
GANSHORN, RUTH (JONES). (1948-1974). Food & Nutr. RI. East 
Campus. BS MO ST Teach; MS VA Poly Tech. 
GARDNER, CHARLES O. (1946- ). Agron, Stat Lab. AES, CES, 
RI. East Campus. BS UNL; MBA Harvard; MS UNL; PhD 
NC ST U. 
GAREY, CARROLL L. (1946-1949). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD Purdue. 
GAREY, GARY B. (1954-). CES. Dgls, Oto, Polk, Shrmn Cos. BS 
UNL; MS CO ST U. 
GAREY, LEWIS F. (1936-1940). Ag Econ. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL; PhD U MN. 
GARNER, JASPER. (1955-1956). Bot. A&S Co!. East Campus. BA 
Manchester; MA U IN; PhD IA ST U. 
GARRISON, GEORGE A. (1938-1962). CES. BtIr, Hays Cos. BS 
UNL. 
GARRISON, L. C.,jR. (1967-1972). An Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS UNL; MS KS ST U. 
GARTUNG, JIMMIE L. (1973-1975). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS KS ST U. 
GARVER, SAMUEL. (1935-1947). Agron. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS IA ST U. 
GARWOOD, VERNON A. (1954-1956). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS, 
MS, PhD UNL. 
GARY, WALTER J. (1973-1977). Entom. CES. East Campus. BS 
OR ST U; MS UNL. 
GASKINS, MILO M. (1956-1965). CES. Shrdn, Valy Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
GATES, DORIS B. (1943-1945). Entom. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
GATES, ROBERT L. (1947-1952). Ag Biochem. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MS KS ST U. 
GATEWOOD, ALLEN J. (1937-1938). CES. Grly Co. BS UNL. 
GAVIT, RICHARD J. (1958-1984). FF&W. AES, CES. NE Sta. BS 
Purdue. 
GAYER, HELEN M. (1943-1962). CES. Plat, Sarp Cos. BS UNL. 
GEE, FRANKLIN. (1942-1951). CES. Frns, Kim Cos. BS UNL. 
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GElS, MARY FRANCES. (1959-1961). CES. Ke-Art, Valy Cos. BA 
Duchesne Co!. 
GEISERT, RONALD G. (1959-1960). CES. Dws, Frtr Cos. BS CO 
STU. 
GELWICK, CALVIN. (1933-1937). CES. Plat Co. (N.A.) 
GEORGE, ARTHUR G. (1926-1956). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
GEORGI, CARL E. (1935-1980). Mcrbio!' A&S Co!. City Campus. 
BS UNL; MS, PhD U WI. 
GERDES, ROBERT N. (1957-1964). CES.jnsn, Rich Cos. BS, MS 
OK ST U. 
GERGEN, GENEVIEVE P. (1945-1946). CES. Flmr Co. BA Peru 
ST Co!. 
GERTEL, KARL. (1953-1954). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS Cornell, MS IA ST U. 
GERTSON, HARRY E. (1941-1944). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. (N.A.) 
GESSAMAN, PAUL H. (1970- ). Ag Econ. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS MT ST U; PhD Cornel!. 
GIBBONS, REBEKAH M. (1926-1946). Food & Nutr. RI. East 
Campus. BS Cornell; MS Penn St; PhD U Chicago. 
GIBNEY, SHARON E. (1973-1976). CES. Sarp Co. BA IA ST U. 
GIFFORD, RICHARD D. (1955-1957). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
GILBERTSON, CONRAD B. (1967-). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS ND ST U; MS SD ST U. 
GILL, LOUISE (FREE). (1941-1943). CES. Hmltn Co. BS UNL. 
GILL, MARY ELIZABETH. (1942-1946). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL. 
GILLAM, WILLIAM S. (1936-1938). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BA De Paul U; MS, PhD UNL. 
GILLASPIE, HOWARD S. (1940-1968). CES. 'Dxn Co. BS UNL. 
GILMAN, HAROLD "HI". (1934-1973). Agron. CES. Gage Co, 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
GILMORE, J. L. (1917-1924). CES. Phelps Co. (N.A.) 
GILSTER, KEITH E. (1972- ). An Sci. CES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD SD ST U. 
GINGLES, RUBY. (1955-1975). Human Dev & Fmly. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
GLANDT, VERNA. (1936-1941). CES. Holt, jnsn Cos. BA Peru 
STCo!. 
GLASS, JOHN S. (1923-1926). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. (NA). 
GLEAVES, EARL W. (1964-). Pltry & Wildl Sci, An Sci. AES, CES. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD OK ST U. 
GLIMP, HUDSON A. (1968-1973). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS, MS TX A&M; PhD OK ST U. 
GOBLE, JESSE W. (1948-1952). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MA UNL. 
GOEKE, JAMES W. (1970-). Cons & Surv. NP Sta. BS U WI; MS 
CO ST U. 
GOGAN, RICHARD J. (1955-1957). CES.jfrsn Co. BS UNL. 
GOOD, RICHARD H. (1951-1954). CES. Ddge, Dgls Cos. BS IA 
STU. 
GOODDlNG,jOHN A. (1955-1961). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MS KS ST U; PhD WA ST U. 
GOODDlNG, THOMAS H. (1917-1957). Agron. AES, CES, RI, 
Inti Prgs. East Campus, Turkey. BS, MS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
GOODHUE, IRENE. (1935-1935). CES. Flmr Co. (N.A.) 
GOODWIN, TOMMY L. (1962-1964). Pltry & Wildl Sci. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS U AR; PhD Purdue. 
GORZ, HERMAN J. (1954- ). Agron. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD U WI. 
GOSEY, JAMES A. (1971-). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East Campus. 
BS OK ST U; MS NM ST U; PhD UNL. 
GOSS, ROBERT W. (1920-1959). PI Path. AES, RI. City & East 
Campus. BS, MS MI ST U; PhD U WI. 
GOTH, ELSIE. (1937-1938). CES. Frtr Co. BS UNL. 
GOULD, HARRY G. (1917-1959). Agron. AES, CES, Inti Prgs. 
Chyn Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
GOULD, MERRILL L. (1923-1958). CES. Cstr Co. BS KS ST U. 
GOWEN, FREDERICK A. (1956-1959). Hart & For. AES RI. East 
Campus. BS U NH; PhD U MN. 
GRABOUSKI, PHILIP H. (1957-1986). Agron. AES, CES. NP Sta. 
BS, MS UNL. 
GRACE, OLIVER D. (1955-1982). Vet Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
DVM CO ST U; MS U IL. 
GRACE, RAY A. (1949-1953). CES. Wbstr Co. BS U MO. 
GRADWOHL, ELEANOR. (1956-1958). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. 
East Campus. BA Heidelberge; MS OH ST U. 
GRAFF, CHARLAN L. (1954-1961). CES. Merik Co. BS UNL. 
GRAFF, KATHRYN. (1935-1937). CES. Hmltn Co. BS IA ST U. 
GRAHAM,JEAN (STOPPKOTTE). (1945-1953). CES. Grnt, Prkn, 
SB Cos. BS UNL. 
GRAHAM, LEWIS T. (1942-1943). Entom. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS LA ST U. 
GRAHAM, RALSTON J. (1947-1979). Ag Comm. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BA UNL. 
GRAHAM, ROBERT H. (1971-1976). Ag Eng. USDA. MARC. BS 
U KS. 
GRAM, MARY ROSE. (1947-1952). Food & Nutr. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS NW MO; MS UNL. 
GRAMLICH, HOWARD J. (1910-1938). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
GRANDSTAFF, MARDELLE B. (1968-1970). CES. Adms Co. BS 
UNL. 
GRANT, ELIZABETH R. (1946-1968). CES. Ddge Co. BS UNL. 
GRAUMANN, HUGO. (1947-1953). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
GRAY, GRETA. (1925-1927). Home Ee. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BA MIT; PhD Yale. 
GREEN, RICHARD E. (1957-1958). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS CO ST U; MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
GREENE, JESSIE G. (1913-1949). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
GREENLY, VIRGINIA L. (1962-1964). CES. Holt, Shrdn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
GREENWOOD, MILTON J. (1947-1957). Agron. AES. NP Sta. BS 
UNL. 
GREER, JAMES D. (1966-1970). Ag Econ. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
GREGORY, KEITH E. (1955-). An Sci. AES, USDA. East Campus, 
MARC. BS NC ST U; MS UNL: PhD U MO. 
GRIFFING, MILTON E. (1960-1964). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MS ND ST U. 
GRIMINGER, PAUL. (1955-1958). Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD U IL. 
GROESSER, PEARL (SCHULTZ). (1949-1957). CES. Cass Co. BS 
UNL. 
GROSS, DOMINIC L. (1921-1953). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
GROSS, MARY J. (DOYLE). (1963-1965). CES. NE Sta. AB Mt St 
Scholastica. 
GROTELUSCHEN, ROLAND F. (1950-1955). CES. Burt Co. BS 
UNL. 
GUENZI, WAYNE D. (1960-1965). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS CO ST U; PhD UNL. 
GUSTAFSON, RONALD J. (1953-1979). CES. Boyd, Gage Cos. 
BS UNL. 
GUTHRIE, GERSILDA. (1949-1952). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES. East 
Campus. BS KS ST U; MA NY City U. 
GUTHRIE, MARY EVELYN. (1936-1962). Home Ee. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
GUYER, PAUL Q. (1954-1986). An Sci. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS, MA, PhD U MO. 
H 
HAAG, WILLIAM L. (1969-1973). Agron, PI Path. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS Loras Col; MS, PhD UNL. 
HAAS, STANLEY C. (1967- ). Ag Comm. CES. Sioux Co, Pan H 
Sta. BS U WY. 
HAASE, JEROME H. (1963-1966). CES. Frns Co. BS UNL. 
HABA, KAREN K. (1961-1963). CES. Ke-Art Cos. BS Kearney. 
HABERER, DONALD J. (1963-1966). CES. Hall Co. BS KS ST U. 
HAFNER, HENRIETTA. (1935-1936). CES. Wbstr Co. (N.A.) 
HAGEN, ARTHUR F. (1957-). Entom. AES, CES. Pan H Sta. BS, 
MS CO ST U. 
HALL, LOUIS L. (1927-1938). Chern. AES, RI. East Campus, Val 
Substa. BS. MS UNL. 
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HALL, MARY R. (HOSIER). (1946-1979). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES, 
RI. Dgls Co, East Campus. BA Franklin Col; MA U Chicago; 
PhD UNL. 
HALL, PAIGE L. (1935-1947). Agron. AES, CES, NE Crop Imp 
Assn. Flmr Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
HALM, HELEN (HAY). (1924-1925). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
HAMILTON, EUGENE W. (1951-1957). Entom. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
HAMILTON, FRED B. (1950-1954). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
BS CO ST U. 
HAMILTON, GEORGE A. (1956-1963). CES. SB Co. BS CO ST 
U. 
HAMILTON, RICHARD I. (1956-1962). PI Path. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS MT ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
HAMMOND, WALTER E. (1949-1952). Ag Biochem, Ag Econ. 
AES. East Campus. BA Harvard; MEd Boston U. 
HANKIN~, T. HASKELL. (1935-1939). Hart & For. CES. SB Co. 
BS UNL. 
HANLEN, W. E. (1925-1935). CES. Prkns, Thay Cos. (N.A.) 
HANSEN, ELMER N. (1925-1929). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS U MN; MS IA ST U. 
HANSEN, GARY D. (1970-1971). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, CES, 
RI. East Campus. BS UT ST U; MA U MN; PhD OR ST U. 
HANSEN, HOWARD E. (1955-1962). CES. Shrmn Co. BS UNL. 
HANSEN, MARTHA. (1960-1964). CES. Adms Co. BS Kearney 
STCol. 
HANSEN, WAYNE M. (1955-1956). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
HANSON, J. R. (1943-1945). CES. Jfrs Co. BS IA ST U. 
HANSON, LESTER E. (1940-1952). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U MN; MS, PhD Cornell. 
HANSON, MYRTLE F. (BOOTH). (1966-1970). CES. Adms Co. 
BS OK Cent St; MS KS ST U. 
HANSON, NOEL S. (1940-1948). Agron. AES CES. East Campus. 
BS U MN; MS, PhD UNL. 
HANSON, RONALD J. (1974- ). Ag Econ. RI. East Campus. BS 
Western IL; MS, PhD U IL. 
HANWAY, DONALD G. (1947-1984). Agron. AES, CES, RI, Int! 
Prgs. East Campus, Turkey. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
HANWAY, JOHN J. (1946-1950). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL, PhD IA ST U. 
HARDER, WALTER R. (1942-1948). CES. Wayne Co. BS KS ST 
U. 
HARDIN, CLIFFORD M. (1954-1972). Ag Econ. City Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD, Purdue. 
HARGELROAD, BEULAH (DEEMS). (1948-1971). CES. Burt Co. 
BS UNL. 
HARMON, ELEANOR (STEAVENSON). (1954-1956). CES. Gage 
Co. BS UNL. 
HARPER, HORACEJ. (1961-1961). Agron. Int! Prgs. Turkey. BS, 
MS IA ST U; PhD U WI. 
HARREL, BRYANT. (1963-1965). Chern. Int! Prgs. Turkey. BS 
Randolph; MA, PhD J. Hopkins. 
HARRIS, LIONEL (1930-1971). Agron. AES, CES, USDA. PanH 
Sta. BS Brig Young; MS UT ST U. 
HARRIS, MARIE. (1945-1953). Ed & Fmly Resources. RI. East 
Campus. BA OH ST U; MS MI ST U. 
HART, HOYT E. (1965-1967). Hart & For. AES. East Campus. BS 
IA ST U; MS Rutgers. 
HART, JOHN M. (1971-1975). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
U AZ; PhD UNL. 
HARTMAN, EVAN A. (1952-1956). Agron. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
HARTMAN, GEORGE E.,JR. (1956-1959). CES. Holt Co. BS UNL. 
HARTUNG, TED E. (1965-). Pltry & Wildl Sci, Food Sci & Tech. 
AES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS CO ST U; PhD Purdue. 
HARTZ, SALLY M. (1950-1952). CES. Marl Co. BS UNL. 
HARVEY, MARJORIE. (1947-1948). CES. Krny Co. BS UNL. 
HARVILL, LEO MAX. (1966-1968). Ag Ed. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MA, PhD UNL. 
HASKINS, FRANCIS A. (1953- ). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD Cal Tech. 
HASSLER, JAMES B. (1957-1986). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, PhD UC Berk. 
HATCH, ROBERT H. (1966-1973). An Sci. AES, CES. PanH Sta. 
BS U TN; MS UNL; PhD U WY. 
HATHAWAY, IRWIN "JACK". (1926-1961). Dairy Sci. AES. East 
Campus. BA, MS KS ST U. 
HATTAN, GAYLE, JR. (1951-1985). CES. Gage, Saun Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
HATTAN, JOHN M. (1953-1956). CES. Hmltn, York Cos. BS UNL. 
HAUKE, GREETA (BROWN). (1930-1967). CES. Bflo, Cstr, York 
Cos. BS UNL. 
HAUKE, HAROLD A. (1942-1954). Entom. CES, USDA. Grdn 
Co, East Campus. BA Grand Is Col; MS UNL. 
HAUKE, LENA. (1925-1927). CES. Flmr Co. BS UNL. 
HAUNOLD, ALFRED. (1955-1964). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
DP, DR Aust Vienna; PhD UNL. 
HAVELKA, JOSEPH F. (1951-1958). CES. Shrm Co. BS UNL. 
HAVENS, ETHEL P. (1948-1949). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS Wheaton Col; MS IA ST U. 
HAWEY, OLIVE. (1923-1925). Txt!, Clthy & Des. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS OR ST U. 
HAWKINS,]. WALLACE. (1970-1973). Ag Comm. Int! Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, MS Tex A&M. 
HAWLEY, CHESTER C.,JR. (1958-). CES. Log-Mc, Nkls Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
HAWLEY, PORTIA. (1953-1955). CYT Lbry. Lbrys. East Campus. 
BA U NV; BS UC Berk. 
HAYES, FRANK A. (1936-1941). Agron, Cons & Surv. AES. City 
Campus, East Campus. BS, PhD UNL. 
HAZEL, LANOY N. (1941-1942). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS Texas 
A&M; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
HECHT, ALVAH R. (1917-1955). CES. Bflo, Dws, Dwsn, York Cos. 
(ND). 
HECHT, H. HARRISON "HARRY". (1953-1975). CES. Pawn, York 
Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
HECHT, REUBEN. (1933-1942). Ag Econ, An Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MA UNL. 
HEDGES, HAROLD. (1926-1935). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MA UNL. 
HEINE, V.]. (1924-1929). CES. Phlps Co. BS UNL. 
HEINS, RAMONA (LAUN). (1953- ). CES. Bflo, Dwsn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
HEITSHUSEN, DWAIN H. (1963-1965). CES. Mdsn Co. BS UNL. 
HELBERG, MILBURNE. (1961- ). CES. Hayes Co. BS UNL. 
HELDT, JAMES. (1971-1978). An Sci. AES, CES. NP Sta. BS CO 
ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
HELGESON, DELMAR L. (1967-1971). Ag Econ. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS ND ST U. 
HELLER, RAYMOND. (1946-1948). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
HELM, ROBERT W. (1950-1952). Entom. CES. East Campus. BS 
MT ST U; MS Rutgers. 
HELMERS, GLENN A. (1965- ). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, PhD IA ST U. 
HELMS, THOMAS]. (1967-1977). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS AR ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
HELTON, LINVEL. (1958-1964). CES. Gar-Loup-Wh Cos. BA OK 
ST U. 
HELZER, KATHERINE. (1947-1958). CES. Ddge, Valy Cos. BS 
UNL. 
HEMSTROM, MORRIS L. (1954-1959). An Sci. CES. Shrdn Co, 
East Campus. BS CO ST U. 
HENDERSON, C. EDWARD. (1966-1971). CES. Rich Co. BS, MS 
OK ST U. 
HENDERSON, GRACE. (1924-1926). CES. SB Co. BS UNL. 
HENDERSON, PHILIP A. (1956-1978). Ag Econ. AES, CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
HENDERSON, ROBERTA F. (1958-1959). CES. Clfx Co. BS OK 
ST U. 
HENDRICKS, HAVEN B. (1972-1977). An Sci. CES. SC Sta. BS 
ID U; MS, PhD Purdue. 
HENDRICKS,]. F. (1933-1937). CES. Rich Co. BS UNL. 
HENDRICKS, MONTE D. (1958-1987). CES. SB Co. BS OK ST 
U: MS UNL. 
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HENDRIX, GEORGE. (1933-1946). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS KS ST U. 
HENDRIX,]. W. (1963-1964). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. BS 
NC ST U; MS U AR; PhD NC ST U. 
HENDRIX, LARRY D. (1966-1974). CES. Knox, Prkn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
HENGSTLER, HELEN F. (1933-1934). Food & Nutr. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
HENRY, CLETIS E. (1951-1953). CES. Dwsn Co. BS Kearney. 
HENRY, RICHARD M. (1957-1959). CES. Hall Co. BS OK ST U. 
HENTON, RICHARD. (1961-1962). Home Ee. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS OK ST U. 
HEPPERLY, ASA K. (1922-1925). An Sci. CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
HEPPERLY,JAY W. (1925-1939). CES. Keith Co. BS UNL. 
HERGENRADER, GARY L. (1967-). FF&W, Zool. A&S Col. AES, 
CES, Rl. East Campus, City Campus. BS UNL; MS, PhD U 
WI. 
HERLING, BETTY]. (1970-1972). CES. Cmg Co. BS UNL. 
HERNDON, MAY BETH. (1943-1944). CES. Dwsn, Wayne Cos. 
BS KS ST U. 
HERRINGTON, ROBERT B. (1946-1958). CES. Chry Co. BS UNL. 
HERRMANN, ESTHER P. (1937-1938). CES. Wbstr Co. BS UNL. 
HERSCHNER, BELLE M. (1935-1940). CES. Dndy Co. BS UNL. 
HESSER, IVAL C. (1957-1961). CES. Nkls Co. BS OK ST U. 
HEUERMANN, W. W. "BILe. (1929-1943). Ag Econ. CES. Chs, 
Dndy, Gas Cos; East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
HIBBS, CLAIR M. (1969-1979). Vet Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS, DVM 
U MO; MS, PhD KS ST U. 
HIBBS, JERROLD. (1968-1970). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
HIENTON, TRUMAN E. (1921-1923). Ag Eng. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS OH ST U. 
HILD, RALPH P. (1952-1954). CES. Cmg, Sioux Cos. BS UNL. 
HILDEBRAND, PETER E. (1968-1972). Ag Econ. Int! Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, MS CO ST U; PhD MI ST U. 
HILL, CARL 1. (1951-1956). CES. Lanc Co. BS UNL. 
HILL, CHARLES H. (1951-1952). Ag Biochem. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS CO ST U; MS, PhD Cornell. 
HILL, ROBERT M. (1955-1987). Ag Biochem. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS St Marys Col; MS, PhD U MN. 
HILL, ROSCOE E. (1940-1976). Entom. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
HILLER, MARJORIE (CLARK). (1928-1929). Home Ee. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS (UNIV. N.A.) 
HILLESTAD, ROBERT. (1965- ). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS U WI; MS Drexel Inst of Tech; PhD OH St U. 
HINDERS, RAYMOND O. (1961-1962). Dairy Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS West TX ST U; MS CO ST U; PhD UNL. 
HINKLEY, JANE (SNOW). (1925-1929). Ag Ed. Rl. East Campus. 
BS OH ST U; MS USC. 
HINRICHS, MARLENE. (1967-1973). CES. Jnsn, Nmha, Pawn, 
Rich Cos. BS KearneySt U. 
HINTHORN, BERNITHA. (1943-1958). CES. Adms, Dws Cos. 
BS UNL. 
HITES, BENNETT D. (1942-1960). Ag Biochem. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS Grand Is Col; MS UNL. 
HIXSON, EPHRIAM "PETE". (1946-1954). Entom. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS OK ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
HOADLEY, F. BRENT. (1972-1979). Hort & For. CES. Lanc Co, 
SE Ctr. BS U VT, MS, PhD KS ST U. 
HOBBS, WALTER W. (1967-1970). Ag Eng. Int! Prgs. Colombia. 
BS OK ST U; MS Penn ST; EdD OK ST U. 
HOBERT, GORDON. (1937-1941). CES. Keith Co. BS UNL. 
HOERLEIN, ALVIN B. (1953-1957). Vet Sci AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. DVM CO ST U: PhD Cornell. 
HOFELDT,JUDITH ANN. (1970-1975). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
HOFF, PAUL R. (1930-1935). AgEng. CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
HOFF, PHILIP A. (1944-1945). Hart & For. CES. PanH Sta. BS 
UNL. 
HOFFART,JANE A. (1955-1958). CES. Lanc Co. BS Pepperdine 
U. 
HOFFMAN, ALBERT. (1948-1951). Agron, Chemurgy. AES. East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MS UNL. 
HOFFMAN, MARVIN W. (1957-1977). CES. Otoe Co. BS UNL. 
HOGG, ALEX. (1972- ). Vet Sci. AES, CES. East Campus. DVM 
KS ST U; MS IA ST U. 
HOIBURG, OTTO G. (1932-1974). Ag Econ, Sociol. A&S Col, RI, 
Inti Prgs. City Campus, East Campus, Turkey. BA Drake; MA, 
PhD UNL. 
HOKANSON, GUSTAF W. (1941-1943). CES. Thms Co. BS UNL. 
HOLBEIN, PATRICIA A. (1969-1972). CES. Bne-Nanc Cos. BS 
Kearney. 
HOLCOMBE, MELINDA A. (1957- ). Ed & Fmly Resouces. RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
HOLDEN, JAMES A. "MEX". (1910-1934). Agron. AES, USDA. 
PanH Sta. BS UT ST. 
HOLDT, HARRY. (1941-1948). CES. Htck, Prce Cos. BS UNL. 
HOLDT, HELEN (THOMAS). (1942-1948). CES. Chyn, Frtr, Frns, 
Htck, Phlps Cos. BS UNL. 
HOLLAND, HELEN. (1933-1939). CES. Otoe Co, East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
HOLLAND, ROBERT E. "BOB", (1916-1939). CES. Kimb Co, East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
HOLLEMAN, KENDRICK A. (1958-1959). CES. East Campus. BS 
TXA&M. 
HOLLESTELLE, CLIFFORD H. (1965-1967). Ag Comm. CES. 
East Campus. BFA UNO. 
HOLMAN, JAY P."PHIL". (1957-1987). Ag Comm. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BA UNL; MS KS ST U. 
HOLMES, MARY MAE. (1931-1935). CES. SB Co. BS UNL. 
HOLSTEIN, DOROTHEA (FOLLMER). (1940-1970). 4-H Youth 
Dev. CES. Thay Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
HONMA, SHIGEMI. (1953-1955). Hort & For. AES. East Campus. 
BA Cornell; PhD U MN. 
HOOKER, MARK L. (1974-1979). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
HOOKS, JAMES H. (1962-1966). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS U MO; PhD UNL. 
HOOPES, KEITH. (1963-1964). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM 
WA ST U; BS UT ST U. 
HOOVER, CLINTON A. (1956-). Agron, Nebr Ctr Cont Ed. CES, 
Cont Studies. East Campus. BS UNL. 
HOPP, GERALD M. (1973- ). CES. Cmg Co. BS, MS UNL. 
HOPP, RALPH H. (1951-1953). CYT Lbry. Lbrys. East Campus. 
BS UNL; MSLS U IL. 
HOPPER, JOHN H. (1955-1956). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U AR; PhD U IL. 
HOPPERT, ERNEST H. (1915-1947). Hort & For. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS U WI. 
HORN, ROBERT L. (1958-1963). CES. Kim-Bann,Jfrs, Hrln Cos. 
BS UNL. 
HORNBY, PETER H. (1933-1941). CES. Prkn, Sarp Cos. BS UNL. 
HORNER, JAMES T. (1959-). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS, MEd, 
EdD U MO. 
HORNING, LEORA N. (1958-1979). Ed & Fmly Resources. RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS MI ST U. 
HORNUNG, S. BERNICE (ELWELL). (1927-1942). Food & Nut. 
RI. East Campus. BS UNL. 
HORNUNG, MARIE (CUNNINGHAM). (1938-1942). CES. Lncn 
Co. BS UNL. 
HORROCKS, R. DOUGLAS. (1958-1961). CES. Sarp Co. BS UNL. 
HORTON, MARJORIE (STOWELL). (1947-1949). CES. Shrdn Co. 
BS U AZ. 
HOUSER, ROLAND N. (1918-1959). CES. Pawn, Wbstr Cos; East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
HOWARD, ROBERT F. (1914-1924). Hort & For. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BA, MA UNL. 
HOWARD, VERA F. (1929-1930). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. BS 
KS ST U. 
HOWARD, W. TERRY. (1959-1964). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
HOWE, E. CROSBY. (1957-1970). Vet Sci. CES. East Campus. 
DVM CO ST U. 
HOWE, ORLANDO W. (1960-1964). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. PanH 
Sta. BS KS ST U; MS MN U. 
HOWE, WAYNE L. (1957-1961). Entom. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS CO ST U; MS, PhD Cornell. 
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HOWEY, M. OLIVE. (1923-1925). CES. East Campus. (NA). 
HOWSDEN, MARY (MUIR). (1954-1956). CES. Hrln Co. BS UNL. 
HUCKFELDT, ELMER H. (1931-1939). CES. Shrdn Co. BS UNL. 
HUCKFELDT, JOE]., JR. (1957-1958). CES. SB Co. BS UNL. 
HUDMAN, DONALD B. (1956-). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. NE Sta, 
PanH Sta, NP Sta, East Campus. BS, MS TX A&M; PhD IA 
STU. 
HUDSON, JOSEPH M. (1970-1972). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS U AR; PhD UNL. 
HUFF, WENDELL. (1933-1937). CES. Adms, Gage Cos. BS UNL. 
HUFFAKER, DORIS. (1949-1950). CES. Grly, Hwrd Cos. BS UNL. 
HUGGLER, SHIRLEY (COX). (1961-1965). CES. Polk Co. BS UNL. 
HUGHES, ERVILLE. (1935-1940). CES. Clfx, Hmltn, Hayes, SB, 
Thms Cos. BS UNL. 
HUGHES, JOHN L. (1966-1972). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA, MS U AR; PhD UNL. 
HUGHES, RUSSELL D. (1937-1972). CES. Ddge, Keith,Kimb Cos. 
BS UNL. 
HUIGENS, ARNOLD. (1955-1959). CES. Ddge Co. BS, MS UNL. 
HULS, DONALD C. (1969-). CES. Dws Co. BS U SD; MS U AZ. 
HULSEBUS, CONNIE]. (1965-1967). CES. Adms, Btlr, Clay, Nmha 
Cos; NE Sta. BS IA ST U. 
HULTQUIST, JOE H. (1968-1973). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD UNL. 
HULTQUIST, LEROY. (1938-1940). CES. Pawn Co. BS UNL. 
HUMPHREY, DEAN R. (1966-1979). An Sci. AES, USDA Ft Rob, 
MARC. BS PanH A&M OK; MS OK ST U. 
HUNT, GLENN A. (1923-1927). CES. Kimb Co, BS UNL. 
HUNT, MERYL R. (1953-1954). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
HURLBUT, LLOYD W. (1947-1965). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U; MS UNL. 
HUSTON, HARRY E. (1921-1956). CES. Jnsn Co, East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
HUTCHINSON, DAVID E. "HUTCH". (1945-1947). Agron. CES, 
RI, USDA. East Campus. BS UNL. 
I 
INDRA, CATHERINE (KIRWAN). (1946-1982). 4-H Youth Dev. 
CES. Holt Co, East Campus. BA Wayne. 
INGALLS, HAROLD. (1942-1973). CES. Grly, Sioux, Wayne Cos. 
BS UNL. 
INGALLS, JAMES E. (1956-1967). An Sci. AES, USDA. Ft Rob. 
BS SD ST U; MS CO ST U. 
INIANGER, CARLTON. (1972-1972). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, PhD (N.A.) 
IRVINE, MARGARET ANN. (1972-1974). Ed & Fmly Resources. 
AES, RI. East Campus. BS Kearney; MS UNL. 
J 
JACKSON, BARBARA. (1958-1969). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS Tuskegee; MS NY U. 
JACKSON, EARNEST B. (1955-1958). Agron. AES. PanH Sta, East 
Campus. BS BYU; MS, PhD UNL. 
JACKSON, JOSEF. (1952-1956). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS CO ST 
U. 
JACKSON, LOWELL C. (1945-1948). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
JACKSON, ROY. (1936-1940). CES. East Campus. (NA). 
JACOBS, DEAN R. (1965-1971). CES. Clfx, Dxn Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
JACOBSEN, VINCENT. (1938-1945). CES. Banr, B-K-R, Bflo Cos. 
BS UNL. 
JAMES, HARRY R. (1972-1975). CES. Bne, Nanc Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
JAMES, WESLEY E. (1948-1949). An Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS, MS 
OK ST U. 
JANIKE, EDWARD W. (1930-1973). An Sci, 4-H Youth Dev. CES. 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
JARVIS, JAMES L. (1962-1964). Entom. AES. East Campus. AB 
Miami U OH; MS OH ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
JEFFERS, JESSIE]. (1959-1960). CES. Kim-Ban Cos. BS CO ST 
U. 
JEFFERS, VERNE C. (1941-1947). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
JEFFERY, LARRY S. (1966-1969). Agron. RI, Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS UT ST U; PhD ND ST U. 
JEFFRIES, GENEVIEVE. (1936-1938). CES. SB Co. BS UNL. 
JENNINGS, NEAL E. (1972-1979). Hart & For. CES. SE Sta, East 
Campus. BS lA ST U; MS UNL. 
JENSEN, CLARK E. (1960-1980). CES. Dgls Co. BS, MS UNL. 
JENSEN, JAMES H. (1937-1944). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD U WI. 
JEPSON, LOWELL D. (1947-1955). CES. Sew Co. BS UNL. 
JODON, NELSON E. (1931-1932). Agron. AES. NP Sta, East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
JOHANNSEN, PATRICIA ANN. (1953-1954). CES. Saun Co. BS 
UNO. 
JOHANSEN, JOHN P. (1947-1952). Ag Econ. RI. East Campus. 
BA NE Wesleyan; MA UNL; PhD U WI. 
JOHANSON, LELAND K. (1940-1945). CES. Dwsn, Knox Cos. 
BS, MA UNL. 
JOHNSEN, LEONARD A., JR. (1972-1978). CES. Wbstr Co. BS, 
MSUNL. 
JOHNSON, ALLAN E. (1961-1962). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
BS UNL, MS U IN. 
JOHNSON, ANNE L. (1968-1986). Ag Comm. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MA UNL. 
JOHNSON, BERNADINE. (1960-1962). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. 
BS Milliken; MEd CO A&M; PhD FL ST U. 
JOHNSON, C. DEAN. (1973-). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. SC Sta. BS, 
MS, PhD U IA. 
JOHNSON, ELVERA. (1943-1945). CES. Lncn Co. BS UNL. 
JOHNSON, GRANT I. (1963-1978). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. AB UNL. 
JOHNSON, KENNETH E. (1947-1953). CES. Lanc Co, East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U. 
JOHNSON, LESLIE E. (1949-1956). An Sci. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
JOHNSON, MERLE L. (1957-1959). CES. Bflo Co. BS CO A&M. 
JOHNSON, MYRTLE. (1953-1954). Food & Nutr. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
JOHNSON, NORMA S. (1953-1954). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
JOHNSON, RALPH D. (1958-1981). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, PhD UNL. 
JOHNSON, ROBERT E. (1963-1964). Agron. AES. NP Sta. BS 
Minot St Col; PhD ND ST U. 
JOHNSON, ROBERT L. (1951-1955). CES. Chs, Frtr Cos. BS UNL. 
JOHNSON, VIRGIL A. (1951-1986). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, PhD UNL. 
JOHNSON, W. B. (1935-1938). CES. East Campus. AB UNL. 
JOHNSTON, PAUL R. (1959-1965). CES. Clfx Co. BS UNL. 
JOHNSTON, ROY N. (1933-1939). CES. Cass, Prce Cos. BS UNL. 
JOLLIFF, GARY D. (1969-1971). Agron. Inti Prgs. Colombia. BS, 
MS, OH ST U; PhD CO ST U. 
JONES, CALVIN M. (1956-1972). Entom. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS Auburn. 
JONES, CARL W. (1924-1925). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Campus. 
(N.A.) 
JONES, GLENN. (1944-1948). CES. Frtr Co. (ND). 
JONES, LYNN E. (1970-1973). An Sci. AES, CES. NP Sta. BS OK 
ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
JONES, THEODORA. (1966-1971). CES. BxB, Marl, Shrdn Cos; 
PanH Sta. BS U WY. 
JORDAN, FRANCIS N. (1933-1943). CES. Dws, R Wil Cos. BS CO 
A&M. 
JORGENSEN, CALEB L. (1933-1935). CES. Ant Co. BS UNL. 
JORGENSEN, CARL]. (1967-1969). Agron. IntI Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS MI ST U. 
JORGENSEN, HARVEY E. (1957-1962). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
JORN, ALMA M. (1947-1952). CES. Krny Co, East Campus. BA 
Peru. 
JOY, DONALD A. (1936-1942). CES. Ph-Gas, Wbstr Cos. BS UNL. 
JUDGE, THERESA L. (1925-1928). TxtI, Clthg & Des. CES. York 
Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
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JURGENS, MARSHALL. (1967-1968). An Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS PhD UNL. 
K 
KADOUN, AHMED M. (1965-1966). Entom. AES. East Campus. 
BS U Alexandria; MS, PhD UNL. 
KAFKA, JAMES]. (1956-1964). CES. Dndy, Hayes, Ke-Art Cos. 
BS CO ST U. 
KAHLER, ALAN A. (1965-1967). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS 
CO ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
KALYAN-MASIH, VIOLET. (1968- ). Human Dev & Fmly. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BA U Punjabma; MA U India Agra; MA U 
MN; PhD OH ST U. 
KANEL, DON. (1954-1963). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD U WI. 
KANTACK, BENJAMIN H. (1958-1962). Entom. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U; MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
KANTOR, DUANE]. (1965- ). Agron. CES. BtIr, Clfx, Plat, Polk 
Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
KAPPEL, LELAND A. (1945-1947). CES. Sarp Co. BS UNL. 
KASSON, CHARLES W. (1962-1963). CES. Lncn Co, NP Sta. BS, 
MSUNL. 
KAUKIS, KARL. (1948-1954). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS Lat-
via Acad; PhD UNL. 
KEELER, RHEA L. (1944-1956). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS KS 
ST U; MS CO ST U. 
KEHM, VALERIE C. (1967-1974). Ed & Fmly Resources. CES. 
Adms Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
KEHR, WILLIAM R. (1953-1983). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, PhD U MN; MS KS ST U. 
KEIM, FRANKLIN D. (1914-1956). Agron. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
KEISS, FLORENCE]. (1943-1944). CES. Hrln Co. BS UNL. 
KEITH, DAVID L. (1967- ). Entom. CES. East Campus. BS Adol-
phus; MS U MN; PhD UNL. 
KELLER, GEORGE V. (1937-1939). CES. Grly Co. BS UNL. 
KELLER, MARK A. (1947-1958). CES. Nanc Co. BS UNL. 
KELLER, ORVIS]. (1955-1957). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS, 
MS PA ST U. 
KELLEY, GEORGE W.,JR. (1953-1964). Vet Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, PhD UNL; MS U KY. 
KELLOGG, GEORGE H. (1918-1946). CES. Keith, Lncn Cos. BS 
KS ST U. 
KELLY, F. B. (1925-1937). CES. Polk, Rich Cos. BS KS ST U. 
KELLY, PHILIP L. (1949-1971). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, PhD U MN. 
KEMLING, PAUL M. (1949-1952). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
KENDRICK, JAMES G. (1962-). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD OH ST U. 
KERCHBERGER, VERN H. (1942-1945). CES. Dkta Co. BS UNL. 
KERN, CHARLOTTE (STINE). (1969-). CES. Dgls Co. BS PA St; 
MSUNL. 
KERNES, MARY BETH. (1968-1969). CES. Jnsn, Nmha, Pawn, 
Rich Cos. BS Peru. 
KERR, ERIC D. (1968- ). PI Path. AES, CES. PanH Sta. BS, MS U 
MO; PhD UNL. 
KERREY, ELINOR I. (1966-1977). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS IA ST U; MS UNL. 
KESO, SHIRLEY A. (1958-1961). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS OK ST U. 
KEYSER, HENRY R. (1954-1956). Agron. AES, CES. NP Sta. BA, 
MSUNL. 
KIES, CONSTANCE. (1963- ). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS WI ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
KIES, COSETTE. (1963-1967). CYT Lbry. Lbrys. East Campus. 
BS, MA U WI. 
KIESSELBACH, THEODORE A. (1908-1952). Agron. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BA, BS, MA, PhD UNL. 
KILARA, ARUN. (1975-1979). Food Sci & Tech. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS India; MS Canada; PhD UNL. 
KILGORE, DAISY H. (1927-1933). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS 
U MI. 
KIME, ELIZABETH (SAWYER). (1963-1982). CES. Chry Co. AB 
Chadron St. 
KINBACHER, EDWARD J. (1963- ). Hort & For. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Cornell; MS Purdue; PhD UC Davis. 
KINCAID, DENNIS C. (1970-1972). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. PapT-{ 
Sta. BS WA ST U; MS, PhD CO ST U. 
KINDLER, S. DEAN. (1964- ). Entom. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS, PhD UNL. 
KING, FLORENCE M. (1942-1943). Home Ee. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
KING, JACK G. (1950-1954). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
KING, KEITH A. (1947-1954). CES. Cstr, Hwrd, Shrdn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
KING, THOMAS W. (1968-1976). CES. Grdn, Shrdn Cos. BS, MS 
U WY. 
KINGSLEY, MARLYN K. (1963-1964). CES. Dwsn Co. BS KS ST 
U. 
KIRK, SHERWOOD. (1952-1953). CYT Lbry. Lbrys, RI. East Cam-
pus. BA U KY; MSLS U IL. 
KISHABA, ALBERT N. (1960-1963). Entom. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. AB Oberlin; MS, PhD Purdue. 
KITCHEN, DANIEL A. (1949-1955). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS KS ST U. 
KITTAMS, HARRY A. (1966-1968). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BS MT ST U; MS WA ST U; PhD U WI. 
KITTOCK, DAVID L. (1960-1964). Agron. AES. SC Sta, East Cam-
pus. BS OR ST U; MS, PhD WA ST U. 
KLASNA, LEO L. (1947-1948). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
KLEIN, ROBERT N. (1960-). CES. Dgls, R Wil Cos; NP Sta. BS, 
MSUNL. 
KLEINHOFS, ANDRIS. (1965-1967). Agron. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
KLEIS, ROBERT W. (1966- ). Ag Eng. AES, CES, RI, Int! Prgs. 
City Campus, Int. Affairs. East Campus. BS, MS, PhD MI ST 
U. 
KLEPPER, LOWELL A. (1972- ). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS 
U MO, PhD U IL. 
KLINGMAN, DAYTON L. (1948-1952). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, PhD UNL; MS Purdue. 
KLINGMAN, GLENN C. (1940-1946). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MS KS ST U; PhD Rutgers. 
KLOPFENSTEIN, TERRY J. (1965-). An Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD OH ST U. 
KLUCAS, ROBERT V. (1969-). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
KMOCH, J. W. (1967-1970). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
KNEEN, ERIC. (1936-1945). Ag Biochem. AES. East Campus. BS 
U Alberta; MS, PhD U MN. 
KNICKREHM, MARIE E. (1965-1983). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS UNL; MS Cornell; PhD U WI. 
KNOCHE, HERMAN W. (1962- ). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, PhD KS ST U. 
KNUDSEN, DELNO. (1953- ). Agron. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS IA ST U; MS Purdue; PhD KS ST U. 
KNUDSON, KAY F. (1958-1962). CES. Shrdn Co. BS UNL. 
KOCH, ROBERT M. (1950- ). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. Ft Rob, 
MARC, East Campus. BS MT ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
KOCK, MARY E. (SCHOLL). (1965-1972). CES. Cass, Lncn, Saln 
Cos. BS UNL. 
KOEHLER, FRED E. (1951-1958). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD U MO. 
KOENIG, RICHARD F. (1968-1972). Agron. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS CO ST U. 
KOEPKE, B. E. (1973-1974). Cons & Surv. At SCS office, Fremont. 
BS, MS UNL. 
KOERS, WALTER C. (1971-1971). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS 
SD ST U; MS UNL. 
KOERTNER, LEONARD L. (1959-1966). CES. Chyn, Cmg Cos. 
BS UNL. 
KOHLMEIER, RONALD H. (1973-1974). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
MARC. BS UNL; DVM, PhD IA ST U. 
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KOHN, HARRIET H. (1970-). Food & Nutr. CES. East Campus. 
BS Pratt Inst; MS Hunter Col. 
KOOPMANN, CHARLES H. (1966-1977). Fin/Pers. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MBA UNL. 
KOVANDA, JESS A. (1959-1961). CES. Ant, Bflo Cos. BS UNL; 
MS CO ST U. 
KRABEL, MARTHA (HANSEN). (1958-1963). CES. Adms Co. BS 
Kearney. 
KRAMER, HERBERT H. (1961-1966). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS CO ST U; MS, PhD U MN. 
KRAMER, JAMES C. (1960-). Ag Econ. AES. TVA. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U; MS U TN. 
KREHBIEL, ELMER V. (1968-1968). An Sci. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS OK ST U; MS AR ST; PhD VA Poly tech. 
KREIFELS, MELVIN H. (1939-1944). CES. Frkln, Nmha Cos. BS 
UNL. 
KREUGER, ALFRED W. (1933-1948). CES. Grly, Hwrd, Whir Cos. 
BS UNL. 
KREUTZ, SHIRLEY. (1965-1987). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS U WA; MA, EdD Columbia. 
KREYMBORG, HELEN M. (1952-1974). CES. Hall, Holt, Kimb 
Cos. BS UNL. 
KRIEG, KENNETH L. (1965-1970). CES. Adms, Polk Cos. BS, MS 
UMO. 
KRISTIANSON, KRISTjAN. (1953-1956). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS U of Alberta; MSA U of Toronto; PhD U WI. 
KROEZE, BERNARD. (1968-1970). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS 
KS ST U. 
KROHN, GLEN H. (1962-1985). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Polk, Sarp 
Cos; East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
KROONTjE, WYBE. (1959-1965). Agron. Int! Prgs. Turkey. BS 
Cornell; MS, PhD UNL. 
KRUSE, ERNEST G. (1956-1957). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
KRUSE, MARVIN L. (1941-1951). CES. B-K-R, Ddge Cos. BS UNL. 
KUBIK, DON J. (1959- ). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, CES. Prce Co, 
NE Sta, East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
KUCHERA, JANET L. (1970-1971). CES. B-K-R Cos. BS UNL. 
KUHL, DONALD H. (1957-1963). CES. Dkta Co. BS UNL. 
KUHL, MARGARET A. (1956-1958). CES. Shrdn Co. BS UNL. 
KUHLMAN, JAMES W. (1962-1972). CES. Bflo Co. BS W Tex ST 
U; MS UNL. 
KUIKEN, JOHN R. (1952-1953). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. BS 
SD ST U; MS Purdue. 
KUMPOST, HENRY E. (1955-1982). CES. Prce, Thrsn Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
KUNDE, JOAN (RIGGLE). (1963-1967). CES. York Co. BS Peru. 
KUSKA, CLEMENT. (1921-1929). CES. Clfx Co. BS UNL. 
KUSKA, HARRY. (1935-1968). CES. Dws, Grdn, Sioux Cos. BS 
UNL. 
KUSKA, JANET. (1961-1962). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL; MS KS ST U; MEd SD ST U. 
KUSKA,jOE. (1930-1931). CES. Frtr Co. BS UNL. 
L 
LABERGE, WALLACE E. (1959-1965). Entom. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS U ND; PhD U KS. 
LACY, JOAN M. (1968-1973). CES. Lncn Co. BS UNL. 
LAGING, BARBARA M. (1960-1972). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS U MN. 
LAGRONE, WILLIAM F. (1964-1980). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS MS ST U; MS IA ST U. 
LAIRD, EDWARD F. (1949-1951). PI Path. AES. East Campus. BS 
U DE; MS UNL. 
LAMB, ALVIN A. (1949-1981). CES. Frkln, Hall, Htck Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
LAMBERT, JOHN L. (1966- ). CES. Dws, Ke-Art Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
LAMBERT, W. VINCENT. (1948-1960). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BS UNL; MS KS ST U; PhD UC Berk. 
LAMBRECHT, GEORGE H. (1941-1942). Ag Econ. AES. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
LAMKE,WAYNE E. (1957-1962). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS SD ST U. 
LANCASTER, DEAN. (1956-1981). Agron. AES, NE Crop Imp 
Assn. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
LANE, DELBERT E. (1954-1976). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. BS 
COA&M. 
LANE, LESLIE C. (1972- ). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
PhD U WI. 
LANGE, DELMAR E. (1962- ). CES. BtIr, Cstr, Saun Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
LANGE, LAURENCE]. (1969-1979). CES. Shrm, Thrsn Cos. BS 
UNL; MEd CO ST U. 
LANGEMEIER, GERALD A. (1956-1957). CES. Wayne Co. BS 
UNL. 
LANGEMEIER, ROLAND P. (1956-1959). CES. Clfx, Cmg Cos. 
BS UNL. 
LANGENBERG, WILLEM G. (1967-). PI Path. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS Long Beach; PhD UC Berk. 
LANGFORD, DALE. (1953-1961). CES. Cent Sandhills Area, Dwsn 
Co. BS CO ST U. 
LANPHERE, LEONARD H. (1943-1946). CES. Hayes, Htck Cos. 
(ND). 
LANTIS, MELVIN D. (1955-1961). CES. Chs Co. BS UNL. 
LARERY, DOROTHY. (1954-1970). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS KS ST Teach; MS KS ST U; PhD 
Purdue. 
LARSEN, CHESTER. (1945-1946). CES. Kimb Co. (NA). 
LARSEN, LESTER F. (1943-1976). Ag Eng. AES, CES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
LARSON, DELBERT L. (1958-1960). Agron. AES. PanH Sta. BS, 
MS KS ST U. 
LARSON, DENNIS L. (1970-1972). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS IA ST U; MS U IL. 
LARSON, GEORGE H. (1970-1972). Ag Eng. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS KS ST U; PhD MI ST U. 
LARSON, LARRY L. (1972-). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD KS ST U. 
LARSON, WILLIAM E. (1950-1951). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
LASTER, DANNY. (1972-1978). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. BS 
U TN; MS U KY; PhD OK ST U. 
LAUB, FRED N. (1928-1929). Ag Eng. Rl. East Campus. (NA). 
LAUGHLIN, JOAN M. (1974-). Txtl, Clthg & Des. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Col St Mary; MS IA ST U; PhD PA ST U. 
LAVY, TERRY. (1962-1977). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS OH ST U; PhD Purdue. 
LAWRENCE, ELVIN L. (1943-1967). CES. Bne Co. AB Hastings. 
LAWRENCE, GENEVIEVE (STUMP). (1961-1979). CES. Bflo Co. 
BS OK A&M; MS OK ST U. 
LAWRENCE, JAMES F. "JIMMY". (1918-1946). CES. East Cam-
pus. AB Drury Col. 
LAWRITSON, MARTIN H. "MUTT". (1920-1955). Dairy Sci, NE 
Dairy Dev Soc. CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
LAWSON, CLARA (HOUTZ). (1951-1978). CES. Cmg, Thay, York 
Cos. BA U Denver. 
LAWSON, DONALD E. (1962-1969). Entom. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
LEE, GRACE. (1936-1938). CES. Holt Co. BS UNL. 
LEE, L. V. (1922-1927). CES. Hall Co. (N.A.) 
LEE, MARY. (1972-1979). CES. BxB Co. BS Kearney. 
LEHR, DONALD J. (1956-1958). Agron, NE Grain Imp Assn. CES. 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
LEIDING, KAY (HENDERSON). (1959-1963). CES. Cass Co. BS 
UNL. 
LEININGER, ANITA. (1971-). Ag Comm. RI. East Campus. BA 
UT ST U; MA UNL. 
LEININGER, LESTER N. (1965-1968). Agron. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
LEISY, TOM D. (1962-). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Dgls, Wsh Cos. SE 
Ctr. BS, MS UNL. 
LEITE, VILETTA. (1958-1974). Txtl, Clthg & Des. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST U; MS Cornell. 
LeMASTER, BERNARD R. (1946-1948). CES. Burt Co. BS UNL. 
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LENINGTON, ELAINE. (1953-1955). CES. B-K-R Cos. BA Chad-
ron. 
LENTFER, HENRY. (1949-1955). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
(ND). 
LEOPOLD, CLARA (NEWLEE). (1937-1969). Ed & Fmly Re-
sources. CES. East Campus. BS UNL; MS Columbia. 
LEPP, CALVIN C. (1952-1959). CES. Bflo, Merik Cos. BS UNL. 
LEVERTON, RUTH M. (1937-1954). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS U AZ; PhD U Chicago. 
LEWIS, DAVID T. (1967- ). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS U ME; PhD UNL. 
LEWIS, DELLA F. (1942-1946). CES. B-K-R; Holt Cos. BS UNL. 
LEWIS, EBER B. (1928-1937). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
LEWIS, THOMAS R. (1972-1974). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS UNL; MS Purdue. 
LIBEAU, CLAYTON P. (1952-1954). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BS U MD; MS, PhD U WI. 
LIDOLPH, TWYLA. (1950- ). CES. Hwrd, Lane Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
LIEBERS, OTTO H. (1913-1933). Dairy Sci, NE Dairy Dev Soc. 
CES. Gage Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
LIGGETT, FRANCIS E. (1946-1948). CES. Clay Co. BS UNL. 
LIGGETT, GEORGE H. (1933-1936). CES. Cdr, Stan, Wayne Cos. 
BS UNL. 
LILJEGREN, IVAN. (1948-1969). CES. BtIr, Chyn, Otoe, Thrsn 
Cos. BS UNL; MS CO ST U. 
LIND, BECKY ANN. (1967-1968). CES. Cass Co. BS UNL. 
LINDAU, BONNIE A. (1956-1958). CES. Chyn Co. BS UNL. 
LINDE, PEARL M. (1954-1956). CES. Bne Co. BS UNL. 
LINDERMAN, CHARLES L. (1971-1976). Ag Eng. USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS ND ST U. 
LINDGREN, LAWRENCE F. (1923-1957). Mcrbiol. A&S Col. City 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
LINDSEY, JOHN A. (1966- ). CES. Dgls Co. BS CO ST U; MS KS 
STU. 
LINDSEY, MARVIN F. (1960-1964). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, UNL; PhD U NC. 
LINDSTROM, IVAR E. (1936-1960). CES. Deul, Flmr Cos. BS, 
MSUNL. 
LINEBECK, DAVID R. (1964-1969). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Purdue; PhD OH ST U. 
LINGO, SAMUEL E. (1936-1965). CES. Hayes, Thrsn, Wsh Cos. 
BS UNL. 
LINGO, WARD C. (1958-1965). CES. Lncn Co. BS UNL. 
LINKE, LOIS. (1972-1974). CES. B-K-R Cos. BS UNL. 
LINKSWILER, HELLEN. (1954-1960). Food & Nutr. AES. East 
Campus. BS OK ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
LINSCHEID, CHESTER H. (1947-1949). CYT Lbry. Lbrys. East 
Campus. BA Bethel Col; BLS U OK; MALS U MI. 
LINSCOTT, DEAN L. (1957-1961). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
LINSCOTT, JOHN]. (1974-1986). CES. Chs Co. BS, MS UNL. 
LIPPS, ROY C. (1952-1957). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, MS, 
PhD UNL. 
LISTON, MARGARET. (1938-1949). Ed & Fmly Resources. RI. 
East Campus. BS IA ST U; MS U MO. 
LITJEN, JULIE A. (1964-1968). CES. Ke-Art Cos. BS Col St Marys. 
LIVINGSTON, ARABELLA S. (1923-1925). Home Ec. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
LIVINGSTON, DORA (HUEFTLE). (1953-1956). CES. Chyn Co. 
BS UNL. 
LIVINGSTON, JESSE E. (1934-1954). PI Path. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MA UNL; PhD U MO. 
LLOYD, MARY. (1941-1942). CES. Dndy Co. BS UNL. 
LODGE, DONALD S. (1950-1953). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
(ND). 
LOEFFEL, WILLIAM]. (1919-1962). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS U MO; MS UNL. 
LOEPPKE, DARYL W. (1966-1981). CES. Cmg, Phlps Cos. BS, MS 
KS ST U. 
LOERCH, KARL A. (1951-1970). Hort & For. CES. Cdr, Prce Cos; 
East Campus. BS IA ST; MS U MN. 
LOEWENBERG,JACOB R. (1958-1959). PI Path. RI. East Campus. 
AB Harvard; MS U WI; PhD U PA. 
LOEWENSTEIN, DUANE. (1949-1969). Ag Ed, 4-H Youth Dev. 
CES, RI, Inti Prgs. Dgls Co, Turkey. BS UNL; MS U MD. 
LOEWENSTEIN, ELBERT H. (1957-1965). CES. Dgls, Flmr Cos. 
BS UNL. 
LOGAN, FRANK W. (1923-1925). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. BS 
WASTU. 
LOGAN, MARSHALL J. (1969-1982). CES. Holt Co. BS, MA UNL. 
LOMAX, JACK W. (1948-1951). Entom. CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
LONG, CHARLES R. (1972-1974). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS LA ST U; PhD TX A&M. 
LONG, DARYL C. (1964-1967). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
IA ST U; PhD UNL. 
LONG, GARY G. (1965-1968). Hart & For. RI. East Campus. BS 
KS ST U; MS UNL. 
LONNQUIST,JOHN H. (1943-1967). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, PhD UNL; MS KS ST U. 
LOPER, RUBY. (1934-1946). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
LORAH, RICHARD P. (1968-1984). Ag Ed. CES. East Campus. 
BS PA ST U; MEd CO ST U; PhD UNL. 
LORIMER, JEFFEREY C. (1967-1971). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS IA ST U. 
LOW, MARLYN C. (1957-1985). Ag Comm. CES, Inti Prgs. Mdsn, 
Sarp Cos; Colombia. BS, MS UNL. 
LOWREY, GLEN W. (1950-1957). Agron. AES, East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
LUCAS, LEO. (1959- ). An Sci. AES, CES, Inti Prgs. NP Sta, East 
Campus, Colombia. BS, MS SD ST U; PhD OK ST U. 
LUCKETT, CECIL R. (1966-1967). An Sci. AES. Ft Rob. BS OK 
ST U; MS UNL. 
LUDLOW, POLLY A. (1950-1952). CES. Ke-Art Cos. BS UNL. 
LUEBS, RALPH E. (1955-1958). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
LUITHLY, JOHN A. (1923-1924). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
LUNDQUIST, JOHN E. (1972-1977). CES. Hall, Prkn Cos. BS, 
MS ND ST U. 
LUNNER, MARILYN. (1962-1967). Ag Comm. CES, RI. Lncn Co, 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
LUNSTRA, DONALD D. (1974-1976). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS SD ST U; PhD Purdue. 
LUSBY, RUTH M. (1939-1941). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS U WA; MA Columbia. 
LUTES, WILLIAM D. (1954-1983). Ag Ed, Ag Eng. CES, Contin-
uing Studies. East Campus. BS, MS, EdD UNL. 
LUTHER, DALE K. (1949-1963). CES. Bflo, Knox Cos. BS UNL. 
LUTTRELL, HARLON. (1963-). CES. Lncn, Plat Cos. BS OK ST 
U; MS UNL. 
LUTZ, ARLEN E. (1954-1973). Ag Ed. CES. Nkls Co, East Campus. 
BS Midland Col; MS, EdD UNL. 
LUTZ, DANIEL B. (1958- ). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. BA 
UNL; MS KS ST U. 
LUX, ELTON. (1923-1961). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
LYDIC, DONALD M. (1972-). CES. Cstr Co. BS, MS UNL. 
LYNESS, WILLARD E. (1919-1954). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U; MS UNL. 
LYNN, ENGAARD E. (1946-1949). CES. Frns, Wbstr Cos. BS UNL. 
LYON, BRUCE. (1935-1936). Agron. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS U Rochester. 
LYTLE, PAUL W. (1970-1975). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS OH ST U; PhD U IL. 
M 
MACKEY, WILBUR C. (1934-1955). CES. Adms, Frtr, Phlps Cos. 
BS Kearney. 
MACKINTOSH, MAY O. (1930-1933). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MA U MN. 
MADDOX, CONGRIEVE S. (1928-1929). An Sci. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS U MO. 
MADDUX, LARRY D. (1967-1972). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
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MADISON, ELDON H. (1954-1958). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS U MN. 
MAIN, WILLIAM R. (1944-1954). CES. Cent Sandhills Area; Grdn, 
Kpha Cos. BS, MS Ft Hays. 
MALAMUD, OSCAR S. (1970-1973). Hort & For. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS U Argentina; MS UNL. 
MANBECK, DEAN M. (1966-1977). Ag Eng. AES, RI, Inti Prgs. 
East Campus, Colombia. BS, MS, PhD U MN. 
MANDIGO, ROGER W. (1966- ). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS CA Poly tech; MS NM ST U; PhD OK ST U. 
MANGLITZ, GEORGE R. (1958- ). Entom. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS U MD; PhD UNL. 
MANGOLD, ANNA L. (1947-1948). CES. Burt Co. BA UNL. 
MANKE, KARL F. (1936-1940). Agron. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS U MN; MS UNL. 
MANKIN, MICHLENE. (1970-1974). CES. Hayes, R Wil Cos. BS 
UWY. 
MARANVILLE, JERRY W. (1967-). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS CO ST U; PhD KS ST U. 
MARICLE, GORDON N. (1950-1950). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
MARSDEN, STANLEY J. (1921-1929). Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS MI ST U. 
MARSH, ALICE G. (1940-1945). Home Ec. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Emmanuel Col; MS UNL. 
MARSH, CONNELL L. (1953-1984). Oral Bioi, Vet Sci. AES, Col 
of Dent. East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
MARSH, JEAN. (1956-1958). Ag Biochem. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
MARSH, SHIRLEY. (1953-1963). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL; MS U WI; PhD MI ST U. 
MARSHALL, LEWIS. (1947-1947). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS TXA&M. 
MARSHALL, NANCY J. (1961-1963). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS Maryville; MS, PhD OH ST U. 
MARTIN, ALEXANDER R. (1972-). Agron. AES, CES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD OH ST U. 
MARTIN, CHARLES W. (1954-1955). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East 
Campus. BS, MS UT ST U. 
MARTIN, EDITH (COE). (1925-1926). CES. East Campus. (N.A.) 
MARTIN, H. M. (1918-1930). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM 
U PA. 
MARTIN, HARRIET R. (1941-1943). CES. Hrln Co. BS UNL. 
MARTLEY, HOWARD J. (1943-1945). Entom. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS Dak Wesleyan. 
MASON, JESSE A. (1937-1942). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MA UNL. 
MASON, MARY. (1928-1932). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
KS ST U. 
MASON, ROBERT C. (1966-1969). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS, EdD UNL. 
MASSENGALE, MARTIN A. (1976- ). Agron. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus, City Campus. BS W KY; MS, PhD WI. 
MASUROVSKY, BENJAMIN I. (1925-1926). Dairy Sci. RI. East 
Campus. BS Rutgers; MS UNL. 
MATELSKI, ROY P. (1947-1956). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U WI; PhD MI ST U. 
MATHER, F. BEN. (1967-1969). An Sci, Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS CO ST U. 
MATHEWS, MAUDE A. (1941-1951). CES. Thay Co. BA IA Wes-
leyan. 
MATLOCK, RALPH. (1949-1952). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
MATSUSHIMA, JOHNNY. (1949-1961). An Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MA CO ST U; PhD U MN. 
MATTERN, PAUL J. (1953- ). Agron, Ag Biochem, Food Sci & 
Tech. AES. East Campus. BA N IA; MS U WI. 
MATZKE, STANLEY A., JR. (1965-1971). Ag Ed. RI. Curtis, East 
Campus. BS, MEd UNL. 
MAUCH, ARTHUR. (1934-1934). English. CES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD Purdue. 
MAUNDER, ADDISON H. (1927-1951). CES. Frns, Phlps Cos; 
East Campus. BS UNL; MPA Harvard. 
MAURER, KATHERINE (MATHER). (1945-1948). Human Dev 
& Fmly. AES, RI. East Campus. AB, MA, PhD U MN. 
MAXCY, R. BURT. (1958-). Dairy Sci, Food Sci & Tech. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS MS ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
MAXWELL, EARL G. (1917-1952). Hort & For. CES. Dgls Co, East 
Campus. BS Purdue; MA UNL. 
MAY, RALPH W. (1927-1928). Agron. AES. NP Sta. (N.A.) 
MAYER, FREDERICK C. (1963-1965). Ag Biochem. AES. East 
Campus. BA ST U NY; PhD U IL. 
MAYO, Z. B. (1972- ). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, TX 
Tech; MS, PhD OK ST U. 
MAZURAK, ANDREW P. (1948-1977). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS MI ST U; MF Yale; PhD UC Berk. 
McALLISTER, ANDREW]., JR. (1960-1965). Ag Comm. CES. 
East Campus. (ND). 
McBRIDE, BEULAH M. (1955-1959). Food & Nutr. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS IA ST U. 
McCALLA, THOMAS M. (1941-1979). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. 
East Campus. BS MS ST U; MA, PhD U MO. 
McCALLUM, ELLEN K. (1959-1960). CES. Chs, Dndy, Hays, Htck 
Cos. BS UNL. 
McCAMLEY, MARJORY P. (1955-1968). CES. Bflo Co. BS UNL. 
McCARTY, MELVIN K. (1953-1984). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS C0 ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
McCLURE, VICTOR B. (1940-1976). CES. Gage, Saun, Thay Cos. 
BS UNL. 
McCOMB, HARVEY A. (1914-1929). Hort & For. AES. NP STA. 
BS UNL. 
McCREIGHT, GARFIELD "MAC". (1946-1973). Ag Ed, Ag Eng. 
AES, RI. East Campus. AB Peru; BS, MS UNL. 
McDILL, PAUL. (1921-1931). An Sci. CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
McDOUGAL, OWEN ]., JR. (1946-1952). Agron. CES. Clay Co, 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
McGILL, DAVID P. (1946- ). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
McGILL, LAWRENCE. (1972-1977). Vet Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. DVM OK ST U; PhD TX A&M. 
McGRATH, CHARLES B. (1931-1942). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
BS IA ST U. 
McGREGOR, MARY D. (1969-1976). Ed & Famly Resources. CES. 
East Campus. BS Auburn; MS OK ST U. 
McHENRY, JOHN R. (1944-1947). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Chadron; MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
McHUGH, FRED. (1933-1936). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
McINTOSH, ALICE. (1967- ). CYT, Love Lbry. Lbrys. East Cam-
pus, City Campus. AB UNL; MSLS U WA. 
McKENZIE, FRED F. (1956-1958). Vet Sci. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS 
U Brit Colum; MA, PhD U MO. 
McKINLEY, IRVING S. (1933-1944). CES. Clfx, Gar-Loup-Wh 
Cos. BS UNL. 
McKINNEY, FLORENCE E. (1954-1964). Ed & Fmly Resources. 
AES, CES, RI. East Campus. BS KS ST U; MS IA ST U; PhD 
OH ST U. 
McKINZIE, KAY A. (1968- ). CES. Gage, Sarp Cos. BS UNL. 
McKNIGHT, MELVIN E. (1958-1959). Entom. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS U VT; MS UNL. 
McLAUGHLIN, JOHN. (1968-1971). Ag Comm. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS IA ST U. 
McMAHON, HELEN]. (1955-1968). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL. 
McMILLAN, CALVIN. (1952-1958). Agron, Bot. Col A&S. AES. 
East Campus, City Campus. BS, MS UT ST U; PhD UC Berk. 
McMILLAN, THELMA]. (1941-1948). Food & Nutr. RI. East 
Campus. BS U AZ; MS UNL. 
McMULLEN, PHILLIP B. (1943-1945). CES. Pawn, York Cos. BS 
KS ST U. 
McNAMARA, R. L. (1967-1969). Sociol. Int! Prgs. Colombia. BS, 
MS SD ST U; PhD OH ST U. 
McREYNOLDS, WILLIAM R. (1950-1951). CES. Ddge Co. BS, 
PhD UNL. 
MEACHAM, ESTHER. (1955-1962). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS U IN; MA MI ST U. 
MEAD, CORWIN M. (1933-1966). CES. Chry, Chyn, Hmltn Cos. 
BS UNL. 
MEADE, ROBERT]. (1952-1956). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL; MS, PhD U IL. 
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MEBUS, CHARLES A. (1965-1977). Vet Sci. AES, Rl. East Cam-
pus. DVM Cornell; MS, PhD KS ST U. 
MEDLAR, ARTHUR W. (1918-1939). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BA Doane; MA UNL. 
MEDLEY, JERRY G. (1962-1965). Entom. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
MEIERHOFF, EDITH M. (1940-1942). CES. Phlps Co. BS U OR. 
MEINKE, MARDEL (HOFFMAN). (1972-1976). CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
MENKE, PHILLIP D. (1968- ). CES. Htck, Lncn Cos; NE Sta. BS 
UNL; MA U WY. 
MEREDITH, DONALD S. (1964-1967). PI Path. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BA, MA, PhD Cambridge. 
MESSERSMITH, REX G. (1953-1956). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
METTENBRINK, BERNICE (LUDVIK). (1970-1983). CES. York 
Co. BS UNL. 
METZGER, EVELYN]. (1927-1956). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. Cert Art Inst Chicago, Parsons Sch of Art Paris. 
METZGER, VIDA. (1930-1938). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
MEYER, SHARON K. (1972-). CES. Dws Co. BS UNL. 
MICHAUD, MARY E. (1952-1955). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS U ME; MS Cornell. 
MIELKE, LLOYD W. (1967-). Agron. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS, MS Cornell; PhD UNL. 
MILLER, CLARENCE]. "CLANCY". (1950-1966). Ag Econ. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS U lA, MS U CT; PhD Harvard. 
MILLER, DAVID R. (1966-1970). Hart & for. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS U MO. 
MILLER, DON D. (1959- ). CES. BxB, Bflo, Hmltn, Lanc Cos. BS 
UNL; MS CO ST U. 
MILLER, FRANK. (1936-1949). Ag Econ. AES. R.I. East Campus. 
AB MO Park Col; MA UNL; PhD U MN. 
MILLER, GARY A. (1974-1976). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, PhD Rutgers. 
MILLER, HARRY. (1944-1947). Chmrgy. AES. East Campus. BS 
Saskatch; MA U MO. 
MILLER, HERMON I. (1933-1936). Ag Econ. CES. Bflo, Hmltn 
Cos; East Campus. BS UNL. 
MILLER, LOYAL]. (1935-1939). CES. Dwsn, Ddge, Pawn Cos. BS 
KS ST U. 
MILLER, MAURICE. (1937-1941). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
MILLER, PAUL E. (1940-1984). Ag Econ. CES. Frns, Grdn, Kimb 
Cos; SC Sta; East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
MILLER, ROSS H. (1938-1941). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MS OR ST U. 
MILLER, VICTOR]. (1949-1958). Hart & For. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD U IL. 
MILLS, RICHARD N. (1958- ). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
MINTEER, CLAUDE C. (1918-1954). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. 
BS IA ST U; MA UNL. 
MISCHKE, BEVERLY]. (1974-1975). CES. Grly, Hwrd, Shrm Cos. 
BS UNL. 
MITCHELL, C. CLYDE, JR. (1949-1956). Ag Econ. AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BA, MA U TX; MPA, PhD Harvard. 
MITCHELL, PATRICIA A. (1958-1959). Home Ee. CES. Ke-Art 
Cos. BS UNL. 
MIYOSHI, VAUNIA]. (BURBANK). (1948-1958). CES. Lncn Co. 
BS UNL. 
MOCK, CAROLYN S. (1958-1962). CES. Lncn Co. BS UNL. 
MOHLER, JERRY L. (1962-1976). Hort & For. CES. East Campus. 
BS U MT. 
MOHNSEN, OLIVER A. (1951-1954). CES. Sioux Co. BS UNL. 
MOHRMANN, RICHARD. (1962-1965). CES. Flmr, York Cos. BS 
UNL. 
MOLENAAR, ALDERT. (1934-1939). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
MOLINE, WALDEMAR]. (1966-1976). Agron. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS WI ST U; MS River Falls; PhD IA ST U. 
MOLLER, WALTER L. (1935-1939). CES. Hwrd, Wayne Cos. BS 
UNL. 
~ONAHAN, RALPH T., JR. (1966-1972). Hort & For. CES. Hall 
Co. BS Gettysburg Col; MF Duke. 
MONSON, ANDREW M. (1940-1947). CES. Mdsn Co. BS UNL. 
MONSON, WARREN G. (1957-1958). Agron. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
MOODY, JOYCELYN (SMITH). (1970-1981). CES. Cdr, Dkta, Dxn, 
Thrsn, Wayne Cos. BS UNL. 
MOOK, DAN J. (1965-1967). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. AB 
UNL. 
MOOMAW, RUSSELL S. (1966- ). Agron. CES. NE Sta, East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U; BA Ozark Bible Col; PhD CO ST U. 
MOORE, MILAN J. (1968-1974). CES. Chs, Cmg Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
MOORE, RUFUS H. (1944-1968). Bot, Hort & For. AES, RI, A&S 
Col. East Campus, City Campus. BS UNL; MS OK ST U; PhD 
U Chicago. 
MORAVA, WILLA E. (1952-1962). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Morl, Plat 
Cos; East Campus. BS OK ST U. 
MORGAN, MYRTLE (EASLEY). (1912-1925). CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
MORGAN, RAY F. (1922-1962). Dairy Sci, Jrnlsm. AES, RI, A&S 
Col. East Campus, City Campus. BS PA ST U; MS UNL. 
MORRIS, EULA F. (1958-1963). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS KS ST U. 
MORRIS, M. ROSALIND. (1947-). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U Ontario; PhD Cornell. 
MORROW, EVELYN. (1959-1965). Home Ec. Inti Prgs. Turkey. 
BS ND ST U; MA, PhD U Chicago. 
MORROW, LARRY A. (1969-1974). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS UT ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
MORSE, FRANKLIN L. (1959-). CES. Bne, Btlr, Dkta, Nanc, Sarp 
Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
MORTON, GRACE M. (1921-1946). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
MOSEMAN, ARTHUR G. (1946-1976). CES. Dkta Co. BS UNL. 
MOSER, BOBBY D. (1970-1980). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
MOSER, LOWELL E. (1970- ). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, 
PhD OH ST U; MS KS ST U. 
MOSS, EDITH. (1929-1933). CES. Wbstr Co. BS UNL. 
MOSS, J. JOEL. (1956-1959). Human Dev & Fmly. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS BYU; PhD NC ST U. 
MUEHLBEIER, JOHN. (1954-1974). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS SD ST u. 
MUELLER,JO ANN (LUZIO). (1965-1986). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. 
Kim-Ban Cos, East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
MUELLER, SHARYN. (1972-1976). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
~UIR, MARLYS M. (1959-1963). CES. York Co. BS UNL. 
MULLER, DOROTHYF. (1952-1953). CES. B-K-RCos. BA Wayne 
ST 
MULLINER, H. ROBERT. (1956-1975). Ag Eng. AES, CES. SC 
Sta. BS UNL. 
MUMA, MARTIN H. (1945-1951). Entom. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD U MD. 
MUMGAARD, MILO L. (1951-1982). Ag Eng. AES, CES, REA. 
East Campus. BS IA ST U. 
MUMM, KAY (JURGENS). (1973-1974). CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
MUMM, ROBERT F. (1965- ). Agron, Stat" Lab. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS U IL; PhD UNL. 
MUNGER, JAMES A. (1955-1956). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BA Yankton; MS SD ST U. 
MUNGER, MICHAEL P. (1965-1967). Ag Ed. AES. East Campus. 
BA Stanford; MA UNL. 
MUNSON, JAMES D. (1966-1971). Entom. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS U MO; PhD UNL. 
MUNSON, JANE L. (1962- ). CES. Bne, Btlr, Clfx, Plat, Polk Cos. 
BS, MS UNL. 
MURPHY, LOUISE H. (1923-1924). CES. East Campus. (N.A.) 
MURRAY, J. E. (1940-1947). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. (ND). 
MURRAY, RAY C. (1936-1937). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
MUSSEHL, FRANK E. (1917-1957). Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS U WI. 
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MUSSMAN, HARRY C. (1966-1971). Vet Sci. AES, Inti Prgs. East 
Campus, Colombia. BS U WI; DVM MS, PhD KS ST U. 
MYERS, CONNIE. (1970-1976). CES. Hall Co. BS Kearney ST. 
MYERS, W. B. (1955-1956). CES. East Campus. BS AR ST; MS 
UNL. 
N 
NABER, PATRICIA (HOLBEIN). (1969-1977). CES. Bne, Nanc 
Co. BS Kearney ST. 
NAKAMURA, ROBERT M. (1967-1970). Vet Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. DVM WA ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
NALL, MAURINE. (1924-1925). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. BS 
UMN. 
NASH, RUSSELL L. (1956-1958). Agron. AES. NP Sta. BS, MS 
SD ST U. 
NEBELSICK,JOHN H. (1957-1962). CES. Clfx Co. BS UNL. 
NEILD, RALPH E. (1964- ). Hort & For. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U IL; MS IA ST U; PhD KS ST U. 
NELSON, DOUGLAS C. (1971-1973). Ag Econ. RI. East Campus. 
BS,JD UNL. 
NELSON, DUANE I. (1949-1951). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
NELSON, EDWIN C. (1923-1947). CES. Morl Co. BS UNL. 
NELSON, EMERY W. (1953-1986). Agron CES. Lanc Co, East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
NELSON, HELEN (SUCHY). (1931-1944). CES. Clfx, Ddge, Thrsn 
Cos. BS UNL. 
NELSON, HELEN (MORTENSEN). (1948-1950). CES. Htck Co. 
BS UNL. 
NELSON, LAVAUGHN. (1945-1950). Txtl, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
NELSON, LENIS A. (1970-). Agron. AES. CES. PanH Sta. BS SD 
ST U; MS, PhD ND ST U. 
NELSON, LEON F. (1959-1966). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
NELSON, MARGARET C. (1953-1974). CES. Dgls Co. BS KS ST 
U. 
NELSON, MARY B. (1929-1942). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Saun, Thay 
Cos; East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD OK ST U. 
NELSON, STUART O. (1954-1976). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS, MA UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
NELSON, TED R. (1956-1965). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD OK ST U. 
NELSON, VIRGIL E. (1947-1950). CES. Htck Co. BS UNL. 
NERVICK, OTTAR. (1959-1960). Ag Econ. Inti Prgs. Turkey. LLB 
Oslo Norway; MS, PhD Harvard. 
NESBITT, CHRISTINE. (1935-1938). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL; 
MA U MO. 
NEUBERGER JOHN W. (1963-1964). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS U SD. 
NEWELL, LAURENCE C. (1933-1975). Agron. AES, CES, RI, 
USDA. Stan Co, East Campus. AB Hastings; MS, PhD UNL. 
NEWKIRK, GWENDOLYN. (1971-). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS Tillotson; MA Columbia; EdD Cor-
nell. 
NEWMAN, MARGIE R. (1946-1947). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
NEWMAN, MONETHA. (1942-1946). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
NEWTON, AUDREY. (1964-1987). Txtl Clthg & Des. AES, CES, 
RI. East Campus. BS Bradley; MS U WI; PhD OH ST U. 
NEWTON, EUGENE. (1943-1978). CES. B-K-R Cos. BS UNL. 
NEWTON, H. KEITH. (1939-1948). CES. Bne, Grly, Sew Cos. BS 
UNL. 
NEWTON, MARGARET J. (1946-1947). CES. Burt Co. BS UNL. 
NIBLER, CRAWFORD W. "NIB". (1929-1970). An Sci, Dairy Sci. 
CES, RI. Kimb, SB Co; East Campus. BS U ID; MA U MO. 
NICHOLS, JAMES T. (1969- ). Agron. AES, CES. NP Sta. BS KS 
ST; MS Ft Hays; PhD U WY. 
NICKLES, FREDDIE LEE. (1965-1973). CES. Plat, Saun Cos. BS 
NM STU. 
NIEBAUM, AARON 'JACK". (1936-1938). CES. Frns Co. BS UNL. 
NIELSEN, LEE ALLAN. (1958- ). CES. Flmr, Grly Cos. BS UNL. 
NIEMEIER, RICHARD E. (1957-1961). CES. Jfrsn Co. BS UNL. 
NIEMEYER, SHIRLEY M. (1972-). CES. Sarp Co. BS UNL; MS 
IA ST U. 
NIENABER, JOHN A. (1971-). Ag Eng. AES, RI, USDA. MARC, 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL, PhD U MO. 
NILSEN, KAY M. (1956-1966). Dairy Sci. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS UT ST U. 
NOBLE, EDNA C. (1903-1946). CYT Lbry. AES, Lbrys. East Cam-
pus. BL NE Wesleyan. 
NOBLE, MARGARET B. (1923-1924). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
NORDQUIST, PAUL T. (1958- ). Agron. AES. NP Sta, East Cam-
pus. BS, MS SD ST U; PhD UNL. 
NORE, ALBERT E. (1941-1942). CES. Kimb Co. BS UNL. 
NORMAN, BENNY B. (1966-1968). Vet Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, DVM, MS OK ST U. 
NORRIS, DOROTHY]. (1929-1935). CES. Dwsn Co. BS UNL. 
NORRIS, WATSON. (1931-1934). CES. Hrln, Nkls, SB Cos. BS 
UNL. 
NORSTADT, FRED A. (1956-1966). Agron. AES, CES. Saun Co, 
East Campus. BS Peru; MS, PhD UNL. 
NORTON, BERNERD L. (1959-1964). CES. Lane, Stan Cos. BS 
UNL. 
NOVOTNY, JAMES E. (1958-). CES. Ddge, Saln Cos. BS OK ST 
U; MS UNL. 
NOYES, CLARA C. (1929-1964). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
NOYES, CLYDE C. (1935-1973). CES. Inti Prgs. Dndy, R Wil Cos; 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
NOYES, HELEN. (1928-1934). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
NUERNBERGER, RUTH K. (1935-1941). CES. Cstr, Dws Cos. BS 
UNL. 
NULAND, DAVID S. (1962- ). Hort & For. AES, CES. PanH Sta, 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
o 
O'DEA, DENSEL W. (1966-1986). CES. Dndy, Morl Cos. BS UNL. 
O'DONNELL, ROBERT G. (1947-1948). CES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
O'KEEFE, ROBERT. (1950- ). Hort & For. AES. CES. NW Ag Lab, 
PanH Sta, East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
OBERLIN, RUSSELL W. (1925-1929). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BSOHSTU. 
OGDEN, ROBERT L. (1952- ). Ag Biochem, Chmrgy. AES, East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
OHLENBUSCH, PAUL D. (1965-1968). CES. Kim-Ban Cos. BS 
SWTXST U. 
OHRT, MARGARET M. (1943-1945). CES. Chyn Co. BS UNL. 
OKADA, SHIGETAKA. (1965-1966). Ag Biochem. AES. East 
Campus. BS, MS, DS, U Osaka. 
OLNEY, JESSE F. (1927-1946). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM, 
MS MI ST U. 
OLSEN, DUANE A. (1973- ). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. BS U 
MN; MS Purdue; PhD U MO. 
OLSEN, LELAND S. (1956-1960). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS 
Kearney; MS, PhD UNL. 
OLSON, CARL, JR. (1945-1956). Vet Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
DVM IA ST U; MS, PhD U MN. 
OLSON, EMANUEL A. "OLE". (1939-1978). Ag Eng. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
OLSON, FRED A. (1928-1935). CES. Deul, Frtr Cos. (N.A.) 
OLSON, FRED L. (1959-1963). Ag Econ. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS River Falls; MS, PhD U MN. 
OLSON, GORDON W. (1947-1950). Ag Eng. AES, East Campus. 
BS SD ST U. 
OLSON, JUDITH A. (1960-1962). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
OLSON, KENNETH C. (1955-1982). Vet Sci. AES, CES. Knox, 
Nanc, Lncn, SB Cos; East Campus. BS U AZ. 
OLSON, LARRY L. (1974-1976). Ag Eng. AES, East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
OLSON, PETER]. (1932-1932). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS ND 
ST U; MS U IL; PhD UNL. 
OLSON, ROBERT A. (1946-1986). Agron. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. AB, MS UNL. 
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ORR, ANDREW "CAL". (1948-1953). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. AB UNL. 
ORR, JOHN D. (1956- ). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Campus. BS 
Dak Wesleyan; MS SD ST U; EdD UNL. 
OSBORN, CLARE W. (1945-1947). Food & Nutr. Rl. East Campus. 
BS St Teresa; MA IA U. 
OSBORN, MARGARET O. (1932-1933). Home Ec. Rl. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
OSETO, CHRISTIAN Y. (1973-1974). Entom. AES. East Campus. 
BS Roosevelt U; MS, PhD UNL. 
OTTOSON, HOWARD W. (1950-1985). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS U MN; PhD IA ST U. 
OVERMAN, ANDREA C. (1938-1939). Food & Nutr. Rl. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
OWEN, FOSTER G. (1957- ). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, Rl. East 
Campus. BS Auburn; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
OWENS, RICHARD C. (1952-1955). CES. Gage, Jfrs Cos. BS OK 
STU. 
OWINGS, WILLIAM]. (1960-1964). Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
P 
PABIAN, ROGER K. (1968- ). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
PACE, DONALD M. (1942-1967). Physiol. A&S Col. East Campus. 
BS Susquehanna; MS, PhD Duke U. 
PADGETT, CHARLES H. (1967-1969). Agron. Rl. East Campus. 
BS U KY; MS UNL. 
PAHL, ROBERT E. (1940-1944). Agron. AES. NW Ag Lab. BS 
UNL. 
PALIONIS, TADAS. (1952-1953). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM 
U Hanover; MS UNL. 
PALMER, EDGAR Z. (1946-1965). Econ. Bus Ad Col, Inti Prgs. 
City Campus, Turkey. BA Swarthmore; PhD U WI. 
PALMER, LOUIS T. (1971-1974). PI Path. CES. East Campus. BS 
WA ST U; MS KS ST U; PhD U MN. 
PARK, MARTItA A. (1931-1938). Food & Nutr. Rl. East Campus. 
AB U IL; MS IA ST U. 
PARKHURST, ANNE M. (1970- ). Stat Lab. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA VA U; MS Yale. 
PARKS, BETTY L. (1958-1959). CES. Cstr, Ddge Cos. BS UNL. 
PARRY, RICHARD M. (1963-1967). Dairy Sci. AES. East Campus. 
BS URI; MS U CT. 
PARSONS, JOHN D. (1923-1965). Ag Eng. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
(ND). 
PATTERSON, JOYCE S. (1955-1958). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS U SD. 
PATTERSON, MAXINE. (1954-1956). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
PAUL, PAULINE. (1967-1974). Food & Nutr. AES, Rl. East Cam-
pus. BA OR ST U; MS U MN; PhD IA ST U. 
PAULEY, JULIA C. (1947-1949). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL. 
PAULSEN, JOYCE (HOCK). (1954-1958). CES. Burt, Dkta Cos. 
BS UNL. 
PAULSON, FRANCES C. (1946-1947). CES. Bne Co. BS UNL. 
PAVELKA, BARBARA (BARAGAR). (1952-1953). CES. Wsh Co. 
BS UNL. 
PAVELKA, EDWARD. (1936-1937). CES. Cent Sandhills area, SB 
Co. BS UNL. 
PAYNE, CYNTHIA E. (1954-1962). CES. Btlr Co. BS KS ST Teach. 
PAYNE, LOYAL C. (1957-1976). Vet Sci. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
DVM KS ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
PAZUR,JOHN H. (1952-1966). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS U Ontario; MS McGill U; PhD IA ST U. 
PEARSON, EVELYN. (1956-1964). Txtl, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS U TN. 
PEARSON, MARCIA. (1970-1976). Ag Comm. CES, Rl. East Cam-
pus. BA U MA. 
PEDEN, WARREN E., JR. (1955-1957). CES. Holt Co. BS U WY. 
PEDERSEN, MADELINE (WATSON). (1955-). CES. Dwsn, Mdsn 
Cos. BS UNL. 
PEDERSEN, WILLIAM R. (1958-). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL; MEd 
CO ST U. 
PEDERSON, STEVEN M. (1956-1957). CES. Lncn Co. BS UNL. 
PELKEY, ROBERT D. (1941-1947). Hort & For. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
PELLETT, HAROLD M. (1964-1966). Hort & For. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
PELTIER, GEORGE L. (1920-1953). Mcrbiol, PI Path. AES, RI, 
A&S Col. East Campus, City Campus. AB WI U; MA WA U; 
PhD U IL. 
PENAS, EDWIN ]., (1957- ). Agron. CES. Plat Co, SE Ctr, East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
PENNER, MARIE E. (1960-1980). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS TX ST Col; MS LA ST U. 
PENTON, CLARENCE A. (1932-1957). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. 
(ND). 
PEO, ERNEST R. (1956- ). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
OK ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
PERIN, SENATOR W. "DAD". (1889-1930). AES, RI. East Campus. 
(ND). 
PERRIN, WILLIAM R. (1943-1945). CES. Sioux Co. BS UNL. 
PERRY, ELTON R. (1956-1974). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
PERRY, ROBERT E. (1955-1984). Ag Econ. CES. Valy Co, NP Sta. 
BS UNL. 
PERSON, RUSSELL D. (1959-1963). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
PETERS, JAMES. (1962- ). Ag Comm. CES. Shrdn Co, NP Sta. BS 
UNL; MS U WI. 
PETERS, LEROY L. (1972- ). Entom. AES, CES. SC Sta. BS, MS 
KS ST U; PhD U MO. 
PETERS, LEROY V. (1955-1964). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS OK A&M; MS, PhD UNL. 
PETERS, MATILDA K. (1916-1947). Food & Nutr. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MA Columbia. 
PETERS, ROY F. (1945-1946). CES. Cent Sandhills area. BS UNL. 
PETERSEN, ARNOLD WILBER. (1938-1945). CES. Krny Co. BS 
UNL. 
PETERSEN, GEORGE M. (1947-1980). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
PETERSEN, GERDA. (1947-1973). Txtl, Clthg & Des. CES. York 
Co, East Campus. BS UNL; MS OR ST U. 
PETERSEN, VERDON H. (1931-1971). CES. Bne, Lanc Cos; East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
PETERSON, ARNOLD WAYNE. (1946-1952). CES. Dgls Co. BS 
UNL. 
PETERSON, ARTHUR W. (1935-1943). Agron, Ag Econ. AES, 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
PETERSON, DONALD. (1971-1973). Ag Econ. RI. East Campus. 
AB, MA Mankato ST U. 
PETERSON, EVERETT E. (1953-1979). Ag Econ. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS MT ST U; MA, PhD U Chicago. 
PETERSON, GARY A. (1967-1984). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
PETERSON, GLENN W. (1958-). PI Path. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BA, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
PETERSON, HOWARD L. (1937-1944). CES. Bflo, Polk Co. BS 
UNL. 
PETERSON, JULIE A. (LITJEN). (1965-1968). CES. Ke-Art Cos. 
BS St Marys Col. 
PETERSON, LARRY A. (1972- ). CES. Log, Prkn Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
PETERSON, LAVERNE V. (1935-1948). CES. BtIr, Hmltn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
PETERSON, LLOYD E. (1958-). Ag Comm, Audiovisual Center. 
CES. City Campus, East Campus. BS UNL. 
PETERSON, MARTIN S. (1926-1946). Ag Comm, English. AES, 
RI, A&S Col. East Campus, City Campus. AB Reed ColOR; 
MA NA; PhD UNL. 
PETERSON, PAUL C. (1967-1968). Entom. AES. East Campus. 
BS Gus Adolphus. 
PETERSON, RACHEL. (1938-1947). CES. Lanc Co. BS UNL. 
PETERSON, REX M. (1974-1980). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD U MI. 
PETERSON, ROLAND L. (1965-1972). Ag Ed. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, EdD UNL. 
PETERSON, VIRGINIA (STERNER). (1963-1969). CES. Cass, 
Mdsn Cos. BS UNL. 
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PETERSON, WALTER F. (1954-1956). Agron. AES. PanH Sta. BA 
Doane Col; BS, MS UNL. 
PETERSON, WALTER R. (1940-1980). CES. Hrin, Hayes Cos. BS 
UNL. 
PETZ, LEANN M. (1972-1977). CES. Lncn Co. BS UNL. 
PFISTER, MAGDALENE E. (1951-1980). Txtl, Clthg & Des. CES. 
BtIr Co, East Campus. BS UNL; MS Cornell. 
PICHON,JAMES D. (1958-1965). Ag Eng. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
BS UC Berk; MS UNL. 
PIERCE, ROLAND O. (1939-1941). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
PLANTZ, PAULINE G. (1956-1960). CES. Adms Co. BS UNL. 
PLASTERS, JACK F. (1948-1952). CES. Bflo Co. BS UNL. 
PLATE, CAROL]. (1963-). CES. B-K-R Cos. BS UNL. 
PLUM, ELVA. (1938-1939). CES. Bflo Co. BS UNL. 
PLUM, MOGENS M. (1949-1971). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. Grad Royal Vet & Ag Col, Copenhagen; MS MI ST 
U; PhD IA ST U. 
PLUMMER,JEAN A. (1948-1950). Food & Nutr. Rl. East Campus. 
BS U Toronto; MS U MI. 
POLEY,JANET (WIRTH) (HUSS). (1966-1975). Ag Comm. CES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
POLLARD, ROBERT A. (1947-1977). CES. Cstr, Griy, Hwrd Cos. 
BS UNL. 
POLNICKY, EMIL]. (1933-1939). CES. Saln Co. BS UNL. 
POOL, RAYMOND]. (1907-1957). Bot. A&S Col. City Campus. 
AB, MA, PhD UNL. 
PORTER, CLARE R. (1947-1958). Agron. AES, NE Crop Imp 
Assn. East Campus. BS, MS KS ST U. 
POSSON, MELANCTHON B. (1919-1927). An Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
POST, RUTH M. (1938-1939). Food & Nutr. Rl. East Campus. BS 
Parsons Col; MS IA ST U. 
POTTER, LENA D. (1970-1972). CES. Ddge Co. BS U MO. 
PRESCOTT, RUSSELL T. (1924-1942). Ag Comm, Eng. AES, RI, 
A&S Col. East Campus. AB, MA UNL. 
PRESTON, KENNETH S. (1969-1971). Vet Sci. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. DVM IA ST U. 
PRIOR, RONALD L. (1973-1982). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS UNL; PhD Cornell. 
PRUESS, KENNETH P. (1957- ). Entom. AES, Rl. NP Sta, East 
Campus. BS Purdue; MS, PhD OH ST U. 
PRUESS, NEVA C. (1963-1964). Entom. AES. NP Sta. BA Milliken; 
MS, PhD OH ST U. 
PULS, RONALD L. (1972-1977). CES. Burt Co. BS, MS UNL. 
PUMPHREY, F. VANCE. (1949-1957). Agron. AES. PanH Sta. BS, 
MSUNL. 
PURBAUGH, JACOB F. "JAKE". (1918-1944). CES. Chs, Jhsn, 
Lanc Cos. (N.A.) 
Q 
QUACKENBUSH,]. M. "JACK". (1932-1939). CES. Cass, Frkln, 
Hrin, Nkls Cos. BS UNL. 
QUATE, LARRY W. (1951-1958). Entom. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
BS, PhD UC Berk. 
QUICK, CLIFFORD O. (1950-1964). CES. BxB, Log-Me Cos. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
QUISENBERRY, KARL S. (1936-1947). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. 
East Campus. BS, MS KS ST U; PhD U MN. 
R 
RADANT, LYNDA]. (1972- ). CES. B-K-R, Cass, Chry Cos. BS 
UNL. 
RADER, BONNIE. (1957-1960). Ag Ed. Rl. East Campus. BS 
Kearney; MS UNL; PhD OK ST U. 
RAMIG, ROBERT E. (1948-1961). Agron. AES, USDA. NP Sta. 
BS, PhD UNL; MS WA ST U. 
RANDALL, JAMES K. (1971- ). Ag Comm. AES, Rl. East Campus. 
BA, MS UT ST U. 
RANGE, JOSEPH E. (1958-1983). FF&W. CES. East Campus. BS 
MI ST U; MS UNL. 
RANKIN,JOHN O. (1923-1930). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MA U MO. 
RANSOM, DARWIN E. (1952-1958). CES. Hayes, Shrdn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
RAPP, MARY RUTH. (1957-1970). CES. East Campus. BS IN U; 
MA Geo Wsh; MPA, DPA Harvard. 
RASMUSSEN, ERIC]. (1967- ). FF&W. CES. East Campus. BA 
UNL. 
RATCLIFFE, BRETT C. (1973- ). Entom. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD UNL. 
RAUN, EARLE S. (1966-1974). Entom. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS PhD IA ST U. 
RAY, W. WINFRED. (1947-1972). Bot, PI Path. AES, Inti Prgs, 
A&S Col. East Campus, City Campus, Turkey. BS No Wstrn; 
MS, PhD Cornell. 
RAYNARD, LILLIAN. (1935-1940). CES. Phlps Co. BS Hastings. 
READ, RALPH A. (1953-1979). Hart & For. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MF Yale. 
REDDITT, JOHN R."JACK". (1926-1943). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. 
East Campus. BS IA ST U. 
REDIGER, VICTOR M. (1935-1939). CES. Jfrs, Knox Cos. BS 
UNL. 
REDINBAUGH, KEITH D. (1959-1962). CES. Chry Co. BS UNL. 
REECE, FRANK M. (1934-1938). An Sci. AES, CES. Holt Co, Val 
Substa. BS UNL. 
REED, ELIZABETH (WILLIAMS). (1943-1952). CES. Ddge, 
Hmltn, Jnsn, York Cos. BS UNL. 
REED, JAMES W. (1928-1938). CES. Burt, Btlr, Sarp Cos. BS IA 
ST U; MS CO ST U. 
REED, KENNETH M. (1937-1945). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
REED, ROBERT D. (1959-1960). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS IA ST U. 
REEDER, RALPH]. (1943-1947). Ag Comm. AES, CES. East Cam-
pus. BA UNL. 
REHM, GEORGE. (1969-1983). Agron. AES, CES. NE Sta. BS, MS 
OH ST U; PhD U MN. 
REHMEIER, LYMAN F. (1956-1957). CES. Hall Co. BS UNL. 
REIBER, HELEN L. (1968-1973). CES. SB Co. BS UNL. 
REICHART, ERNEST L. "RIKE". (1924-1943). Dairy Sci. RI. East 
Campus. BS KS ST U; MS UNL. 
REID, ARNOLD A. (1943-1944). CES. Kimb Co. BS UNL. 
REIER, NEOMA M. (1948-1949). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
REIGLE, VELMA M. (1942-1943). CES. Dwsn Co. BS UNL. 
REIHER, LEONARD H. (1933-1939). CES. Banr Co. BS UNL. 
REIMER, BEVERLY (MISCHKE). (1974-1977). CES. Hall Co. BS 
UNL. 
REINERTSON, MARGARET P. (1944-1945). CES. Saun Co. BS 
IA ST U. 
REINKE, MARION L. (1936-1938). Food & Nutr. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS Iowa St. Col. 
REINMILLER, CLETUS. (1936-1937). An Sci. AES, CES. Grly Co, 
NP Sta. BS UNL. 
REITZ, LOUIS P. (1947-1954). Agron. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U; MS UNL; PhD U MN. 
RENARD, HUGH M. (1947-1952). CES. Prce, Saun Cos. BS UNL. 
RENCHEN, GERALDINE. (1960-1962). CES. Dkta Co. BS UNL. 
RENNEBOHM, FERN H. (1957-1960). Txtl, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MA U WI. 
RENZ, ANN. (1950-1958). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
KSST. 
RETZLAFF, ROBERT E.]. (1973-1978). Ag Econ. AES, CES. PanH 
Sta. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MO. 
REYNOLDS, DOUGLAS A. (1965-1969). CES. Cstr Co. BS UT 
ST U; MS NM ST U. 
REYNOLDS,JOHN R. (1943-1958). CES. Chs, Dgls Cos. BS UNL. 
REYNOLDS, LUELLA (COONEY). (1952-1954). CES. Dkta, Wayne 
Cos. BS UNL. 
RHINE, JON]. (1963-1967). Entom. AES, CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
RHOAD, CLAUDE E. (1948-1952). Ag Educ. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD OH ST U. 
RHOADES, HAROLD F. (1934-1963). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MA U MO; PhD UNL. 
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RHODES, M'I'\RVIN B. (1960- ). Ag Biochem, Agron, Vet Sci. AES. 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
RHODES, NOEL N. (1917-1935). CES. Cmg, Gage, Knox, Mdsn 
Cos. (N.A.) 
RICE, CLARK E. (1947-1948). CES. Shrm Co. BS UNL. 
RICE, MARGUERITE (ADAMS). (1923-1924). Home Ec. RI. East 
Campus. (N.A.) 
RIDDELL, JOHN A. (1953-1954). Hart & For. CES. East Campus. 
BS McMaster U; MS U Ontario. 
RIDDER, CLARA. (1938-1940). CES. Prkn Co. BS UNL; MS U 
AZ. 
RIECK, EVERETTE M. (1957-1961). CES. Wayne Co. BS OK ST 
U. 
RIESSELMAN,JOHN H. (1972-1979). PI Path. CES. East Campus. 
BS CO ST U; PhD UNL. 
RIFFLE, JERRY W. (1973- ). PI Path. AES, USDA. East Campus. 
BS, MS MI ST U; PhD U WI. 
RINEHART,]. G. (1974-1976). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS 
Cent MO ST; MS UNL. 
RINGLER, WILBER E. (1950-1957). Agron. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
RIPP, JOYCE M. (1964-1967). CES. Adms, Saun Cos. BS Col St 
Marys. 
RIPP, JUDY C. (1972-1973). CES. PanH Sta. BS Kearney ST. 
RIPPETEAU, DONNA. (1939-1940). Food & Nutr. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
RIST, L. BOYD. (1916-1933). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
RIST, OWEN. (1937-1941). Agron. CES, NE Crop Imp Assn. Nmha 
Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
RITCHIE, MARGIE. (1930-1937). CES. Frtr Co. BS UNL. 
ROBERTS, LYLE T. (1947-1948). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
ROBERTS, RAYMOND. (1924-1946). Entom. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. MS UNL. 
ROBERTSON, JOHN F. (1954-1955). CES. East Campus. BS OK 
STU. 
ROBINSON, DEAN R. (1965-1987). CES. Gar-Loup-Wh, Sioux 
,Cos. BS, MS U WY. 
ROBISON, LAREN R. (1962-1971). Agron. AES, CES. NW Ag 
Lab, East Campus. BS, MS BYU; PhD U MN. 
ROCKE, HELEN A. (1925-1958). Txtl, Clthg & Des. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MA Columbia. 
ROH, JOE, JR. (1953-1967). CES. Burt Co. BS UNL. 
ROHWER, HELEN L. (1947-1969). CES. Hrln, Wsh Cos. BS UNL. 
ROKAHR, MARY. (1914-1961). Home Ec. CES, RI, Inti Prgs. East 
Campus, Turkey. AB UNL; MA Columbia. 
ROLENC, GERALD]. (1963-1966). CES. Dndy, Shrdn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
ROONEY,JAMES]. (1929-1934). CES. Ant, Bne, Boyd, Holt Cos. 
BS UNL. 
ROSELLE, ROBERT E. (1952-1983). Entom. CES. East Campus. 
BS SW MO U; MA U MO. 
ROSENBERG, NORMAN]. (1961-1987). Hart & For, Ag Metrl & 
Climatol. AES, RI. East Campus. BS MI ST U; MS OK ST U; 
PhD Rutgers. 
ROSENQUIST, CARL E. (1922-1972). Agron, Bot. AES, RI, A&S 
Col. East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U IL. 
ROSS, CLARENCE V. (1967-1969). An Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MA U MO; PhD U IL. 
ROSS, JAMES G. (1966-1968). Agron. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS, MS 
U Alberta; PhD U WI. 
ROSS, JAMES P. (1920-1949). CES. Hmltn, Nanc, SB Cos; East 
Campus. B PED NW MO; BS U MO. 
ROSS, JANET E. (1952-1952). CES. Oto Co. BS UNL. 
ROSS, N. CLYTIS. (1947-1950). CES. Mdsn Co. BS, MS KS ST U. 
ROSS, PHYLLIS]. (1949-1950). CES. Wayne Co. BS UNL. 
ROSS, WILLIAM M. (1969-1985). Agron. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD U IL. 
ROSSE, JAMES C. (1926-1942). CES. Cdr, Hwrd, Kimb, Prkn Cos. 
BS UNL. 
ROTHLISBERGER, JOHN A. (1957-1967). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
Ft Rob, MARC. BS CO ST U; MS UNL. 
ROUND, GEORGE S., (1933-1977). Ag Comm. Publ Rei; CES. 
East Campus, City Campus. BS UNL. 
ROUTH, HAROLD M. (1929-1929). CES. Deul Co. BS CO ST U. 
ROWDEN, WALTER W. (1958-1972). An Sci. AES. FtRob, MARC, 
East Campus. BS, MS CO ST U. 
RUBY, GLADYS C. (1927-1957). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS Drake; MS Columbia. 
RUCKER, MORLAND D. (1959-1965). CES. Adms, Wbstr Cos. BS 
UNL. 
RUDEN, WALTER L. (1942-1945). Ag Econ. AES, East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
RUDMAN, LOUIE E. (1952-1983). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Frns Co, 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
RUMERY, MYRON G. (1946-1969). Dairy Sci. AES. NP Sta. BS 
UNL. 
RUNNALLS, MARY (ELLIOTT). (1929-1949). Ed & Fmly Re-
sources. CES. Flmr Co, East Campus. BS UNL. 
RUNNALLS, WILLIAM]. (1923-1948). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. 
(N.A.) 
RUNTY, FRANCES]. (1947-1965). CES. Lanc Co. BS UNL. 
RUPNOW, EUGENE H. (1957-1958). An Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS U WI. 
RUSH, IVAN C. (1965- ). An Sci. AES, CES, Int! Prgs. Dwsn Co, 
PanH Sta, Colombia. BS, MS U MO; PhD OK ST U. 
RUSSEL,jOUETTE C. (1919-1957). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS McPherson; MS U MN. 
RUSSELL, BRUCE S. (1925-1928). CES. Clay, Dwsn Cos. BS IA 
STU. 
RUSSELL, JOHN S. (1956-1958). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U Adelaid; MS, PhD UNL. 
RUSSELL, RAYMOND C. (1940-1971). CES, Int! Prgs. Saun Co, 
East Campus, Colombia. BS CO A&M. 
RUSSNOGLE, MARY E. (1967-1969). CES. jfrs, Saln, Sew Cos. 
BS UNL. 
RUTHERFORD, ELIZABETH. (1923-1929). Home Ec. RI. East 
Campus. BA, MA UNL. 
RUZICKA, IRENE. (1961-1980). CES. B-K-R, Hall, Lanc Cos. BS 
UNL. 
RYAN, CARL A. (1952-1958). CES. Deul Co. BS OK ST U. 
s 
SABINA, LESLIE R. (1956-1958). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BA 
Cornell; MS, PhD UNL. 
SADLE, BYRON D. (1938-1943). CES. Gosp Co. BS UNL. 
SAHS, WARREN W. (1949-). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, MS, 
PhD UNL. 
SAILOR, PATRICIA. (1968-1975). Txt!, Clthg & Des. AES, Rl. 
East Campus. BA, U IN; MS U TN; PhD OH ST U. 
SAKURADA, KENNETH S. (1957-1976). CES. Chs, Chyn, Morl 
Cos. BS U WY; MS UNL. 
SALAC, SOTERO S. (1967- ). Hort & For. AES. East Campus. BS 
U Philippines; MS, PhD TX A&M. 
SALEM, ALI E. (1965-1967). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS Egypt; 
MS, PhD KS ST U. 
SALISBURY, ZETA F. (1947-1948). CES. Cstr Co. BS SD ST U. 
SALL, MARIBETH (POWELL). (1960-1963). CES. Oto Co. BS 
UNL. 
SALL, RAYMOND G. (1963-). CES. Deul, Frtr Cos. BS, MS UNL. 
SAMPLE, NAOMI G. (1962-1964). CES. Chyn Co. BS CO ST U. 
SAMPSON, RAYMOND L. (1967-1973). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
MARC. BS KS ST U. 
SAMS, M. A. (1935-1937). CES. Gage, Lncn, Rich Cos; East Cam-
pus. BA Peru ST Col. 
SAMSA, EDWARD G. (1965-1967). Ag Biochem. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS PA Col; MS Case Wstrn; PhD IA ST U. 
SAMUELSON, S. E. (1918-1943). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. 
BEd Falls Riv WI. 
SAND, PAUL F. (1953-1959). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, MS, 
PhD UNL. 
SANDER, DAVID A. (1947-1954). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
SANDER, DONALD H. (1967-). Agron. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
SANDERS, AGNES. (1927-1928). Human Dev & Fmly. RI. East 
Campus. NA. 
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SANDERS, CHRISTOPHER H. (1946-1949). Dairy Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
SANDSTEDT, ROBERT M. (1960-1967). PI Path. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; PhD U WI. 
SANDSTEDT, ROGER. (1948-1950). Hort & For. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
SANDSTEDT, RUDOLPH "SANDY". (1920-1965). Ag Biochem. 
AES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SATHER, MARVIN. (1955-1977). CES. Nmha, Nkls, Phlps, Shrmn 
Cos. BS WI ST U. 
SATERLEE, LOWELL D. (1969-1986). Food Sci & Tech. AES, CES, 
RI. East Campus. BS SD ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
SAUNDERS, MARGARET. (1944-1946). CES. Hmltn Co. BS UNL. 
SAUTTER, JAY H. (1969-1971). Vet Sci. Int! Prgs. Colombia. DVM 
OH ST U; PhD U MN. 
SAVILLE, DOROTHY. (1934-1938). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. 
BS U MO; MA KS ST U. 
SAVIN, WILLIAM H. (1919-1923). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL; MS IA ST U. 
SAXTON, ETHEL H. (1935-1971). CES. Dwsn Co, East Campus. 
BA, BS UNL; MS Cornell. 
SAXTON, TILLIE. (1943-1944). CES. Wayne Co. BS UNL. 
SCHADE, JOHN M. (1968- ). CES. Dndy, Valy Co. BS UNL. 
SCHALK, JAMES M. (1965-1971). Entom. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS U GA; MS Cornell; PhD UNL. 
SCHANBACHER, BRUCE D. (1974-1976). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
MARC. BS OK ST U; MS, PhD OH ST U. 
SCHEIDENHELM, ELMER C. (1929-1936). Dairy Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS U IL. 
SCHEIDT, GEORGE E. (1930-1944). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
SCHENTZEL, DENNIS L. (1964-1969). CES. B-K-R, Holt Cos. 
BS, MS SD ST U. 
SCHEVE, HELEN E. (1941-1942). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
SCHICK, ROBERT L. (1948-1957). CES. R Wil Co. BS UNL. 
SCHLAPHOFF, DORETTA M. (1944-1954). Food & Nutr. AES, 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS UNL; MS MI ST U; PhD Cornell. 
SCHLEICHER, ERVIN W. (1950-1968). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. 
Cent Sandhills area, Ft Rob, East Campus. BS UT ST U; MS 
CO ST U. 
SCHLEUSENER, PAUL E. (1953-1963). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS, PhD MI ST U. 
SCHLUCKEBIER, MARGARET E. (1947-1956). CES. BxB Co. 
BS UNL. 
SCHLUCKEBIER, MARY. (1969-1970). CES. NE Sta. BS UNL. 
SCHMADEKE, CLARENCE H. (1946-1979). CES. Cass Co. BS 
UNL. 
SCHMEECKLE,jANET. (1968-1971). CES. Oto Co. BA Kearney; 
BS UNL. 
SCHMID, P. GEORGE. (1933-1940). Hort & For. AES, NW Ag 
Lab. BS UNL. 
SCHMIDT, FRED M. (1950-1981). CES. Bflo, Ke-Art Cos. BS UNL. 
SCHMIDT, JOHN W. (1954-1985). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA Tabor Col; MS KS ST U; PhD UNL. 
SCHMIDT, KENNETH G. (1952- ). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Polk Co, 
East Campus. BS UNL; MS KS ST U. 
SCHMITZ, JOHN A. (1971- ). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM 
CO ST U; PhD U MO. 
SCHMOKER,]. GERALD. (1958-1966). CES. Phlps, Wbstr, York 
Cos. BS UNL. 
SCHNEIDER, CARL]. (1957-1959). Polit Sci. A&S Col, Int! Prgs. 
City Campus, Turkey. BA Oberlin; PhD U WI. 
SCHNEIDER, PAUL S. (1939-1945). CES. Rich Co. BS UNL. 
SCHNIEDER, ROLLIN D. (1960- ). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL. 
SCHOLZ, ISABELLE. (1970-1973). CES. Dgls, Sarp Cos. BS Mar-
ymount KS. 
SCHREINER, LYLE R. (1958- ). CYT, Love Lbrys; Sci & Tech. 
Lbrys. East Campus, City Campus. BS UNL; MLS U OK. 
SCHRICK, TERRY L. (1968-). An Sci. CES, Pork Prod Assn. East 
Campus. BS OK ST U; MS UNL. 
SCHROEDER, JOYCE. (1953-1955). CES. Cstr Co. BS UNL. 
SCHROEDER, WAYNE G. (1965-1967). Ag Ed. AES. East Campus. 
BA UNL. 
SCHRUNK,JOHN F. (1946-1953). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
SCHULTE, MARCELLA (RICHTER). (1964-1969). CES. Frkln, 
Hrln, Krny, Ph-Gas Cos. BS Col St Marys. 
SCHULTZ, ELVIN C. (1955-1959). Ag Eng, Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SCHULTZ, FRED H. (1949-1954). Dairy Sci. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
SCHULTZ, HARREY E. (1973-1982). Cons & Surv. At SCS office, 
O'Neill. BS UNL. 
SCHULTZ, JACK C. (1946-1951). CES. Frtr, Hayes Cos. BS UNL. 
SCHULTZE, ANDREW. (1945-1972). An Sci, Dairy Sci. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD U MO. 
SCHULZE, LARRY D. (1973- ). Agron. CES, Int! Prgs. Hall Co, 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
SCHUMAN, GERALD E. (1969-1975). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS U WY; MS,PhD UNL. 
SCHUSTER, MAX L. (1946-1985). Hart & For, PI Path. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS U MN; PhD WA ST U. 
SCHUTZ, WILFRED M. (1968- ). Agron, Stat Lab, AES, CES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD NC ST U. 
SCHWAB, JUDITH (GHORASHY). (1971- ). CES. Ant, Knox, 
Oto, Prce Cos. BS UNL. 
SCHWAB, LOIS (OPPER). (1947-). Ed & Fam Resources, Human 
Dev & Fmly. AES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
SCHWARTZ, EUGENE]. (1963-1970). Agron. AES, CES. Rich 
Co, NE Sta, East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SCIFRES, CHARLES]. (1965-1968). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
SCOTT, MARY (STROHECKER). (1937-1958). CES. BxB, SB Cos. 
BS SD ST U. 
SCRIVEN, FRANCIS L. (1946-1953). CES. Marl Co. BS CO ST 
U. 
SCRIVEN, ROBERT M. (1967-). CES. Bflo, SB Cos. BS, MS CO 
STU. 
SCRIVNER, FORREST J. (1928-1940). CES. Htck, R Wil Cos. BS 
UNL. 
SCRUGGS, BARBARA]. (1970-1974). Txt!, Clthg & Des. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS Bridgewater; MS VA Poly Inst. 
SEBERGER, MARY A. (1959-1962). CES. Clfx Co. BS UNL. 
SEDLACEK, JOAN J. (1952-1954). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
SEEVERS, PAUL M. (1964-1980). Ag Biochem, Agron. AES. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
SEFRNA, MARVIN F. (1959- ). CES. Sew, Thay Cos. BS UNL. 
SEGRE, DIEGO. (1952-1955). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM 
U Milano; MS UNL. 
SEMANCIK,JOSEPH S. (1969-1972). Bot, PI Path. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BA Western Res; MS, PhD Purdue. 
SEVERSON, GERRISH M. (1942-1953). Chmrgy. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, PhD IA ST U. 
SHAFER, LAVERNE. (1944-1946). CES. Cass Co. AB Peru ST Col. 
SHAFER, NEAL E. (1948-1959). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
SHAFFER, TERESA A. (1973-1981). Food & Nutr. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS KS ST U. 
SHAHANI, KEM M. (1957- ). Dairy Sci, Food Sci & Tech. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS U Bombay India; PhD U WI. 
SHEFFIELD, LESLIE F. (1951-). Ag Econ, Agron. AES, CES, Int! 
Prgs. Clfx Co, NP Sta, East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
SHELDON, PHIL. (1917-1930). CES. Lncn, SB Cos. BS UNL. 
SHELL, MAXINE (PATTERSON). (1954-1957). CES. Plat Co. BS 
UNL. 
SHEPARDSON, BEVERLY A. (1960-1963). CES. Shrdn Co. BS 
UNL. 
SHEPHERD, VIOLET. (1947-1953). CES. Chyn Co. AB Ball ST 
U. 
SHERF, ARDEN F. (1946-1949). PI Path. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS U MN, PhD UNL. 
SHERMAN, MILO G. (1917-1930). An Sci. AES. Val Substa. BS 
UNL. 
SHERMAN, THOMAS M. (1949-1953). CES. Knox, Lanc Cos. BS 
UNL. 
SHERRILL, DONALD R. (1957-1964). CES. Pawn, Thay Cos. BS 
OK ST U. 
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SHERWOOD, MAX A. (1951-1957). CES. Frtr, Kim-Ban Cos. BS 
UNL. 
SHETLER, DOROTHY. (1947-1952). CES. B-K-R Cos. AB Has-
tings Col. 
SHIPMAN, MARY (STONE). (1929-1931). Home Ee. RI. East 
Campus. BS U MN. 
SHIVELY, ANNA E. (1946-1948). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS Purdue. 
SHULL, H. HOLLIS. (1953-1979). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. PanH 
Sta, East Campus. BS IA ST U; MS UNL. 
SIBERT, FRANK]. (1952-1954). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
SIDES, ALYCE A. (1957-1959). CES. Marl Co. BS UNL. 
SIEFER, FRED E. (1933-1938). Agron. NE Grain Imp Assn. CES. 
Nmha Co, Omaha. BS UNL. 
SIEGEL, WILLIAM L. (1951-1952). CES. Sioux Co. BS UNL. 
SIFFRING, DONALD D. (1962-). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Marl Co, 
NP Sta, PanH Sta. BS UNL; MEd CO ST U. 
SIGLER, DONALD L. (1967-1983). CES. Ddge, Polk Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
SIGNOR, DONALD C. (1959-1962). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U. 
SILKETT, ALBERT F. (1933-1936). CES. Bflo Co, Cent Sandhills 
Area. BS UNL. 
SIMMS, BENNETT T. (1957-1959). Vet Sci. Int! Prgs. Turkey. 
DVM AL Poly Inst. 
SIMPSON, ROBERT G. (1959-1960). Entom. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS CO ST U; PhD KS ST U. 
SIMPSON, RUBY. (1927-1929). Home Ee. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
SINDT, PAUL. (1940-1944). CES. York Co. BS UNL. 
SIRE, WALTER G. (1945-1952). CES. Boyd Co. BA NE Wesleyan. 
SITTLER, JANICE (UEBBE). (1970-1976). CES. Hall Co. BS UNL. 
SJOGREN, OSCAR W. (1923-1929). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
SKELLENGER, MARIE. (1952-1954). Home Ee. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS WA ST U; MS Cornell. 
SKIDMORE, LOUIS V. (1920-1958). Vet Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS U MO; DVM KS ST U. 
SKINKER, GEORGIA (STEVENS). (1972-1975). Ed & Fmly Re-
sources. CES. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SKINNER, GAIL M. (1973-1978). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SKINNER, JESSE W. (1939-1942). CES. Hrln, Thms Cos. BS UNL. 
SKINNER, JOHN L. (1957-1963). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS TX A&M. 
SKINNER, LEWELLYN T. (1914-1924). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
SKINNER, PHYLLIS S. (1962-1963). CES. Mdsn Co. BS UNL. 
SKOKAN, KERROL. (1970-1974). CES. Ant, Knox, Prce Cos. BS 
UNL. 
SKOKAN, LARRY W. (1962-1964). CES. BxB Co. BS UNL. 
SKOLD, MELVIN. (1963-1964). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS CO ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
SKUCIUS, ELAINE M. (1947-1980). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Dwsn 
Co, East Campus. BA UNL; MA Geo Wsh U. 
SKUCIUS, JO ANN. (1952-1953). CES. York Co. BS UNL. 
SLATENSEK, JOHN M. (1943-1947). Agron. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS U WI; MS, PhD UNL. 
SLATTERY, MARGARET. (1954-1957). CES. Oto Co. BS SD ST 
Teach Col. 
SLOAN, DWIGHT L. (1946-1947). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
SLOSSON, CLARENCE. (1949-1950). CES. Thrsn Co. NA. 
SMIKA, DARRYL E. (1961-1973). Agron. AES, USDA. NP Sta. 
BS, MS, PhD KS ST U. 
SMITH, BARBARA A. (1972-1976). CES. SB Co. BS KS ST U. 
SMITH, BEAMAN Q. (1930-1934). CES. Frtr, Jfrsn Cos. BS MI 
STU. 
SMITH, BILLY G. (1952-1953). CES. Bflo Co. BS U AR. 
SMITH, CHAUNCEY W. (1912-1955). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS U Chicago; ME UC Davis. 
SMITH, E. A. (1933-1934). CES. Prce Co. (N.A.) 
SMITH, FLORENCE C. (1938-1962). Food & Nutr. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS U MN. 
SMITH, FRANK A. (1956-). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS UNL. 
SMITH, GERALD M. (1974-1979). An Sci. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD TX A&M. 
SMITH, H. ELIZABETH. (1967-1975). Human Dev & Fmly. RI. 
East Campus. BS KS ST U; MA UNL; EdD Columbia. 
SMITH, HENRY W. (1941-1943). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA Chadron; MS, PhD UNL. 
SMITH, JAMES A. (1953-1957). CES. Ddge, Morl Cos. BS UNL. 
SMITH, JUNE W. (1953-1958). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East Cam-
pus. AB, MA UNL. 
SMITH, LEATRICE]. (1956-1959). CES. York Co. BS Peru. 
SMITH, LOYS F. (1937-1937). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
SMITH, MARGARET B. (1950-1950). Agron. CES. Shrdn Co. BS 
Chadron. 
SMITH, MARGARET (RAINFORTH). (1954-1957). CES. Mdsn 
Co. BS UNL. 
SMITH, MURIEL L. (1936-1952). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES. East 
Campus. BS Hastings. 
SMITH, PYNSENT C. (1945-1946). CES. Frns Co. (NA). 
SMITH, STANLEY A. (1955-1957). CES. Int! Prgs. Turkey. BS 
KS ST U. 
SMITH, WILLIAM C. (1947-1951). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Hwrd 
Co. BS UNL. 
SMITHEY, MARJORIE E. (1935-1943). CES. Adms, Frns Cos. BA, 
BS Kearney. 
SMRHA, ANNA R. (1934-1942). CES. BxB, Dndy Cos. BS UNL. 
SNIPES, LEROY F. (1918-1950). Ag Econ. CES. Cass Co, East 
Campus. BS, MS, MA UNL. 
SNYDER, ARZA]. (1958-1960). CES. Hall, Holt Cos. BS UNL. 
SNYDER, EDNA B. (1927-1946). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL; MS KS ST Col. 
SNYDER, LLOYD B. (1930-1956). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS IA ST U; PhD U MN. 
SNYDER, WILLIAM P. (1901-1934). An Sci. AES. East Campus, 
NP Sta. BS UN; MS MI ST U. 
SNYDER, WILLIAM P. (1931-1931). CES. Deul, Grdn Cos. BS 
UNL; MS IA ST U. 
SOCHA, THOMAS E. (1974- ). Vet Sci. AES. NE Swine Accred 
Agncy. MS, U WI; PhD UNL. 
SODERHOLM, LEO H. (1950-1954). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
SOLT, HELEN D. (1963-1983). CES. Hmltn, Merik Cos; SC Sta. 
BS, MS UNL. 
SOMERHALDER, BERTRAND R. (1949-1976). Ag Eng. AES. NP 
Sta. BS, MS UNL. 
SONGER, HELEN G. (1945-1946). CES. Cdr, Knox, Wayne Cos. 
AB Baker U. 
SOOTER, CLARENCE A. (1946-1948). Entom. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS OK ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
SORENSEN, ROBERT C. (1964- ). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
SOUDERS, VERNON L. (1962- ). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS 
UNL. 
SPADY, NORMA (WOLF). (1958-1964). CES. Krny, Lane, Phlps 
Cos. BS UNL. 
SPALDING, MARY E. (1974- ). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BS 
Chestnut Hill Col; MS TX A&M. 
SPALDING, ROY F. (1974-). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BA Ken-
yon Col; MS U NC; PhD TX A&M. 
SPEECE, ARTHUR L. (1954-1956). Ag Biochem. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS NE York Col. 
SPEECE, JANE. (1968-1977). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SPENCE, ROBIN. (1930-1963). CES. Dkta, Gage Cos; East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
SPERRY, RUTH E. (1933-1939). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS IA ST U. 
SPIDEL, GEORGE A. (1945-1946). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS 
CO ST U; MA UNL. 
SPILKER, WALTER E. (1937-1970). Fin/Pers. CES. Lncn, Plat Cos; 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
SPITZE, DONALD C. (1967- ). CES. Shrmn, Wayne Cos. BS KS 
ST U; MS CO ST U. 
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SPLINTER, WILLIAM E. (1968- ). Ag Eng. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL; MS, PhD MI ST U. 
SPRAGUE, GEORGE FRED. (1924-1926). Agron. AES. NP Sta. 
BS UNL; MS, PhD Cornell. 
SPURGIN, ADELAIDE (PORTS). (1963-1976). Chorus. RI. East 
Campus. BSM Cornell IA; MM IA Drake. 
SRB, JEROME V. (1934-1949). Agron. CES, RI. East Camus. B 
PED Fremont Col; BS, MS UNL. 
STACHWICK, GEORGE T. (1952-1959). Hort & For. AES. NW 
Ag Lab. BS, MS MT ST U. 
STACK,]. P. (1924-1935). CES. Nanc Co. (NA). 
STAFFORD, MILTON R. (1949-1950). CES. Cent Sandhills area. 
BS UNL. 
STAFFORD, OPAL. (1934-1936). CES. SB, Wbstr Cos. BS CO ST 
U. 
STAHLY, MARGARET A. (1961-1969). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Cmg, 
Dkta, Dxn, Thrsn, Wayne Cos; East Campus. BS UNL; MEd 
UMD. 
STAIR, ERNEST L. (1960-1975). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. DVM 
OK ST U; MS UNL; PhD TX A&M. 
STAKER, ERNEST V. (1945-1952). Chmrgy. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MA UT ST U; PhD U MN. 
STALEY, HERMAN M. (1935-1939). CES. Ant, Thrsn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
STALL, ELEANOR (GRAVES). (1949-1950). CES. Bne Co. BS UNL. 
STALLINGS, JAMES. (1961-1962). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS Purdue; PhD MI ST U. 
STAMM, GERALDINE B. (1945-1958). Food & Nutr. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
STANEK, MAY S. (1934-1945). Food & Nutr. CES. Hmltn Co, East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
STANGE, JEAN B. (1955-1958). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS IA ST U; MA U MN. 
STANLEY, BERNARD F. (1966-1975). CES. Frtr Co. BS, MS CO 
STU. 
STAPLES, ROBERT. (1950-1982). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U MA; PhD Cornell. 
STAPLES, RUTH. (1922-1956). Human Dev & Fmly. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, PhD U MN; MA Columbia. 
STEADMAN, JAMES R. (1969- ). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Hiram Col; MS, PhD U WI. 
STEARLEY, DALE A. (1951-1952). CES. Phlps Co. BS UNL. 
STEAVENSON, ELEANOR. (1954-1956). CES. Gage Co. BS UNL. 
STEELE, BESS. (1925-1951). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East Campus. 
BS, MA Columbia. 
STEELE, JOHN C. (1944-1972). Ag Eng. CES, Int! Prgs. Nmha 
Co, East Campus, Turkey. BS UNL. 
STEIGER, THEODORE L. (1930-1931). Bot. A&S Col. East Cam-
pus. BA Switzerland; PhD (University N.A.) 
STEINBRUEGGE, G. W. (1955-1981). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS U MO. 
STEINER, MICHAEL P. (1968-1970). Ag Econ. Int! Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, PhD U WI. 
STENBERG, DAVID E. (1968-). CES. Dwsn Co. BS, MS UNL. 
STEPHENS, DWIGHT F. (1973-1984). An Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS OK ST U; MS U WI. 
STEPHENS, MARTHA H. (1958-1961). CES. Chyn, Thay Cos. BS 
UNL. 
STERNER, VIRGINIA R. (1963-1966). CES. Holt Co. BS UNL. 
STETSON, LAVERNE E. (1962-). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
STEVEN, WALTERJ. (1933-1936). CES. Shrm Co. BS UNL. 
STEVENS, HAROLD. (1945-1987). CES. Dwsn Co. BS UNL. 
STEWARD, JEAN]. (1924-1926). Home Ec. RI. East Campus. BA, 
MA UNL. 
STEWART, FLORENCE. (1938-1945). CES. Clay, Frns Cos. BS 
Kearney. 
STEWART, M. BART. (1965-1984). Ag Comm. CES. East Campus. 
BA, MA American U. 
STEWART, PAUL H. (1917-1938). Agron. CES. Bflo, Kimb Cos; 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
STEWART, RUSSELL A. (1918-1950). CES. Knox, Merik, Wsh 
Cos. (N.A.) 
STILL, LORRAINE E. (1955-1982). CES. Cstr Co. BS ND ST U. 
STILWELL, DANIEL E. (1958-1968). CES. Bflo Co. BS UNL. 
STOCKALL, SANDRA K. (1967- ). CES. Frkln, Hrln, Krny, Ph-
Gos Cos. BS UNL; MS CO ST U. 
STOCKWELL, HOMER]. (1937-1938). Ag Eng. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U. 
STOHLER, ROY F. (1953-1987). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Mdsn, Merik 
Cos; NE Sta. BS UNL; MS CO ST U. 
STOKELY, HARRY C. (1954-1986). CES. Chry Co, Cent Sandhills 
area. BS UNL. 
STOLLER, RONALD E. (1954-1963). Ag Comm. CES, Inti Prgs. 
Dws Co, Colombia. BS UNL. 
STONAKER, HOWARD H. (1968-1970). An Sci. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS Purdue, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
STONE, KATHARINE (SCHWAKE). (1935-1945). Txt!, Clthg & 
Des. RI. East Campus. BFA UNL. 
STONE, LUCILLE. (1962-1963). CES. Clfx Co. BS UNL. 
STONECIPHER, CHARLES L. (1958- ). Ag Ed. AES, CES. Chyn, 
Frtr Cos; SC Sta. BS OK ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
STOTT, LELAND H. (1935-1942). Human Dev & Fmly. AES, RI. 
East Campus. PhD U IL. 
STOUT, DON. (1947-1948). Dairy Sci. AES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
STOUT, GLADYS (MORGAN). (1939-1977). CES. Prkn Co, NE 
Sta. BS UNL. 
STOUT, LYNDLE R. "Lindy". (1935-1945). CES. Holt Co. BS UNL. 
STRAUB, CAROLYN (BRATTEN). (1969- ). CES. Ke-Art, Prkn 
Cos. BS Kearney. 
STREETER, CHARLES L. (1972-1973). An Sci. AES, USDA. 
MARC. BS SD ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
STREITZ, VERA E. (1952-1952). CES. Prce Co. BS UNL. 
STROIKE, JAMES E. (1971-1975). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
STRONG, MABEL E. (1947-1958). English. RI. City Campus, East 
Campus. AB, MA UNL; PhD Cornell. 
STRUTHERS, MARLENE M. (1967-1974). CES.Jnsn, Nmha, Pawn, 
Rich Cos. BS Kearney ST Col. 
STRYKER, RONALD B. (1967-1968). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL. 
STUBBENDIECK, JAMES. (1974- ). Agron. AES, RI. PanH Sta, 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD TX A&M. 
STUCHLIK, LOUIS G. (1935-1936). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
STUKENHOLTZ, DALE D. (1959-1964). Agron. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
SULEK, HELEN. (1950-1987). Human Dev & Famly. RI. East Cam-
pus. AB Kearney; MA UNL. 
SULEK, JOHN]. (1950-1969). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Purdue; MS UNL. 
SULLIVAN, CHARLES Y. (1963-). Agron, Hort & For. AES, USDA. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD U MO. 
SULLIVAN, THOMAS W. (1958-). An Sci, Pltry & Wildl Sci. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS OK ST U; MS U AR; PhD U WI. 
SUMMERS, OLIVER N. (1923-1926). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
SUMPTION, LAVON]. (1957- ). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. NP Sta, 
East Campus. BS, PhD U MN. 
SUNDSTROM, GEORGE A. (1954-1957). CES. Cass, Oto Cos. BS 
UMO. 
SUNESON, COlT A. (1930-1935). Agron. AES, USDA. East Cam-
pus. BS MT ST U; MS KS ST U. 
SUTHERLAND, WILLIAM N. (1964-1978). Ag Econ. CES, TVA. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD IA ST U. 
SUTTON, NANCY A. (1958-1963). CES. Cass, Lane Cos. BS UNL. 
SUTTON, PHILIP S. (1943-1978). Fin/Pers. CES. Gage, Thay Cos; 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
SVAJGR, LARRY. (1971-1974). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
SWANSON, JOHN W. (1938-1940). CES. Nkls Co. BS UNL. 
SWANSON, NORRIS P. (1955-1980). Ag Eng. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS IA ST U. 
SWANSON, PAUL C. (1939-1941). Agron. AES. PanH Sta. BS 
UNL; MS U TN. 
SWANSON, PAUL L. (1967- ). CES. Adms Co. BS IA ST U; MS 
U KY. 
SWANSON, PAUL O. (1954-1955). CES. Saln Co. BS UNL. 
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SWANSON~WENDALL R. (1933-1936). CES. Oto, Pawn Cos. BS 
UNL. 
SWARD, ROBERTA. (1960- ). CES. Jfrsn, Saln, SB, Sew Cos; East 
Campus. BS CO ST U; MS OK ST U; PhD UNL. 
SWEAT, ROBERT L. (1958-1966). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS, 
DVM CO ST U; MS UNL; PhD UN Med Col. 
SWENK, MYRON H. (1907-1941). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA, MA UNL. 
SWIFT, LLOYD H. (1963-1965). Bot. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BA UNL; 
MA West Reserve; MS, PhD UNL. 
SWIGER, LOUIS A. (1959-1965). An Sci, Stat Lab. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS OH ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
SWINBANK,JOHN C. (1933-1965). Agron. NE Grain Imp Assn. 
CES. Chyn, Sioux Cos; East Campus. AB Hastings; MS UNL. 
SWINEHART, JAMES B. (1970-). Cons & Surv. City Campus. BA 
U CA, Riverside; MS UNL. 
SWOBODA, DONALD W. (1966-1987). Ag Ed. CES. Sarp Co, East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
T 
TAGGART, PAUL. (1929-1936). CES. Wsh, Wbstr Cos. BS UNL. 
TAIRA, TOMAKI. (1969-1974). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS U Tokyo; PhD UNL. 
TALBOTT, CONNIE (BULL). (1971-1980). CES. Dwsn, Log-Me 
Cos. Bs UNL. 
TATE, DOUGLAS. (1940-1946). Entom. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS MN ST; MS NC ST U; PhD IA ST U. 
TAVEN, RONALD E. (1957-1958). Hort Be For. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS U MN. 
TAYLOR, ELBERT L. (1920-1925). CES. East Campus. (N.A.) 
TAYLOR, EUGENE E. (1953-1954). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
TEAGUE, HOWARD S. (1973-1976). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD U MN. 
TEEL, DEWEY W. (1970-). CES. Htck, Holt Co. BS, MS UNL. 
TEGTMEIER, OSCAR L. (1946-1946). An Sci. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
TELECKY, ANITA]. (1974-1976). CES. Cmg, Stan Cos. BS UNL. 
TEMPLE, HOWARD W. (1950-1965). CES. Adms, York Cos; Cent 
Sandhills area. BS UNL; MS CO ST U. 
TENNEY, RICHARD W. (1971-1973). Ag Comm. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS OH ST U; MEd, PhD PA ST U. 
TERVET, IAN W. (1946-1947). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS U Glasgow; PhD U MN. 
TETER, NORMAN C. (1967-1978). Ag Eng. AES, CES, Inti Prgs. 
East Campus, Colombia. BS U MO; MS IA ST U. 
TEUBNER, FREDERICK G. (1959-1962). Hort & For. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD U MO. 
THACKER, GLENN H. (1952-1955). Pltry & Wildl Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
THACKREY, FRANKLIN. (1938-1941). Ag Comm. CES. East 
Campus. AB, MA UNL. 
THALMAN, ERNEST H. (1942-1944). CES. Frkln Co. BS UNL. 
THALMAN, RAY R. (1931-1941). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS UT ST U; MS UNL. 
THAYER, CAROL. (1968- ). CES. Adms, Clay, York Cos. BS Kear-
ney ST Col. 
THEDE, CHERYL A. (1971-1972). CES. Hall Co. BS, MS Kearney. 
THOMAS, ELSIE. (1955- ). CYT Lbry, Love Lbry. Lbrys. East 
Campus, City Campus. Dipl Bibl Berlin. 
THOMAS, EVA M. (1951-1954). CES. Bne, Knox Cos. BS Chad-
ron. 
THOMAS, JAMES L. "JL". (1918-1953). CES. Flmr Co, East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
THOMAS, JOHN W. (1953-1954). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS IA ST U. 
THOMAS, OSCAR E. (1952-1983). CES. Knox Co. BS UNL. 
THOMAS, ROBERT H. (1952-1955). Dairy Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS, MA U MO; PhD IA ST U. 
THOMPSON, CARLYLE A. (1960-1962). Agron. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS KS ST U. 
THOMPSON, EUGENE G. (1959-1960). Entom. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS OK ST U. 
THOMPSON, LEE W. (1920-1935). CES. Flmr, Saln Cos. (NA). 
THOMPSON, LEON G. (1969-1972). CES. Cstr Co. BS, MS UNL. 
THOMPSON, THEOS]. (1923-1956). Chem. A&S Col. City Cam-
pus. BA, MA, PhD UNL. 
THOMPSON, THOMAS L. (1966-). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS PA ST U; MS, PhD Purdue. 
THOR, ERIC. (1940-1947). 4-H Youth Dev. CES. Phlps Co, East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
THORFINNSON, T. S. (1934-1963). Ag Econ. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS, MS ND ST U. 
THROCKMORTON,J. CARDER. (1944-1952). CES. Polk Co. (NA). 
THURBER, WILLIS R. (1933-1957). Agron. AES, CES. East Cam-
pus. Boyd, Gar-Loup-Wh Cos. BS UNL. 
THURMAN, WAYNE E. (1936-1938). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
TICKNER, CHERYL A. (1971-1974). CES. Hall, Hwrd, Grly Cos. 
BS, MS Kearney. 
TIEMANN, NORBERT T. (1949-1950). CES. Dwsn Co. BS UNL. 
TIETJEN, LANA. (1974-1978). CES. R Wil Co. BS UNL. 
TIMM, GERALD E. (1958-1959). CES. Stan Co. BS U WI. 
TIMMONS, CHARLENE V. (1955-1959). CES. Cdr, Wayne Cos. 
BS UNL. 
TIMMONS, JACK D. (1964-1969). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BA, MA UNL. 
TINKHAM, DONNA D. (1953-1956). CES. Flmr Co. BS UNL. 
TINKHAM, STANLEY G. (1958-1959). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
TISDALE, SHIRLEY M. (1973-1978). CES. Chyn, Deul, Grdn, 
Morl Cos. BA SD ST U; MA MI ST U. 
TIWARI, NARAYAN P. (1969-1972). Food Sci & Tech. RI. East 
Campus. BVS Jabalpur; MS Panjab; PhD Brit Columbia. 
TOBIN, THOMAS G. (1955-1956). CES. Saln Co. BS UNL. 
TODARO, A. ROBERT. (1955-1964). CES. Ant, Sioux Cos. BS KS 
STU. 
TOLMAN, NAT. (1925-1940). CES. BxB, Nkls, Prkn Cos. BS UNL. 
TOLMAN, WALTER. (1932-1974). An Sci. AES, CES, RI. NE Sta, 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
TOMEK, WILLIAM G. (1957-1958). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MA UNL. 
TOOKER, NORMAN. (1951-1987). Ag Ed. CES, Inti Prgs. Dgls 
Co, East Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
TORRES-MEDINA, ALFONSO. (1974-1984). Vet Sci. AES, RI. 
East Campus. DVM U Columbia; MS UNL; PhD UN Med Col. 
TOWNSEND, M. C. (1918-1939). CES. Dxn, Ddge Cos. BS UNL. 
TRAIL, THOMAS F. (1969-1971). Ag Comm. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS U ID; MA U MD; EdD MT ST U. 
TREMAIN, LAWRENCE W. (1942-1975). CES. Banr, Clfx, Gasp, 
Nkls Cos. BS UNL. 
TRENARY, ORVILLE]. (1930-1934). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
TRENKLE, P. DWAIN. (1956-1967). Ag Comm. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
TRIMBERGER, GEORGE W. (1934-1944). Dairy Sci AES. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
TRIPLETT, HELEN. (1959-1962). Home Ee. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL; MS U WY. 
TRITSCHLER, LOUIS G. (1967-1969). Vet Sci. Inti Prgs. Col-
ombia. BS, DVM, MS U MO. 
TROTTER, VIRGINIA. (1950-1974). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, 
CES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS KS ST U; PhD OH ST U. 
TUCEK, BARBARA (ALLEN). (1955-1969). CES. Plat Co. BS UNL. 
TULLIS, ALTINAS. (1921-1957). Chorus. RI. East Campus. (NA). 
TUPPER, LEO M. (1941-1941). CES. Chry Co. BS UNL. 
TURNER, FRED. (1948-1949). Dairy Sci. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
TURNER, MICHAEL S. "MIKE". (1964- ). Ag Econ. AES, CES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, MS, PhD OH ST U. 
TVRDY, EUGENE. (1961-1967). CES. Sew Co. BS UNL. 
TWIEHAUS, MARVIN J. (1963-1977). Vet Sci. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. DVM, MS KS ST U. 
TYSDAL, HEWITT M. (1928-1943). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. East 
Campus. BS U Saskatch; MS KS ST U; PhD U MN. 
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UHLINGER, ROGER D. (1968- ). Hort & For. AES, CES, RI. NP 
Sta, East Campus. BS URI; MS, PhD Cornell. 
ULMER, RICHARD L. (1971-1973). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
ULRICH, IRVIN S. (1924-1953). CES. Hall, R Wil Cos. AB UNL. 
UNDERBJERG, GRAVERS. (1940-1942). Dairy Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. Diploma Denmark; PhD IA ST U. 
UNDERDAHL, NORMAN R. (1955-1983). Vet Sci. AES. East Cam-
pus. BA St Olafs; MS U MN. 
V 
VAKIL,]. R. (1961-1968). Dairy Sci. AES. East Campus. BS, MS, 
PhD U Bombay. 
VALLENTINE, JOHN F. (1962-1968). Agron. AES, CES. NP Sta. 
BS KS ST U; MS UT ST U; PhD TX A&M. 
VAN BOENING, EDGAR E. (1941-1942). CES. Chry Co. BS UNL. 
VAN ES, LEUNIS. (1918-1946). Vet Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
VM U Ontario; MD U AL. 
VAN ETTEN, JAMES L. (1966- ). PI Path. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BA, MS Carleton Col; PhD U IL. 
VAN HAVERBEKE, DAVID F. (1962-). Hart & For; FF&W. AES, 
USDA. East Campus. BS KS ST U; MS CO ST U; PhD UNL. 
VAN NORDHEIM, CAROL O. (1958-1987). CES. Gar-Loup-Wh, 
Valy Cos. BS, MEd Kearney. 
VAN RIPER, GORDON. (1958-1964). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS MI ST U; MS, PHD U WI. 
VANCAMP, TRACY L. (1945-1961). CES. Bflo Co. BS NW ST 
Teach. 
VANCE, LLOYD. (1934-1942). Agron, Pltry Husb. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
VANDEBURG, FRANKLIN H.,JR. (1945-1951). CES. Hall, Mdsn 
Cos. BS UNL 
VANDERIET, HAROLD]. (1954-1961). CES. Saln Co. BS MI ST 
U. 
VANDEVORDE, ROBERT. (1972-1976). CES. Bne, Nanc Cos. BS, 
MS IA ST U. 
VANSKIKE, KENNETH R. (1949-1951). CES. Chyn Co. BS UNL. 
VARNER,JERALD L. (1965-). Ag Eng, Mech Eng. RI. East Cam-
pus, City Campus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
VAUGHN, ESTHER F. (1955-1958). CES. Kim-Ban Cos. BS CO 
STU. 
VAUGHN, EVALYN N. (1963-1963). Ag Comm. CES. East Camus. 
BS U ID. 
VAUGHN, MARVEN L. (1939-1959). CES. Nkls, Sarp Cos. BS 
UNL. 
VAWSER, LYLE W. (1959-). CES. Cdr, Nanc, Stan Cos. BS UNL; 
MS CO ST U. 
VEDDER, N. MAUDE. (1924-1926). Home Ee. RI. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U. 
VENNIX, ARTHUR]. (1949-1975). Love Lbry. Lbrys, Inti Prgs. 
City Campus, Turkey. BA Jordan Col; MA U Denver. 
VERA, THEODORE. (1967-1969). Vet Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, DVM KS ST U; PhD TX A&M. 
VERMA, SHASHI B. (1972- ). Ag Metrl & Climatol. AES. East 
Campus. BS India; MS U CO; PhD CO ST U. 
VESSEY, LOUISE (LEATON). (1929-1938). Ed & Fmly Resources. 
RI. East Campus. BS NE Wesleyan; MS OR ST U. 
VIDAVER, ANNE K. (1968-). PI Path. AES, CES, RI. East Campus. 
BA Russel Sage; MA, PhD U IN. 
VIEHMEYER, GLENN. (1943-1966). Hart & For. AES. NP Sta. 
(ND). 
VINT, LARRY F. (1974-1974). An Sci. AES, USDA. MARC. BS, 
MS, PhD IA ST U. 
VIPPERMAN, POSEY E. (1966-1970). An Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS VA Poly Tech; PhD U MO. 
VOBORIL, ROBERT M. (1958- ). CES. Cdr, Dndy, Knox, Plat, 
Valy Cos. BS UNL; MS CO ST U. 
VOELTZ, RICHARD E. (1968-1973). CYT Lbry. Lbrys, RI. City 
Campus, East Campus. BS, MS KS ST U; MSLS KS ST Teach. 
VOGELSANG, DONALD L. (1942-1951). CES. Knox, Plat Cos. 
BS IA ST U. 
VOLKER, LELAND. (1965-1966). Dairy Sci. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
VOLLMAR, GLEN J. (1964- ). Ag Econ. AES, CES, RI, Inti Prgs. 
East Campus. BS, MS, PhD OH ST U. 
VON BARGEN, KENNETH. (1956- ). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD Purdue. 
VORST, JAMES J. (1966-1969). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
OH ST U; PhD UNL. 
VOSS,jACQUELINE. (1966-1980). Human Dev & Fmly. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS, MS, EdD UNL. 
VOSS, ROBERT L. (1939-1946). Agron. CES. Burt, Dkta, Ddge 
Cos; East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
VRIEZE, CLIFFORD D. (1971-1972). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS 
UMN. 
w 
WADELL, MARVIN G. (1970-1971). Ag Ed. RI. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
WAGGENER, OLIVER O. (1926-1930). An Sci. CES. East Campus. 
BS CO ST U; MS UNL. 
WAGNER, FRED W. (1968- ). Ag Biochem. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS SW TX ST U; PhD TX A&M. 
WAGNER, ROBERT L. (1942-1948). CES. Cdr Co. BS UNL. 
WAINSCOTT, D. D. (1929-1938). CES. Cass Co. BS U MO. 
WAITE, HERBERT H. (1923-1928). Mcrbio!' A&S Co!. City Cam-
pus. MA Amherst; MD MI ST U. 
WALDO, WILLAJ. (1958-1959). CES. B-K-R, Phlps Cos. BS UNL. 
WALDO, WILLARD H. (1936-1946). CES. Cass, Frkln Cos. BS 
UNL. 
WALDREN, RICHARD P. (1974-). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MS KS ST U; PhD UNL. 
WALKER, BETTY (BECKNER). (1949-1952). CES. Hall Co. BS 
UNL. 
WALKER, FLORENCE S. (1965-1985). Ed & Fmly Resources. AES, 
RI. East Campus. BS, PhD Cornell; MS OH ST U. 
WALKUP, DWIGHT R. (1938-1940). Ag Eng. RI. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
WALL, SHEILA. (1966-1971). CYT Lbry. Lbyrs. East Campus. BS 
UNL; MSLS U Denver. 
WALLACE, HIRAM L. (1925-1931). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
(NA). 
WALLIN, LYMAN. (1935-1937). CES.jfrsn, Saln Cos. BS UNL. 
WALLMAN, BERNARD H. (1954-1957). CES. jfrsn, Shrdn Cos. 
BS UNL. 
WALROD, GRACE E. (1947-1949). CES. Hmltn Co. BS KS ST U. 
WALSH, RICHARD G. (1957-1968). Ag Econ. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
WALSTROM, CLIFFORD J. (1949-1985). Entom. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
WALTERS, CHESTER I. (1939-1970). CES. Kim-Ban, Lncn, Wayne 
Cos; PanH Sta. BS UNL. 
WALTON, WANDA. (1959-1960). Food & Nutr. RI. East Campus. 
BS OK ST U; MS Purdue. 
WARD, ARTHUR B. (1954-1972). Ag Ed. RI, NCCE. East Campus. 
BS MT ST U; MA MI ST U; EdD U IL. 
WARD, CALLIE J. "Cal" (1955-1986). Ag Ed. AES, CES. Phlps Co, 
NE Sta. BS OK ST U; MS, PhD UNL. 
WARD, JOHN K. (1968- ). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. BS KS 
ST U; MS OK ST U; PhD KS ST U. 
WARD, MERLE E. (1946-1947). CES. Dgls Co. BS UNL. 
WARDEN, JESSIE A. (1948-1951). Txtl, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BS N.E. MO Teach; MA Columbia. 
WARNATH, CHARLES F. (1955-1959). Home Ee. RI. East Cam-
pus. AB Princeton; MA, PhD Columbia. 
WARNER, DONALD E. (1947-1951). CES. Wayne Co. BS UNL. 
WARNER, DONALD R. (1949-1953). An Sci. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MA U MO. 
WARNES, DENNIS D. (1960-1969). Agron. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS ND ST U; MS U MN; PhD UNL. 
WARREN, ALEX G. (1967-1971). Pltry Sci. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS, MS TX A&M; EdD OK ST U. 
WARREN, JERRY A. (1960-1962). Hart & For. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS U WI; MS. PhD Cornell. 
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WARREN, MARY j. (1969-1971). CES. Adms, Frkln, Krny, Ph-
Gas Cos. BS UNL. 
WARREN, RICHARD B. (1956- ). An Sci. CES, RI. East Campus. 
BS KS ST U; MS OK ST U. 
WATKINS, CLAYTON W. (1926-1940). Hart & For. CES. East 
Campus. BS CO ST U. 
WATSON, JOSEPH R. (1935-1972). CES. Cmg Co. BS UNL. 
WATTNEM, RUTHK. (1962-1963). Food & Nutr. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST U. 
WATTS, DARRELL G. (1971-). Ag Eng. AES, CES, RI, Inti Prgs. 
NP Sta, East Campus, Colombia, Morocco. BS OK ST U; MS 
UC Davis; PhD UT ST U. 
WEAKLY, HARRY E. (1924-1963). Agron. AES, USDA. NP Sta, 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
WEAVER, HARRY L. (1946-1971). Agron, Bot. AES, Inti Prgs, 
A&S Co!. City Campus, East Campus. Turkey. BS UNL; MA 
Columbia; PhD Yale. 
WEAVER, JOHN E. (1923-1952). Bot. A&S Co!. City Campus. BS, 
MA UNL; PhD U MN. 
WEBB, BILLY R. (1966-1967). Ag Econ. RI. East Campus. BS, MS 
U AR. 
WEBB, ORA. (1944-1945). CES. Grdn Co. BS UNL. 
WEBBER, WILLIAM J. (1930-1930). CES. Frkln Co. (NA). 
WEBER, ARTHUR D. "Dad". (1927-1931). An Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS KS ST U; PhD Purdue. 
WEBER, C. R. (1918-1936). CES. jnsn, York Cos. (N.A.) 
WEBSTER, CLIFFORD D. (1930-1934). CES. Burt, Cdr, Hwrd 
Cos. BS UNL. 
WEBSTER, GILBERT T. (1937-1954). Agron. AES, CES, USDA. 
East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD IA ST U. 
WEBSTER, JASON S. (1937-1975). Agron. AES, CES, Inti Prgs. 
Rich Co, NW Ag Lab, East Campus. BS UNL; MS SD ST U. 
WEBSTER, ORRIN J. (1936-1963). Agron. AES, RI, USDA. NP 
Sta, East Campus. BS, MS UNL; PhD U MN. 
WEED, W. W. (1934-1935). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
WEEKMAN, GERALD T. (1957-1966). Entom. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS Gus Adolphus; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
WEEKS, STANLEY A. (1966-1974). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS uME; MS U MA. 
WEHLING, HELEN E. (1941-1944). CES.jnsn Co. BS, MS UNL. 
WEHR, EVERETT E. (1921-1924). Entom. AES. East Campus. BS 
U ID; MA UC Berk. 
WEHRBEIN, GENE F. (1970-1971). An Sci. RI. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
WEIGEL, PAUL. (1957-1959). CES. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BAR Cor-
nell U. 
WEIHING, JOHN L. (1950-1983). Agron, PI Path. AES, CES, Inti 
Prgs. PanH Sta, East Campus, Turkey. BS CO ST U; MS, PhD 
UNL. 
WEIR, ROBERT E. (1935-1963). CES. Cdr, Nanc Co. BS UNL. 
WEISS, RUSSEL E. (1955-1960). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
WELCH, ARDYCE B. (1964-1978). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
WELCH, LOUIS C. (1961-1966). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. BS 
UNL. 
WELDON, MARCUS D. (1930-1966). Agron. AES, CES, RI, Inti 
Prgs. East Campus, Turkey. AB, MS, PhD UNL. 
WELLMAN, ALLEN C. (1969-). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MS, PhD UNL. 
WELLS, HOYT M. (1933-1934). CES. East Campus. BS UNL. 
WENDORFF, URBAN E. (1951-1980). Ag Ed, Ag Eng. RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
WENZL, LEONARD. (1934-1940). CES. Ant, Bflo, Rich, SB Cos. 
BS UNL. 
WERNER, HARVEY O. (1918-1962). Hart & For. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS PA ST; MS UNL; PhD U Chicago. 
WESLEY, DEAN E. (1965-1966). Agron. RI. East Campus. BS MI 
ST U; PhD SD ST U. 
WEST, MARTHA H. (1959-1961). CES. Cass Co. BS U MO. 
WESTCOTT, CLAY M. (1928-1935). CES. Clay, Cmg Cos. BS UNL. 
WEYERS, LORINDA A. (1972-1977). CES. Frtr, Lncn, Ph-Gas Cos. 
BS Kearney. 
WEYMOUTH, PATRICIA P. (1958-1967). Ag Biochem. AES. East 
Campus. BA Russell ST Col; PhD U Cincinnati. 
WHEELER, ERNEST]. (1960-1964). Agron. Int! Prgs. Turkey. 
BS, MS MI ST U. 
WHELAN, DON B. (1923-1944). Entom. AES, CES, RI. East Cam-
pus. AB, B PED Hillsdale Col; MS KS ST U. 
WHETZAL, FRANK W. (1972-1985). CES. BxB Co. BS, 'I1S SD 
ST U. 
WHITE, ANNA MARIE (KREIFELS). (1960-). Txt!, Clthg & Des. 
CES. NE Sta, East Campus. BA Peru ST; MA CO ST U. 
WHITE, MYRLE L. (1933-1937). CES. Cdr Co. BS UNL. 
WHITE, RAYMOND GENE. (1968- ). Vet Sci. AES, CES. NP Sta, 
East Campus. BS, DVM OK ST U; MS UNL. 
WHITE, SHIRLEY E. (1955-1956). CES. Morl Co. BS CO ST U. 
WHITE, W. EUGENE. (1938-1939). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. 
BS UNL. 
WHITE, WALTER E. (1934-1965). CES. Dkta, Ddge, Prkn, Stan 
Cos. BS UNL. 
WHITED, DEAN A. (1967-1968). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS, 
MS UNL; PhD ND ST U. 
WHITELEY, GARY L. (1967-1984). CES, Int! Prgs. Flmr Co, East 
Campus, Colombia. BS, MS UNL. 
WHITESEL, H. CAROLYN. (1957-1958). CES. Krny Co. BS Kear-
ney ST Col. 
WHITMORE,]. H. (1966-1967). Pltry & Wildl Sci. RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MEd U AR; PhD UNL. 
WHITNEY, DAVID D. (1916-1948). Zool. A&S Col. City Campus. 
BA CT Wesleyan; MA, PhD Columbia. 
WHITNEY, WAYNE C. (1947-1975). Hort & For. CES. East Cam-
pus. BS KS ST U. 
WHITSON, STANLEY. (1943-1952). CES. 'I1erik Co. BS UNL. 
WHITTERBARGER, ROBERT L. (1969-1971). Sociol. Int! Prgs. 
Colombia. BA U IL; MA U WI. 
WICKS, GAIL A. (1958- ). Agron. AES, CES. NP Sta. BS, MS SD 
STU. 
WICKS, WARREN R. "POP". (1918-1949). CES. Chs, Dgls, Frns, 
R Wil, Thay Cos. BS UNL. 
WIECHERT, JANE A. (1969-1970). CES. BxB Co. BS UNL. 
WIEDEBURG, W. E. (1925-1926). CES. Burt Co. (NA). 
WIEGERS, HOWARD L. (1947-1986). FF&W, Pltry & Wildl Sci. 
AES, CES, RI. East Campus. BS, MS UNL. 
WIESE, FRANCIS V. (1961-1962). CES. Prce, Polk Cos. BS UNL. 
WIESE, RICHARD A. (1967- ). Agron. AES, CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UNL; PhD NC ST U. 
WIGGANS, CLEO C. (1919-1956). Hort & For. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD U MO. 
WIGHT, DON. (1928-1960). Agron, Pltry & Wildl Sci. RI. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
WILCOX, CHARLES E. (1955-1956). Pltry & Wild I Sci. CES. East 
Campus. BS UNL. 
WILCOX, LISA. (1974-1976). CYT Lbry. Lbrys. East Campus. BA, 
MALS U IA. 
WILD, ELIZABETH (HORNUNG). (1945-1975). CES. Saun Co. 
BS UNL. 
WILD, GENEVIEVE, E. (1948-1950). CES. Bflo Co. BS UNL. 
WILES, DON K. (1948-1956). CES. Cstr, Mdsn Cos. BS UNL. 
WILKENS, ALLEGRA E. (1919-1951). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES. 
East Campus. BS UNL. 
WILLEY, LEROY D. (1923-1955). CES. Chyn Co, East Campus. 
BS MT ST U. 
WILLIAMS, DAVE c., JR. (1957-1979). An Sci. CES. Dwsn,Jnsn 
Cos; East Campus. BS OK ST U; MS U IL. 
WILLIAMS, ELEANOR R. (1963-1964). Food & Nutr. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BS TX ST Col; MS IA ST U; PhD Cornell. 
WILLIAMS, IRVEN L. (1946-1954). Pltry & Wild I Sci. AES, RI. 
East Campus. BA, MA U MO. 
WILLIAMS,]. H. (1931-1939). CES. Mdsn Co. BS UNL. 
WILLIAMS, JAMES H. (1952-1985). Agron. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS OR ST U; MS, PhD IA ST U. 
WILLIAMS, N. KENNETH. (l938-194l). Dairy Sci. AES. East 
Campus. BS FL ST U. 
WILLIAMS, NORMAN E. (1960-1967). Agron. AES. East Cam-
pus. BS SD ST Teach; MS SD ST U; PhD UNL. 
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WILLIAMS, SUSAN. (1971-1973). Food & Nutr. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS Cent MO ST U. 
WILLIAMSON, DAYLE E. (1956-1958). CES. Gage, Jfrs Cos. BS 
UNL. 
WILLSIE, ROGER H. (1956-1963). Ag Econ. AES. East Campus. 
BS U MO; MS IA ST U. 
WILMES, JOHN W. (1960-1968). CES.Jnsn, Merik, Prce Cos. BS 
UNL. 
WILSON,]. R. (1972-1974). Cons & Sury. City Campus. BS Ul\'L. 
WILSON,]. RAYMOND. (1935-1936). CES. Jnsn Co, East Cam-
pus. BS UNL. 
WILSON, JANET M. (1953- ). Ed & Fmly Resources. CES. East 
Campus. BS NW MO ST U; MEd U MO. 
WILSON, LEONARD L. (1926-1931). CES. Dkta, Kimb Cos. BS 
UNL. 
WILSON, LESLIE A. (1922-1936). CES. Clay, Flmr, Frkln, Saln, 
Sew Cos. BS UNL. 
WILSON, LORNE N. (1935-1945). CES. Ant Co. BS U ID. 
WILSON, MARGARET L. (1952-1954). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. 
East Campus. BS Muskingum Col; MS U WI. 
WILSON, MARION (NOYES). (1940-1947). CES. Oto Co. BS CNL. 
WILSON, ROBERT G. (1946-1977). CES. Nmha Co. BS UNL. 
WILSON, ROGER K. (1972-1979). CES. BxB, Shrdn Cos. BS, MS 
UNL. 
WILTBANK,JAMES N. (1958-1965). An Sci. AES, USDA. Ft Rob. 
BS Brig Young; MS, PhD U WI. 
WIMBERLEY, CLEM O. (1946-1954). CES. Krny, SB Cos. BS UNL. 
WINEGAR, GLADYS. (1928-1929). Txt!, Clthg & Des. RI. East 
Campus. BPH U Chicago; MS KS ST U. 
WINSTON, VIVIAN A. (1949-1950). Food & Nutr. CES. East 
Campus. BS TX ST Col. 
WINTER, EVERETT "BUD". (1919-1945). Ag Comm. CES. Bt!r, 
Thrsn Cos; East Campus. (ND). 
WINTER, JOHN M. (1961-1963). Bot. Inti Prgs. Turkey. BS, MS, 
PhD UNL. 
WINTERMOTE, DOROTHY E. (1946-1974). Ed & Fmly Re-
sources. CES. Cass, Dndy, Frns, Hays, Htck Cos; East Campus. 
BS UNL; MS CO ST U. 
WISE, JAMES W. (1970-1977). An Sci. CES, RI. East Campus. BS 
OK ST U; MS UNL. 
WISSING, DARLENE. (1961-1963). CES. Merik, Plat Cos. BS CNO. 
WITHROW, JERRE L. (1955-1964). Txt!, Clthg & Des. CES. East 
Campus. BS Linderwood; MS UNL. 
WITTE, D. A. (1973-1977). Cons & Sury. At SCS office, Lyons. BS 
UNL. 
WITTMUSS, HOWARD D. (1956- ). Ag Eng. AES, RI. East Cam-
pus. BS, MS, PhD UNL. 
WITTMUSS, MILDRED L. (1953-1956). CES. Lanc Co. BS UNL. 
WOLFE, HENRY. (1948-1951). Agron. CES. East Campus. BS, MS 
UNL. 
WOLFE, RUTH. (1936-1942). CES. Clay, Wsh Cos. BS UNL. 
WOLFF, WILLIAM A. (1969-1971). Vet Sci. Int! Prgs. Colombia. 
DVM, MS CO ST U. 
WONDERLICH, NORMAN L. (1970-1972). CES. Bflo Co. BS IA 
ST U; MS KS ST U. 
WOOD, IVAN D. (1914-1940). Ag Eng. CES. East Campus. BS, 
MSUNL. 
WOODMAN, GENEVIEVE. (1931-1936). CES. Phlps Co, East 
Campus. BS Hastings Col. 
WOODRING, F. REX. (1943-1959). Vet Sci. AES. East Campus. 
DVM KC Vet Col. 
WOODS, WALTER R. (1962-1971). An Sci. AES, RI. East Campus. 
BS Murray ST U; MS U KY; PhD OK ST U. 
WOODWARD, GLADYS. (1930-1935). CES. Lanc Co. BS UNL. 
WOODWARD, JOHN C. (1966-). Human Dey & Fmly. AES, CES, 
RI. East Campus. BA Doane Col; MA, PhD UNL. 
WOODWARD, RICHARD E. (1948-1952). Ag Biochem. AES. East 
Campus. BS, MS CO ST U. 
WOOLMAN, ROBERT A. (1954-1986). CES. Deuel, Frtr, Sarp 
Cos. BS UNL; MA CO ST U. 
WOOLSEY, GEORGE A. (1958-1986). CES. Clay Co. BS, MS UNL. 
WORKER, GEORGE F., JR. (1949-1951). CES. Phlps Co. BS CO 
ST U. 
WRIGHT, JEAN A. (1970-1975). Home Ec. Inti Prgs. Colombia. 
BS West Res; MS MI ST U; EdD OK ST U; 
WYANT, ESTHER (KREIFELS). (1958-). CES. Lane, Linen, SB 
Cos. BA Peru; MS KS ST U. 
WYKSTRA, RONALD. (1965-1966). Ag Ed. AES. East Campus. 
BS W MI U; MS, PhD UN1. 
WYSONG, DAVID. (1964- ). PI Path. CES. East Campus. BS, MS 
CO ST U; PhD U 11. 
Y 
YAGYU, PAUL K. (1948-1952). Hort & For. RI. East Campus. BS 
UC Davis; MS U MN; PhD UN1. 
YAO, Kenneth T. S. (1954-1961). Pltry & Wild I Sci. AES, RI. East 
Campus. BS, MS Nat! Cent U China; PhD U Edinburgh. 
YATES, WILLIAM 1. (1956-1967). CES. Cmg, Plat Cos. BS UN1. 
YATES, WINIFRED. (1928-1941). CES. Frns, Phlps Cos. BS UN1. 
YERKES, C. MASON. (1925-1929). Ag Econ. CES. East Campus. 
BS UN1. 
YEUTTER, CLAYTON K. (1965-1970). Ag Econ. AES, RI, Inti 
Prgs. East Campus, Colombia. BS, JD, PhD UN1. 
YIEN, CHEN H. (1953-1961). Agron. AES. East Campus. BS 
Hanking U; MS UN1. 
YOCUM, WARREN W. (1928-1939). Hort & For. AES, RL East 
Campus. BS Kirk ST Col; BA U MO. 
YODER, JAMES D. (1950-1952). Dairy Sci. RL East Campus. BS 
UN1. 
YORK, C. 1. (1931-1932). CES. Kimb Co. BA NE Wesleyan; BS 
UN1. 
YOUNG, C. R. (1917-1926). CES. Dkta Co. (NA). 
YOUNG, GEORGE A. (1955-1964). Vet Sci. AES, CES, RL East 
Campus. BS UNL; DVM Cornell. 
YOUNG, HORACE J. (1923-1927). Ag Eng. CES. Cstr Co, East 
Campus. BS UN1. 
YOUNG, JOSEPH O. (1958-1980). Hort & For. AES, CES, RI, Int! 
Prgs. East Campus, Colombia, Afghanistan. BS Hobart Col; 
MS Brown U; PhD U Chicago. 
YOUNG, LINDA (RASP). (1965-1966). CES. Mdsn, Plat Cos. BS 
UN1. 
YOUNG, LOYD 1. (1952- ). Ag Ed. AES, CES. Sew Co, SE Ctr. 
BS, MS, PhD UN1. 
YOUNGMAN, VERN E. (1956-1958). Agron. AES, RL East Cam-
pus. BS, MS UNL; PhD WA ST U. 
YOUNT, MARION E. (1930-1952). PI Path. AES, USDA. East 
Campus. BS IA ST U. 
YUNG, FRANCIS D. (1936-1964). Ag Eng. AES. East Campus. 
BS, MS UN1. 
z 
ZIKMUND, D. G. (1966-1971). Ag Ed. AES. East Campus. BS, MS, 
PhD UN1. 
ZIMMERMAN, DWANE R. (1960-). An Sci. AES, RL East Campus. 
BS OK ST U; MS, PhD U WI. 
ZIMMERMAN, HUGO J. (1955-1969). Ag Econ. AES, CES. Clfx, 
Plat, Wayne Cos; NE Sta; East Campus. BS, MS UN1. 
ZINK, CARLTON 1. (1927-1944). Ag Eng. AES, CES, RI. East 
Campus. BS UN1. 
ZOELLNER, KEITH O. (1957-1961). An Sci. CES. East Campus. 
BS, MS SD ST U. 
ZOLLINGER, WILLIAM A. (1969-1985). An Sci. CES. SE Ctr. BS 
Brig Young; MS OK ST U; PhD UN1. 
ZOOK, LESLIE 1. (1919-1953). Agron. AES. NP Sta. USDA. BS 
UN1. 
ZOUBEK, GARY 1. (1973- ). CES. Ant Co. BS, MS UN1. 
ZOZ, FRANK M. (1960-1967). Ag Eng. AES, RL East Campus. BS 
UN1. 
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Abbreviations for Academic Degrees 
Following is a partial list of abbreviations for academic degrees 
listed in the roster, along with the full meaning of each. Not listed 
are those degrees rarely used. 
BA-Bachelor of Arts 
BARR-Bachelor in Architecture 
BFA-Bachelor of Fine Arts 
BLS-Bachelor of Library Science 
B PED-Bachelor of Pedagogy 
BPH-Bachelor of Public Health 
BS-Bachelor of Science 
BSA-Bachelor of Science in Agriculture 
BS (JRNL)-Bachelor of Science in Journalism 
BSE-Bachelor of Science in Education 
BTH-Bachelor of Theology 
BVS-Bachelor of Veterinary Science 
DVM-Doctor of Veterinary Medicine 
EdD-Doctor of Education 
LLB-Bachelor of Laws 
MS-Master of Science 
MA-Master of Arts 
MF-Master of Forestry 
MALS-Master of Arts in Library Science 
MSLS-Master of Science in Library Science 
MBA-Master of Business Administration 
MCE-Master of Civil Engineering 
MD-Doctor of Medicine 
MEd-Master of Education 
MFA-Master of Fine Arts 
MPH-Master of Public Health 
MRE-Master of Religion 
MSE-Master of Science Education 
EdD-Doctor of Education 
PhD-Doctor of Philosophy 
DSC-Doctor of Science 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IThe source of these data is the UN AES/ARD annual reports. Total income by years is not shown above since the amount in all cases 
was the same as total expenditures. 
'The fiscal year of the UNL runs from July I of one year through June 30 of the succeeding one; thus fiscal 1985 covers the period of 
July 1,1984 through June 30,1985. 
'Column 2 "Federal Formula Funds" initially consisted of Hatch funds only. However, other funds were gradually added by Congress so 
that by 1956, this column included Hatch, Adams, Purnell, Bankhead Jones, Research and Marketing, and Regional Research funds. 
Subsequently, through an act of Congress most of the funds were combined into Hatch. Thus beginning in 1957, column 2 included only 
the new Hatch funds and Regional Research funds. In fiscal 1964 the AES in the annual report shifted Regional Research funds from 
column 2 "Federal Formula Funds" to column 4 "Contracts, Grants/Gifts." Column 2 then consisted only of Hatch funds through fiscal 
1982. In the annual report beginning in 1983, Regional Research funds were switched back to column 2, which since that time has also 
included McIntire-Stennis (forestry) and Animal Health funds. 
'State funds are appropriate state tax revenues directly for the Experiment Station 'or that portion of the total University state tax 
appropriations allotted thereto by the Board of Regents. 
'Contracts, Grants and Gifts are also known as "Restricted", "Restricted Current Funds" and "W Accounts". The sources included federal 
agencies (primarily USDA), state agencies, foundations, health organizations, industry, estates, and individuals. There were some such 
grants in the years 1943 to 1958. However those data are co-mingled with other University units and are not separately identifiable. 
"Prior to being called Product Sales, these funds have also been known as "cash", "cash revolving", "cash auxiliary", "revolving funds", 
and "X accounts". They consist primarily of income generated by sales or crops, livestock and livestock products, other research by-products, 
and some services. Up to and including 1972, this column included the "Agency Revolving Fund", but at no time since then. (See Appendix 
2, Table 2 below). 
7Consists of salaries and wages and related fringe benefits; operating; supplies and related expenses; travel; and equipment. On occasion 
includes minor capital exenditure. However, major capital expenditures for land and buildings are not included. 
8This table does not include direct expenditures by federal and other agencies. 
APPENDIX 2. Experiment Station Apportionments (cont) 





























IShown separately in the annual AES reports from 1973 through 1982. Entirely dropped from the reports beginning in 1983. Presently 
includes RLH US MARC, Foundation Seed, and Tractor Testing. Earlier also included Basic Seed Potato Program. 
'For the first time, listed separately from "Product Sales" in the Annual AES Reports. 
'For the first time omitted entirely from the financial summary of the Annual AES Reports. Information for the fiscal years 1983-1986 
obtained from IANR Finance and Personnel office. 
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APPENDIX 3. EXTENSION BUDGET APPORTIONMENTS 
Table 1. Expenditures and Sources of General Funds 
EXPENDITURESl,2 
FISCAL YR. GENERAL GIFTS SOURCE OF GENERAL 
ENDED CURRENT GRANTS, & SALES & FUNDS EXPENDED 
JUNE 30 FUNDS CONTRACTS3 SERVICES4 TOTAL STATEs FEDERAL6,7 
1924 $ 161,972 $ 11,726 $ 173,698 $ 58,351 $ 103,621 
1925 174,340 14,967 189,307 70,719 103,621 
1926 166,655 13,607 180,262 63,034 103,621 
1927 179,931 3,559 183,490 76,313 103,618 
1928 168,466 6,948 175,414 64,845 103,621 
1929 195,315 4,329 199,644 86,926 108,389 
1930 226,825 9,093 235,918 89,794 137,031 
1931 252,140 6,153 258,293 93,109 159,031 
1932 243,074 6,778 249,852 87,599 155,475 
1933 248,913 3,634 252,547 93,439 155,474 
1934 216,525 4,477 221,002 61,051 155,474 
1935 225,693 11,728 237,421 70,219 155,474 
1936 399,250 10,090 409,340 59,438 339,812 
1937 407,439 11,300 418,739 70,471 336,968 
1938 454,374 6,185 460,559 110,729 343,645 
1939 476,525 4,850 481,375 132,764 343,761 
1940 447,681 8,086 455,767 103,922 343,759 
1941 444,122 6,720 450,842 100,363 343,759 
1942 444,999 9,587 454,586 101,240 343,759 
1943 418,660 19,157 437,817 72 ,854 345,806 
1944 518,206 20,940 539,146 104,995 413,211 
1945 638,783 16,513 655,296 169,653 469,130 
1946 673,105 23,700 696,805 135,567 537,538 
1947 777,589 27,214 804,803 277,426 500,163 
1948 798,330 57,687 856,017 315,503 482,827 
1949 764,541 57,079 821,620 259,309 505,232 
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1950 869,240 45,187 914,427 343,566 525,674 
1951 819,692 75,365 895,057 276,102 543,590 
1952 926,450 76,409 1,002,859 385,815 540,635 
1953 973,577 104,941 1,078,518 423,819 549,758 
1954 1,105,102 100,099 1,205,201 563,148 541,954 
1955 1,176,787 129,100 1,305,887 531,898 644,889 
1956 1,355,671 112,247 1,467 ,918 638,823 716,848 
1957 1,459,011 115,418 1,574,429 681,703 777,308 
1958 1,603,224 $ 5,041 149,463 1,757,728 797,996 805,228 
1959 1,694,756 6,128 160,790 1,861,674 842,986 851,770 
1960 1,932,601 6,984 140,809 2,080,394 1,081,388 851,213 
1961 2,008,735 7,435 135,114 2,151,284 1,101,193 907,542 
1962 2,147,908 7,113 159,908 2,314,929 1,209,348 938,560 
1963 2,226,718 24,480 165,839 2,417,037 1,221,856 1,004,862 
1964 2,300,155 41,477 183,520 2,525,152 1,233,881 1,066,274 
1965 2,412,892 55,614 168,672 2,637,178 1,301,781 1,111,111 
1966 2,538,021 92,644 310,558 2,941,223 1,378,565 1,159,456 
1967 2,799,895 69,324 242,070 3,111,289 1,539,037 1,260,858 
1968 3,073,338 73,933 339,280 3,486,551 1,816,872 1,256,466 
1969 3,493,329 109,904 310,231 3,913,464 2,187,684 1,305,645 
1970 3,658,827 267 ,212 360,816 4,286,855 2,297,430 1,361,397 
1971 4,052,672 957,321 439,526 5,449,519 2,593,893 1,458,779 
1972 3,950,769 1,047,917 299,740 5,298,426 2,395,008 1,555,761 
1973 8 4,319,281 1,247,585 105,790 5,672,656 3,008,163 1,311,118 
1974 4,419,507 1,293,591 110,235 5,823,333 2,746,105 1,673,402 
1975 5,285,627 1,624,222 170,541 7,080,390 3,404,013 1,881,614 
1976 5,896,546 1,711,391 171,166 7,779,103 3,917,080 1,979,466 
1977 6,370,198 2,227,833 144,105 8,742,136 4,256,466 2,113,732 
1978 6,625,687 1,500,761 220,955 8,347,403 4,390,688 2,234,999 
1979 7,267 ,335 1,655,584 235,283 9,158,202 4,945,138 2,322,197 
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1980 7,611,972 1,920,497 296,430 9,828,899 5,150,353 2,461,619 
1981 8,419,884 2,128,808 426,551 10,975,243 5,542,959 2,876,925 
1982 9,034,220 2,395,457 399,729 11,829,406 6,134,290 2,899,930 
1983 9,255,592 2,410,121 346,657 12,012,370 6,212,586 3,043,006 
1984 10,152,215 2,420,506 482,905 13,055,626 7,109,739 3,042,476 
1985 11,069,160 3,322,515 468,183 14,859,858 7,856,047 3,213,113 
1986 11,067 .. 161 3,341,361 296,777 14,705,299 7,765,060 3,302,101 
'Consists of salaries and wages and related fringe benefits; operating; supplies and related expenses; travel; and equipment. 
'Data for 1924 to 1942 from Cooperative Extension reports. Data for 1943 to 1972 from University financial reports. Data for 1973 to 
1986 assimilated from University financial reports and from accounting summaries in the Office of the Comptroller and the Budget Office. 
3Gifts, Grants and Contracts are also known as "Restricted", "Restricted Current Funds" and "W Accounts". The sources include federal 
agencies (primarily USDA) state agencies, foundations, health organizations, industry, estates and individuals. There were some such grants 
in the years 1943 to 1957. However, those data are co-mingled with all other University units and not separately identifiable. 
4 Sales and services, also known as "cash", "cash revolving", "revolving", "cash auxiliary" and "X accounts". 
5State funds are legislative appropriated state tax revenues directly for Extension Service or that portion of the total University state tax 
appropriation allotted thereto by the Board of Regents. 
6Federal funds presently consist of Smith-Lever funds. Over the years, funds also identified as Bankhead-Jones, Capper-Ketchem, Farm 
Labor, Bankhead-Flanagan, Federal Cooperative, Farm Housing, Flood Rehabilitation, and Extension Consolidated are reflected in this 
column. 
7This table does not include direct expenditures by federal and other agencies. 
BClark-McNary Forestry tree distribution program expenditures included as sales and services from inception of program through 1972. 
Beginning with 1973 that operation has been treated as a separate agency activity and the expenditures are shown in Table 2 below. 
APPENDIX 3. Extension Budget Apportionments (cont.) 
Table 2. Agency Funds l 
Fiscal Year 
































Appendix 4. Abbreviations anc! Acronyms 
The abbreviations and acronyms listed are those 
most commonly used in this book. Not included are 
well known abbreviations such as U.S. for United 
States; those which appear only in the lists of refer-
ences; and names of states. The abbreviations for states 
are those used by the U.S. Post Office. 
This appendix is divided into two sections. The first 
section lists abbreviations for administrative units of 
the University, primarily ofthe IANR, and the second 
lists other abbreviations and acronyms used in this 
book. 









Cons & Sur 
Int! Prgs . 
RI 
Col of Home Ec or Home Ec Col 
Departments of the IANR 
Ag Biochem. 
Ag Comm. 
Ag Ec . 
Ag Ed .. 
Ag Eng 
Agron .. 
An Husb/An Sci 
Chmrgy ... 
Dairy Husb/Dairy Sci. 
Entom .... 
Food Sci & Tech 
FF&W .... 
4-H Youth Dev . 
Home Ec . 
Hort & For .. 
PI Path. . . . 
Pltry & Wildl Sci 
Vet Sci. . . . 




Env Prog. . 
.University of Nebraska 
.University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
.University of Nebraska Medical Center 
.University of Nebraska at Omaha 
.College of Agriculture/Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
.Agricultural Experiment Station 
.Agricultural Research Division 
.Cooperative Extension Service 
.Conservation and Survey Division 
.International Programs 
.Resident Instruction 







.Animal Husbandry/Animal Science 
.Chemurgy . 
. Dairy Husbandry/Dairy Science 
.Entomology 
.Food Science and Technology 
.Forestry, Fisheries and Wildlife 
.4-H and Youth Development 
.Home Economics 
.Horticulture and Forestry 
.Plant Pathology 
.Poultry Husbandry/Poultry and Wildlife Sciences 
.Veterinary Science 
.Statistical Laboratory/Biometrics and Information Systems Center 
.Center for Agricultural Meteorology and Climatology 
.Nebraska Water Resources Center/Nebraska Water Resources Institute 
.Environmental Programs 
Departments in the College of Home Economics 
Ed & Fmly Res/Cons Sci & Ed 
Human Dev & Fmly. . . . 
Foods & Nutr/Human Nutr & 
Food Serv Mgt . 
Text!, Clthg & Des . . . . 
.Education and Family Resources/Consumer Science and Education 
.Human Development and the Family 
.Foods and Nutrition/Human Nutrition and 
Food Service Management 
. Textiles, Clothing and Design 
Off-Campus Stations/Centers and Laboratories 
UN Field LablUN ARDC 
NE StaiUN NEREC . 
NP StaiUN WCREC . 
SAL ...... . 
GSL ...... . 
Pan H Sta/UN Pan H REC 
.University of Nebraska Field Laboratory at Mead/University of Nebraska Agricultural 
Research and Development Center 
.Northeast Station/University of Nebraska Northeast Research and Extension Center 
.North Platte Station/University of Nebraska West Central Research and Extension Center 
.Sandhills Agricultural Laboratory 
.Gudmundsen Sandhills Laboratory 
.Panhandle Station/University of Nebraska Panhandle Research and Extension Center 
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SC StalUN SCREC 
SE ERC/UN SEREC 
Ft Rob. 
.South Central Station/University of Nebraska South Central Research 
and Extension Center 
.Southeast Extension and Research Center/University of Nebraska Southeast Research 
and Extension Center l 
.Fort Robinson Beef Cattle Research Station 
US MARC/RLH US MARC . United States Meat Animal Research Center/Roman L. Hruska United States Meat Animal 
Research Center 
Val Substa .Valentine Substation 
Schools and Short Courses 
UNSA. .University of Nebraska School of Agriculture (at Lincoln) 
.University of Nebraska School of Agriculture (at Curtis) 
.University of Nebraska School of Technical Agriculture (at Curtis) 




Farm & Ranch Op 








































.Farm & Ranch Operators Short Course 
Section II. Other abbreviations and acronyms (arranged alphabetically) 
acre 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
Agricultural Builders of Nebraska, Inc. 
Agriculture College Boarding Club 
Agricultural Conservation Program 
Atomic Energy Commission 
agriculture 
Agriculture and Home Economics Communicators of Tomorrow 
Artificial insemination 
United States Agency for International Development 
Agricultural Research Service 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
Army Specialized Training Program 
Associated Students of the University of Nebraska 
Board of International Food and Agricultural Development 
bovine virus diarrhea 
College 
circa (approximately) 
Campus Activities and Programs 
Commodity Credit Corporation 
Centro International Agropecuario Tropical (in Colombia) 
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (in Mexico) 
College Retirement Equity Fund 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company 
Cooperative State Experiment Station Service 
Cooperative States Research Service 
Commodity Stabilization Service 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
East 
Extension Food and Nutrition Expanded Program 
Food and Agriculture Organization 
Future Farmers of America 
Farmers Home Administration 
Future Homemakers of America 
Farm and Home Development Program 
Foreign Operations Administration 
Farm Security Administration 
Government of Colombia 
General Services Administration 
House Roll 































































Industrial Business Machines 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario (Colombia) 
International Cooperation Agency (U.S.) 
International 4-H Youth Exchange 
Institute of Food Technologists 
industrial 
Lincoln Association of Retarded Children 
Legislative Bill 
Less Developed Country 
Mid-America State Universities Association 
Mid-America International Agricultural Consortium 




Nebraska Association of County Extension Boards, Inc. 
Naval Ammunition Depot 
National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges 
North Central 
Nebraska Center for Continuing Education 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Association 
Nebraska Crop Improvement Association 
Nebraska Council on Public Relations in Agriculture 
Nebraska Grain Improvement Association 
National Institutes of Health 
National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association 
Nebraska Ordnance Plant 
Nebraska Pork Producers Association 
Nebraska Public Power District 
Natural Resources District 
National Swine Growers Council 
National Science Foundation 
Organization for Economic Cooperation Development 
Outstanding Research and Creative Activities 
page, pages 
Pasture-Forage and Livestock Program 
Public Law 
Production and Marketing Administration 




Rural Area Development (program) 
Rural Electrification Administration 
Reserve Officers Training Corps 
Rural Development (program) 
South 
Students' Army Training Corps 
Soil Conservation Service 
Senate File 
Specific Pathogen Free 
South Platte United Chambers of Commerce 
state or street 
station 
Strength Through Agricultural Resources 
Specialized Training and Reassignment 
ton 
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association 
Klod and Kernel Klub 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
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university 
University Program Council 
u .. 
UPC. 





Victory in Europe (World War II) 
videlicet (namely) 
Victory in Japan (World War II) 
vocational 
West 







Western Nebraska United Chambers of Commerce 
Works Progress Administration 
World War I 




Young Men's Christian Association/or the Young Women's Christian Association 
Young Men's Christian Association 
Young Women's Christian Association 
Appendix 5. Individual Recognition 
The names of staff and alumni listed near the end 
of each chapter (where applicable) for individual rec-
ognition have been selected on the basis of qualifying 
in one or more of 22 categories which represent high 
levels of achievement. 
A search has been made by the authors as well as 
by the administrative units to make the list as complete 
as possible. For the staff it is reasonably complete, but 
The 22 categories for basis of selection were: 
1. Winner of Nobel prize in physiology and 
medicine, for outstanding contributions for 
the benefit of mankind, Sweden. 
2. Winner of the Japan prize awarded by the 
Science and Technology Foundation of Ja-
pan. 
3. Elected to membership in the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 
4. Elected to membership in the National Acad-
emy of Engineering, Washington, D.C. 
5. Elected to membership in the National Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, MA. 
6. Recipient of honorary doctorate degree(s) 
from the UN or other recognized university. 
7. Recipient of U.S. Presidential Award. 
8. Appointed Regents Professor, UNL. 
9. Faculty members chosen by former students 
as having the greatest impact on their lives. 
10. Recipient of UNL Distinguished Teaching 
Award. 
II. Recipient of UN Outstanding Research and 
Creative Activity Award. 
12. Recipient of UNL Distinguished Education 
Service Award. 
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for obvious reasons it would be impossible to have a 
complete listing for the alumni. 
For UNL College of Agriculture staff who resigned, 
we have limited listing to honors received within five 
years after resignation, with the thought that the UNL 
College of Agriculture/IANR cannot take much credit 
for accomplishments after that lapse of time. 
13. Recipient of International Distinguished 
Service to Agriculture, awarded by the Honor 
Society of Agriculture-Gamma Sigma Delta. 
14. USDA 
Recipient of Distinguished Service Award 
(USDA's highest form of recognition) 
Recipient of Superior Service Award 
(granted for achievement substantially be-
yond that ordinarily required for the po-
sition). 
IS. Appointed president or chancellor of a major 
university. 
16. Appointed to U.S. Cabinet position, or equiv-
alent. 
17. Served as president or prime minister of a 
nation. 
18. Elected governor of a state. 
19. Elected or appointed member of the board 
of regents (trustees) of a major university. 
20. Served as chief executive officer of a national 
corporation. 
21. Elected president of a national agricultural 
professional or honorary society. 
22. Served in the Nebraska Legislature. 
Appendix 6. Privately Raised Funds 
Over $50,000 was raised privately by the Financ~ 
Committee! of the College of Agricultur~ Al.umm 
Association, IANR, UNL through the Umversity of 
Nebraska Foundation, to help defray the cost of pro-
ducing this book. Principal contributors were: 
Benefactors (contributions of $2,500 or more) 
Cooper Foundation, Lincoln, NE 
Farmers National Company, Omaha, NE 
Jorgensen, Clifford H. & Ruthalee, Lincoln, NE 
Sponsors (contributions of $1,000 or more) 
Adams, James C. (In memorium) 
Beachell, Dr. Henry, Pearland, TX 
College of Agriculture Alumni, 
Association, IANR, UNL, Lincoln, NE 
Dickerson, Dr. Gordon E. and Myra, Lincoln, NE 
McReynolds, Guy & Veda, Ashland, NE 
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Lincoln, NE 
Porter, Clare and Georgiana, Lincoln, NE 
Donors (contributions of $100 or more) 
Ag Builders of Nebraska, Inc., Lincoln, NE 
Aitken, Thomas & Irene, Falls City, NE 
Albracht, Dr. & Mrs. James, Manhattan, KS 
Anderson, C. Edmund, McMinnville, OR 
Arnold, Dr. Roy & Jane, Corvallis, OR 
Bancroft, Dr. & Mrs. Paul, Lincoln, NE 
Baragar, Mrs. Helen, Lincoln, NE 
Batie, Russell & Carrol, Lincoln, NE 
Beard, Dr. Benjamin, Davis, CA 
Bengtson, Dr. John, Lincoln, NE 
Bertramson, Dr. B. Rodney, Pullman, WA 
Blaser, Dr. Roy & Emma, Blacksburg, VA 
Bohmont, Dr. Dale W., Reno, NV 
Burton, Dr. Glenn & Helen, Tifton, GA 
Bush, Ralph F., Pueblo, CO 
Camp, Lewis M., Aplington, IA 
C.E.E. Property, Norfolk, NE 
Clarke, Eston & Marion, Brock, NE 
Claybaugh, Dr. & Mrs. Glenn, Evansville, IN 
Claybaugh, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph, Carroll, NE 
Condon, Lawrence & Helen, Creighton, NE 
Cooper, Mr. & Mrs. John, Humboldt, NE 
DeKalb Ag Research, DeKalb, IL 
Dickason, Dr. Elvis and Helen, Lincoln, NE 
Doerr, Max, Creighton, NE 
Doll, Mr. & Mrs. Edward, Lincoln, NE 
Domingo, Clifford, Morris, MN 
Duis, Harold F., Arlington, VA 
Eggleston, Dennis, Ogallala, NE 
Elliott, Ralph, Mesa, AZ 
Elsen, Stanley, Nampa, ID 
Engel, David, Bode, IA 
Epp, Dr. & Mrs. Abram, Lincoln, NE 
Equitable Agri-Business Inc., Atlanta, GA 
'Committee names as listed in "acknowledgments" at the begin-
ning of this book. 
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Erickson, Dewaine, Wilcox, NE 
Erickson, Gilbert, Lincoln, NE 
Fager, William, Lincoln, NE 
Fenster, Charles & Eunice, Gering, NE 
Filley, Dr. Vernon, Pratt, KS 
Fischbach, Paul E. and Mary E., Lincoln, NE 
Fitts, Dr. James w., Holly Hill, FL 
Fobair, Irving, Sedona, AZ 
Foote, W. Duane & Joan, Lincoln, NE 
Franklin, Mrs. Maureen F., DeWitt, NE 
Frederick, Dr. Allen & Judith, Lincoln, NE 
Fredrickson, Housel Associates, Omaha, NE 
Frolik, Dr. Elvin & Rita, Lincoln, NE 
Frolik, Lawrence A., Pittsburgh, PA 
Frolik, Thomas E., Atlanta, GA 
Furrer, Weston, Omaha, NE 
Gardner, Dr. Charles & Wanda, Lincoln, NE 
Gingery, Burneil & Gwendolyn, Lincoln, NE 
Gingery, Robert & Alice, Lincoln, NE 
Gingrich, Levern, Omaha, NE 
Glandon, Clarence & Joyce, Sanibel, FL 
Glantz, Melvin N., Austin, TX 
Gong, Dr. & Mrs. Cheng-Shun, West Lafayette, IN 
Grace Foundation, New York, NY 
Graham, Ralston]., Lincoln, NE 
Gramlich, Amos K., Fremont, NE 
Grau, Dr. Frederick v., College Park, MD 
Grosserode, Stephen, Lincoln, NE 
Grove, Lee Eldon, Superior, NE 
Hahn, Richard, Omaha, NE 
Hanway, Dr. Donald & Blanche, Lincoln, NE 
Hansen, Mr. & Mrs. Wes, North Platte, NE 
Hedlund, Lt. Gen. Earl c., Annandale, VA 
Hedlund, Dolly, Washington, D.C. 
Hedlund, Floyd, Washington, D.C. 
Heuermann, B. K. & Sons, Phillips, NE 
Hill, Dr. Roscoe and Noreen, Lincoln, NE 
Hill, Wayne E., Columbia, MO 
Hilpert, Mrs. Rosina, Gering, NE 
Hodges, Mr. & Mrs. Daniel T., Julian, NE 
Hoegemeyer, Leonard, Hooper, NE 
Holland, Robert E. (In memorium-
by Dr. & Mrs. William Allaway, Ithaca, NY) 
Hovendick, Donald, Lake Ozark, MO 
Huckfeldt, Mr. & Mrs. Joe, Gering, NE 
Huckfeldt, Thomas, Mitchell, NE 
Hunt, Mr. & Mrs. Robert S., Green Valley, AZ 
Hutchinson, David & Fran, Lincoln, NE 
Ingersoll, Floyd, Champaign, IL 
Jensen, Maynard, Aurora, NE 
Johnson, E. Thome, Fremont, NE 
Joy, Donald C., Waco, TX 
Jundt, Dwight, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Jung, Patrick]., Omaha, NE 
Keech, Charles F., Lincoln, NE 
Keirn, Dr. Wayne and Joyce, Ft. Collins, CO 
Kilmer, Donald M., Brady, NE 
Klingman, Dr. Glenn and Clarice, Durham, NC 
Koch, Dr. Robert M. and Virginia, Clay Center, NE 
Krejci, Allan, Schuyler, NE 
Kreuscher, Allan, DeWitt, NE 
Kubie, Mr. & Mrs. Raymond, Lincoln, NE 
Kuhr, Mr. & Mrs. J. Merton, Blair, NE 
Lambert, Dr. Jean W., St. Paul, MN 
Lancaster, Dean & Wanda, Lincoln, NE 
Lincoln Production Credit Assn., Lincoln, NE 
Lingo, Samuel, Blair, NE 
Loeffel, Dr. Frank & Shirley, West Lafayette, IN 
Loeffel, Mrs. Hazel j., West Lafayette, IN 
Loewenstein, John R. & Grace, Lincoln, NE 
Lonnquist, Dr. John & Betty, Plymouth, MN 
Lowe, Harold, Sutton, NE 
Luebs, Dr. Ralph, Lakewood, CO 
Lyness, Phillip & Dr. Ruth, Lincoln, NE 
Marshall, A. Hunt, Wisner, NE 
Massengale, Chancellor Martin A. and Ruth, Lincoln, NE 
Maunder, Dr. Bruce, Lubbock, TX 
McCalla, Dr. T. M. and Virginia, Lincoln, NE 
McClure, Victor, Nokomis, FL 
Mead Johnson & Company Foundation, Inc., Evansville, IN 
Meredith, Fred, Clearlake, IA 
Merritt, Mr. & Mrs. Delbert, Gering, NE 
Metzger, James D., Sonoma, CA 
Moates, Thomas & Johanna, Central City, NE 
Moller, Walter L., Wayne, NE 
Morgan, Mr. & Mrs. Ray, Mercer Island, WA 
Morris, Dr. Rosalind, Lincoln, NE 
Moseman, Dr. Albert, Ridgefield, CT 
Murray, Dr. & Mrs. Ray A., Sun City, AZ 
NC+ Hybrids, Lincoln, NE 
National Bank of Commerce, Lincoln, NE 
NE Rural Electric Assn., Lincoln, NE 
Nebraska Farmer Company, Lincoln, NE 
Nelson, Douglas, Phoenix, AZ 
Nelson, Leroy, Atlantic, IA 
Nelson, Milton L., Bennington, NE 
Newton, Leah Harris, Sidney, NE 
Nichols, Robert & Helen, Brock, NE 
Nielsen, Wayne & Wanda, Lincoln, NE 
Nore, Albert E., Meza, AZ 
Norton, Gene, Elgin, NE 
Ochsner, Morris, Madison, NE 
Osler, Dr. Robert, Mexico D.F., Mexico 
Ottoson, Dr. Howard & Margaret, Lincoln, NE 
Pallesen, Raymond, Beaverton, OR 
Pavelka, Mrs. Donald (Barbara), Omaha, NE 
Pavelka, Dr. Donald, Omaha, NE 
Petersen, Verdon, Lincoln, NE 
Peterson, Dr. Arthur & Wilma, Olympia, WA 
Peterson, Dr. & Mrs. Maurice, Davis, CA 
Pierce, Paul R., Hastings, NE 
Pierce, Roland, Kearney, NE 
Pilcher, Charles & Rachel, McCook, NE 
Plucknett, Dr. Donald, Annandale, VA 
Prochaska, Edward & Emma, St. Paul, NE 
Pumphrey, Vance & Niola, Pendleton, OR 
Raikes, Ralph E., Ashland, NE 
Raun, Dr. Ned S. & Esther, Washington, DC 
Raun, Robert L. & Eileen, Minden, NE 
Reed, Kenneth, Beatrice, NE 
Regier, Theodore, Aurora, NE 
Rhodes, John, Beatrice, NE 
Roe, Claude M., Yuma, AZ 
Rogers, Mr. & Mrs. Richard, Gibbon, NE 
Sahs, Dr. Warren & Anna, Lincoln, NE 
Schewe, Lt. Col. & Mrs. Donald, Indianapolis, IN 
Schipporeit, Otto G., Ainsworth, NE 
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Schliefert, Mervin, Kearney, NE 
Schwartz, Eugene, Holdrege, NE 
Scoular Foundation, Omaha, NE 
Sheffield, Dr. Leslie F. & Doris, Lincoln, NE 
Shell Companies Foundation, Houston, TX 
Sherburne, Keith, Humboldt, NE 
Siefer, Fred E., Fort Dodge, IA 
Skrdla, Dr. Willis & Betty, Ames, IA 
Sloan, Dwight, Alliance, NE 
Smith, Dr. Dale & Maria, Sun City, AZ 
Spohnheimer, Albert & Sylvia, Lincoln, NE 
Starostka, Dr. Raymond, Silver Creek, NE 
Staley, Herman M., Spokane, WA 
Stephens, Dwight, Lincoln, NE 
Stevens, Harold & Virginia, Lexington, NE 
Stowell, Willard, Moline, IL 
Stukenholtz, Rollan, Dodge City, KS 
Sullivan, Dr. Thomas, Lincoln, NE 
Swinbank, John C. & Elsie, Lincoln, NE 
Terpsma, Loyd C. & Lola, Lincoln, NE 
Tiemann, Mr. & Mrs. Norbert, Alexandria, VA 
Thalman, Ray R., Santa Rosa, CA 
Thompson, Charles y', Dahinda, IL 
Thurber, Willis, Burwell, NE 
Valley View Farms, Morton, TX 
Visek, Dr. Willard & Priscilla, Champaign, IL 
Voigt, Dr. & Mrs. Robert, Tucson, AZ 
Waldo, Willard H. and Beulah, Dewitt, NE 
Watermeier, Gene, Unadilla, NE 
Watson, Lloyd E., Humboldt, NE 
Watt, Dr. John R., Arvada, WY 
Webster, Mr. & Mrs. Jason, Scottsbluff, NE 
Webster, Dr. Orrin & Levenia, Tucson, AZ 
Wehrbein, Mr. & Mrs. Roger, Plattsmouth, NE 
Westcott, Marvin, Holdrege, NE 
Wilhelmi, Dr. Kenneth, Colwich, KS 
Wilkins, Grover, Lincoln, NE 
Wolf, Dr. Dale & Clarice, Greenville, DE 
Woolsey, George & Mary Ann, Inland, NE 
Yeutter, Dr. Clayton & Jeanne, Washington, D.C. 
Zart, Wesley W., Lincoln, NE 
N ames of those giving less than $100 are not listed. 
However, those giving $50 or more, including the 




Aandahl, Andrew, 153 
Abbenhaus, Gerald, 395 
Abbott, F. H., II6 
Abbott, Roscoe C., 13, 284 
Abel, Patricia, 145 
Aberle, Elton, 200 
Acker, Duane c., 17,21,377,382,430,432,434 
Ackerson, Clifton w., 37,110,136,137,139,265 
Adams, Charles H., 130, 199,200,382,436 
Adams, Georgian, 249 
Adams, James C., 315 
Adams, Jimmy, 414 
Adams, John L., 68, 70, 74, 82, 98, 99, 145,205,267,268,305, 
421 
Addink, John w., 67 
Adkins, Richard E., 291, 293, 305 
Aiken, Jean, 144, 145,284 
Aitken, Thomas D., 44 
Alexander, M. A., 91, 199,200 
Alexander, Ulverd, 307 
Alford, Simon w., 275, 405 
Allaway, William H., 186 
Allen, Franklin, 159 
Allen, Bobbie (Mrs. Harold L.), 91 
Allen, Harold L., 91 
Allington, William B., 261, 327 
Allred, R. Chase, 185 
Alway, F. j., 10, II, 138 
Ames, Guy, 379 
Amundson, Roald, 228 
Andersen, Lloyd W., 69 
Anderson, A. E., 11,52,65, 152 
Anderson, Albin T., 88, 89 
Anderson, Angeline, 240 
Anderson, Arthur, 373 
Anderson, Charles B., 116 
Anderson, D. S. (State Senator), 179, 330 
Anderson, Dale G., 152 
Anderson, Huldah (Peterson), 231 
Anderson, Myrtle, 306 
Anderson, Morris j., 155 
Anderson, Victor (Governor), 378 
Andrews, E. Benjamin, 114 
Andrews, Fred C., 277 
Antes, Wesley M., 231 
Anthony, Hazel M., 78, 84, 126, 236, 240, 248, 249, 434 
Arms, Milo, 43 
Arnold, Frank G., 203 
Arnold, Roy G., 104,226,357,436 
Arthaud, Agnes L., 63, 64, 69, 126,245,246,248,431 
Arthaud, Vincent, Ill, 192, 199,200,351 
Arthur, Joseph C., 260 
Ashburn, Clifford L., 69, 155, 322 
Atkinson, Daniel E., 186 
Atwood, Florence, 61, 74, 247, 248 
Aughey, Samuel, 8, 137 
Avery, Samuel, 10, 96, 137, 138, 392, 405, 427 
Axthelm, Deon D., 161, 164 
Axthelm, Larry, 319, 327 
Baer, A. A., 390 
Bagley, Walter T., 116, 228, 250, 258 
Bailey, Dudley, 145 
Bailey, Gilbert E., 137 
Baird, Don, 192 
Baker. Durwood, 81 
Baker E. j., 166 
Baker, Frank H., 190, 198,200,212 
Baker, Guy N., 199 
Baker, Marvel L., 9, 16, 18,32,37,66,88,89,91,92, 129, 144, 
189,190,193,195,199,200,214,290,304, 3II, 312, 335, 
336, 337, 339, 351 
Baldwin, Mrs. P. L., 133 
Ball, Ellen M. (Moorhead), 262 
Baltensperger, Arden A., 382 
Bancroft, Paul M., 265 
Bancroft, William D., 281 
Banning, W. B. (State Senator), 72, 257 
Baragar, Arnold E., 162, 240, 244 
Barber, Harry G., 217 
Barber, Larry R., 330, 331 
Barbour, E. H., 10 
Bare, Orlando S., 159,219,221,401 
Bare, Thomas B., 147, 148 
Barker, P. B., 170 
Barnell, Leo, 75 
Barnes, Dorsey, 191 
Barrett, Leverne, 160 
Bartels, Clifford, 327 
Bashford, Leonard, 164 
Bass, Paul, 414 
Bassett, Samuel C., 212, 427 
Baumgarten, Henry E., 102 
Baxter, W. Neal, 315 
Bay, Michael, Jr., 143 
Beachell, Henry M., 186 
Beadell, Lorraine A., 411 
Beadle, George w., 172, 175, 186,348,382,401 
Beal, C. w., 96 
Becker, Helen Louise, 248 
Beckhoff, A. H., 52, 232 
Beermann, Melvin, 126 
Bell, F. Jamison, 179 
Bell, Lloyd, 159 
Bengtson, John W., 133 
Benn, Harold W., II4, 371 
Bennett, Allen, 130 
Benson, Donavan, 160 
Benson, Ellsworth H., 254 
Benson, Ezra (Secty of Agric, US), 299 
Benton, Allen R., 7, 24, 50 
Bergland, Robert (Secty of Agric, US), 272 
Bertramson, B. Rodney, 186 
Bessey, Charles E., 8, 9,10, II, 24, 33,45,51,96, ll5, ll6, 117, 
217,251,255,260,271,283,360,424 
Biggs, Lee, 395 
Billings, Chester B., 413 
Billings, Frank S., 9, 10,33,271 
Birch, Eleanor M., 153 
Bish, Cyril, 75, 147 
Bishop, E. C., 231 
Bitney, Larry L., 154, 155 
Bixler, Monroe (State Senator), 335, 336, 339 
Blanchard, j. Richard, 285 
Blaser, Roy Emil, 186 
Blezek, Allen, 160 
Blish, Morrisj., 37,137,138 
Bliss, R. K., II 
Blue, Wayne, 414 
Blunn, Cecil T., 91, 188, 199,200,278 
Bodman, Jerry, 164 
Bohling, Kermit, 160 
IConsists only of names in the narrative portion of this book (pp 1-438) except that tabulated names and names in references are not 
included. 
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Bohmont, Dale W., 382 
Bohy, Ray, Ill, 115 
Boldt, C. E., 228 
Bond, Theodore, 47 
Book, Virginia, 145 
Boosalis, Michael G., 179, 183, 259, 261 
Booth, Charles E., 390 
Borchers, Raymond L., 102, 103, 137 
Borgmann, Carl, 202 
Borman, Doug, 336 
Bosserman, Betty, 402 
Boucher, Chauncey, S., 50, 202 
Boulware, Ralph, 191 
Bouton, Rosa, 10,237,238,241,360 
Boyle, Jim, 160 
Brackett, Elmer E., 164, 165 
Bradford, Don, 328 
Bradford, Harry E., 157, 364, 374, 382, 411 
Brainard, Charles L., 24 
Brakke, Myron K., 19, 262, 263 
Brandt, Lorraine, 240 
Breckenridge, Ada!.1 C., 76, 77, 80, 83, 143 
Bredenkamp, Sally, 65 
Breslow, Dave, 46 
Briggs, George B., 117,254 
Brineger, Thomas E., 175 
Brink, Dennis R., 200 
Broady, Knute 0., 68, 88 
Broberg, Roy, 395 
Brock, Lawrence (Congressman), 291, 293 
Brokaw, William H., 60, 63, 66, 74, 142,424 
Brouse, Edgar M., 348 
Browing, G. M., 344 
Brown, A. C., 134 
Brown, Dean A., 65 
Brown, E. P., 53 
Brown, Mary Ellen, 74, 142,246,247,248 
Brown, Rex, 114, 115 
Brownlee, Lamoine, 183 
Bruner, Lawrence, 8,10,19,76,217,218,219,220 
Brunig, M. P., 164, 394 
Buck, Glenn A., 144,409 
Bu<oy, John L., 64, 155 
Bue!, Eva, 192 
Bullerman, Lloyd B., 222 
Bullis, D. D., 200 
Burbach, Jules, 306 
Burchard, Hans, 253 
Burlingham, C. L., 206 
Burnett, Edgar A., 9, 10, 13, 14,23,32,51, 112, 114, 142, 188, 
189, 190, 192, 199,200,206,207,285,360,363,382,392, 
398, 405, 413, 423, 424, 427, 435 
Burney, Willard, 304 
Burnside, Orvin C., 180 
Burr, E. H., 243 
Burr, William W, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18,23,28,34, 112, 125, 128, 
170,178,180,184,185,243,313,314,315,370,382,398, 
404,407,409 
Burton, Glenn W., 172, 186 
Burzlaff, Donald F., 69, 175, 179, 323 
Bushman, D. H., 200 
Butler, David (Governor), 1 
Butler, Hugh (US Senator), 335, 365 
Byerly, Theodore C., 315, 33, 337, 339, 342 
Campbell,]. C., 95 
Campbell, John B., 314, 316 
Campbell, Wayne L., 371 
Canada, Ralph W, 158 
Card, Fred W, 251 
Carlson, Merlyn, 316 
Carmody, Arthur (State Senator), 335 
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Carpenter, Terry M. (State Senator), 106, 323, 335, 368 
Carson, John (Johnny), 128 
Carter, Edward F., 356 
Carter, Jack, 128 
Chace, Walter E., 304 
Chase, L. W., 10, 11, 111, 161, 162, 163, 165,382,392 
Chestem, Abner K., 363 
Christensen, Chris L., 363 
Christensen, Emil, 234 
Christensen, Leo M., 202, 203, 424, 425 
Claassen, Carl E., 41, 42, 203 
Clanton, Donald C., 199,311,314 
Clark, Marjorie Ruth, 244 
Clark, Ralph B., 175 
Claybaugh, Joseph H., 55, 267, 269, 312 
Clegg, Curtis, 113 
Clegg, Denzil 0., 70, 305, 306 
Clegg, Max D., 182 
Clements, Leroy D., 157, 159 
Cline, Earl, 304, 356 
Clouse, DeLoris R., 143 
Cockerill, William, 48 
Coil, William, 229 
Colbert, Mrs.]. P., 142 
Cole, Philip H., 205, 210 
Cole, Ralph H., 59, 61, 373 
Collings, Mrs. Lois (Wayne), 153 
Collings, Wayne R., 285, 286 
Collins, Erma, 402 
Colwell, William E., 76, 80, 81, 82, 83, 181,431 
Colville, William L., 171, 185,281 
Combs, Raedene, 245 
Compton, William A., 173 
Conard, Elverne C., 175, 181,351 
Condon,Lawrence, III 
Condra, George, 335 
Conley, G. 0., 200 
Cook, Allen, 409 
Cook, Bill, 414 
Cook, Glen C., 171 
Cook, Harold C., 335 
Cooksley, Roland L., 71 
Cooper, Joseph, 213 
Copenhaver, Ralph, 132 
Cornman, C. T., 264 
Coster, John K., 159 
Coupe,]. F., 52,191,232 
Coupland, George, 115, 116 
Cowan, James, 348 
Coyne, Dermot P., 253, 254, 255, 262, 376 
Cox, Lynn, 414 
Cox, Milo L., 186, 281 
Crandall, Bliss, 278 
Crandall, Horace C., 367, 369 
Cranfill,]. C., 75 
Crawford, Robert P., 8, 24, 107, 138, 142, 161,260,284,361, 
405 
Crazy Horse, Chief, 334 
Cromwell, Norman, 103, 
Crosby, Robert (Governor), 179, 335, 336 
Crosier, Robert, 367 
Cross, Otis E., 163 
Crowe, Lawrence K., 207, 208, 209, 214, 215 
Crozier, W. F., 166 
Cruise, Ray, 126, 328, 371 
Culbertson, Harvey, 8, 24, 32, 50, 96, 107,251 
Culbertson, Joe, 401 
Culver, Moses M., 32, 107, 169 
Culver, V. S., 52, 207, 232 
Cundiff, Larry v., 334 
Cunningham, P. ]., 200 
Curry, Warren H., 344 
Curtis, Carl (US Senator), 291, 293, 344 
Cushing, Robert L., 171, 174, 186 
Cyr, L. N., 159 
Dahlgren, Robert, 312 
Daigger, Louis A., 323 
Dalbey, Dwight S., 350 
Dalbey, Hannah Virginia (Lewis), 350 
Dale, Carl, 387 
Daly, J. M., 19, 139, 140, 261 
Daly, Ronald T., 248 
Damkroger, Berl, 128 
Danielson, D. Murray, 199,312 
Dasenbrock, Wilbur, 109 
Dauber, Otto J., 370 
David, George, 433 
Davidson, J. B., 161, 162, 163, 165 
Davies, Reginald, 285 
Davis, Elliott, 192 
Davis, F. S., 181 
Davis, Guy R., 231, 235 
Davis, H. P., 78, 206, 208, 209, 212, 213, 214, 405 
Davis, Russell, 336, 339 
Davisson, A. E., 157, 360, 364 
Dawes, A. Neil, 371 
Dawson, Ralph w., 217 
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